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Chinui (Telugu), Anti (Marathi), Tamarind, Indian Date (English)

In spile ofthe fan that the flowers of the Tamarind are inconspicuous, if is quite one ofour

most handsome trees, hgrows to a large sizeandgreatageand at a!I timesofthesear isa beautiful

sight with its fine, spreading limbs and canopy ofbillowingfoliage Native to tropical Africa,

a is now cultivated or naturalised all over India. Burma. Sri Lanka and Malaysia

The Tamarind has a short, strong trunk whose bark is almost black and covered with

longitudinalfissures and horh/mal cracks. The oldest recordedage ofa Tamarind is 200years

In MayandJune, sprays ofsmall, scentedflowers appear which on close examination, have

an unexpected beauty. Thepetals are creamy oryellow and covered withafine net-work ofdeep

red veining. Tlie pods , which are usuallyfairly numerous, are sickle-shaped or like long, thick

beans. The) are atfirst green but become buffand brittle when ripe. The seeds, from one to ten.

are contained in a fibrous pulp. In same varieties of Tamarind the pulp is brown and acid, in

others it is sweet but the best is considered to be the one with reddish pulp.

At times, the tree is bare enough for many of the branches and twigs to be seen. Then the

leaves are durk green and dull: but ut the beginning ofthe sear and sometimes in September

too, new. fresh leaves appear. The transformation is striking. One week there isa tired, dusty

tree; die next, a billowing cloak of brilliant green covers u from top to bottom.

No part of the tree is without its use. The pulp is a popular ingredient for curries and
preserves and makes a good sherbet Medicinally it is used asa laxative. The ground seeds,

boiled to a paste with gum, make a strong cement, from them too. is obtained a substitute for

wheat or otherflour, used by tribals to make chapatlis. The husks ofthe seeds have been used

for road surfacing!

The leaves make a good poulticefor bods: also an infusion from them makesafine yellow

dye which is used to give a green colour to silk previously dyed with indigo. And the wood,

though difficult to work , is widely usedfor making wheels, mallets, furniture, etc.

Country people believe that the tree exudes unhealthy vapours, which is not mere

superstition.fur tents pitched underTamarinds in wet weather become discoloured and rotten

after a lime: many plants will notgrow beneath them, though this does not apply to all herbs

and shrubs.

The name Tamarind is from the Persian Taniar-i- Hindi which means 'Indian date’,

(flowering Trees and Shrubs in India • D.V.Cowen).

SAVE INDIA'S TREES!
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LETTERS

Dear Editor.

The Vol 2 No.3 issue of THE
EYE. Walking Tall , was as de-

lightful as its previous issues, lam
becoming worried,though, about

the schedule ofpublication. Maybe
you should consider making THE
EYE a quarterly in order to catch

up. as well as maintain the high

standards of the magazine. Quite

frankly, I think to publish a maga-
zine such as this can be very tough

under light financial circum-
stances.

In the current issue / enjoyed

most of the articles, especially the

one by Satish Kumar. The inter-

view with Acharya Tulsi was ab-

sorbing. Hike lhe new cartoon sec-

tion. Please make sure it contin-

ues The only complaint I have is

regarding the selection of poems.
It is really unfortunate that mod-

ern poetry has come to such a sorry

state that the reader is left with

strange feelings that I don 't asso-

ciate with the experience of read-

ing good poetry.

Once again, congratulationsfor

a great issue ! Please carry on the

good work

.

Dhanada K.Mishra

IS12 Gilbert Ct.

Ann Arbor, Ml 48105,

USA.

Dear Editor,

THE EYE has always carried

rich and multifaceted articles, giv-

ing the reader various aspects ofa
concept or a new facet to culture

that one was alien to. In the era of
planes, trains, automobiles and
rockets, your issue Walking Tall

was perhaps the need of the hour.

The magazine, through the written

word, has opened the doors to a
magical heritage.

The word ' culture ' must neces-
sarily includefood as a way oflife.

A most interesting walk would he
one down a sweetmeat street or

‘parathewali gali' in Chandini
Chowk, Old Delhi, to watch a

khamama (cook) busy at work Will

the two-minute culture offood take

over generations old recipes ? I do
hope that THE EYE will dedicate

an issue to Indian cuisine So here's
to many more masala packed is-

sues ..with a little sugar, a lot of
spice and ofcourse, all that ‘s nice

!

Molthree Sharma, Std X
Sardar Patel Vldyalaya,

New Delhi .

Dear Editor,

I have just received the delightful

issue ofTHE EYE on Walking andam
enjoying reading every article in it As
an avid walker myself, Ifind the issue

extra interesting !Maybe I willjoin one

of the nature walks in Delhi....

Rhuvana Ijtkshmi

Sri AurobindoAshram
New Delhi.

Dear Editor.

At a time when one is giving up
reading magazines as their inspi-

rational content diminishes to

match their spiralling rise in price.

1 was delighted to make the ac-

quaintance ofTHE EYE. It isyoung
in vision andjauntily refreshing in

style. Above all. it symbolises what
one person ’sfaith in lasting values

can achieve.

SP/CMACA Y's growth is a mar-
vellous demonstration of how ev-

ery one of us holds the miniscule

seed ofmustard - that ifnot surren-

dered to lhe winds of cynicism -

sprouts to become a giant tree

wherein the Upunlshadlc bird re-

sides.

Bill A itken
21, Friends Colony West,

New Delhi 110065.

Dear Editor,

Kudosfor the issue on Walking.
In an age when automation seems
to have almost taken overour lives,

it was nice to be reminded of the

finer aspects of living. The article

Wanderer by Satish Kumar made
very interesting reading and spoke
volumes about the power ofgood-
will and love.

Arpit Agarwal
Aurosarjan Boutique

6 Rue Bussy,

Pondicherry.
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Nearly all of them were stocked with convention facilities and conven-

tional facilities - squash courts, health clubs, equipmentfor wind surfing

and, of course, theatresfor the presentation oflocal culture Fora touch

Of imported romance, there were even horse drawn buggies on hand.

Pico Iyer on Nuta Dua, Bali, in his book Video Nights in Kathmandu.

The key to the humanisation of travel is the new, all round individual. Not

justa holiday person, but a human being, aware ofhimself (and of others)

and of his travel motives and desires; one who has learned to be self-

critical and to use his experiences ofother cultures to see himselfin a new

tight. This person will have undertaken or be prepared to undertake, what

we may call an inner journey, on the way acquiring humility and a willing-

ness to share these qualities. Only then shall we he able to bring travel

more humanity.

Jost Krippcndorf in The Holiday Makers.

These quotations from two modern writers have been chosen for the polarity of their descriptions of some

of the aspects of contemporary travel. This issue on Tourism explores the difficult terrain that is straddled

by this mammoth industry Having reached the last periphery, namely Asia, and apparently, here to stay,

we can no longer ignore its overriding presence.

Wc are primarily concerned with the linkages of modem work, economics, home, leisure and

tourism The manner in which this ‘smokeless industry’ is approached and propagated seems to neatly

parcel us into ‘working man, leisure man. weekend man and holiday man'. However, our writers in these

pages have delved into several aspects ofmodem tourism and drawn out its incredible impacts on socio-

economic situations, culture, lifestyle, health and general attitude. Tourism is now a larger-than-life

entity screaming for an alternate view or critique.

Help came through two timely sources; Nina Rao, an authority on the subject who became our

Guest Editor and Equations, an NGO concerned with third world tourism, especially Soutli Asia. Our

writers have excelled themselves in linking up tourism with their particular disciplines. And a special

mention must be made of Ripin Kalra whose illustrations lend more than a little spice to the pages.

We do hope that you. thereader-traveller, will find this issue interesting and be concerned about

some of its contents. As peripatetic humankind, move wc must, but how ? That is the question. In the

words of Eliot,

We shall not ceasefrom exploration

And the end ofall our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the place for the first time.

THE EVE VOL.I NO.*
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GUESTEDITORIAL

GUEST EDITORIAL

W hco wc began io discuss

this issue on Tourism, we
became aware of the completely

newdirection that the tourism dis-

course was taking. Wc identified

that the catalysts in this process

were the tourism activists, who-
everthey were in the world. Activ-

ist research had taken as its point

of departure, the weaknessess of
the mainstream tourism impact
studies in dealing with the con-

quest of destinations and receiv-

ing cultures as a process of ex-

change. So one-sided were these

studies that they did not look at

resort regions in the Third World
as points of origin for the world

tourist market, because in the ideo-

logical framework ofinternational

tourism. Asia. Africa and Latin

America were thenew destinations,

the warm ‘South’ . which had only a
pre determined role to play in the

unfolding scenario The purchasing
power of two crorc Indians, for ex-

ample,was to have noimpact on the

motivation and behaviour of the

tourist or on the demand for tourist

oriented products.

We decided to take a look at

these issuesmore closely to evalu-

ate the tourism phenomenon,which

is set to take off in a big way in

India. We therefore, looked to the

relatively new discipline of the

sociology of tourism to identify

how the ex-colonial subject be-

comes the objectified 'other '
{ see

note) in the tourism discourse in

order to understand whether any

shift has taken place in this pro-

cess. In the case studies wc invited

for this issue, we sawthat the tone,

the separation, the commoditi-
sation and the view of the Asian

other remains simplistic, natural-

istic, feminine, mysterious and

strange. On the otter hand, the

tourism discourse assumes the need

for staged events that often relate to

the encapsulated nature of mass tour-

ism. imposing concepts of culture,

identity and tradition which have
meaning for the centres from which

tourists originate, but maybe com-
pletely unreal to those who live at

tourist destinations. Culture shock
arises from a too sudden absorption

into tourism development, where in-

dividual and situational determinants

of adjustments do not have the time to

operate; for example, the signs and

cues we take for granted, like words,

gestures and facial expressions, cus-

toms and norms on which wc depend
to negotiate a social space, without

feeling frustrated or anxious.

The so-called ‘guest-host relation-

ship, outside of the tourism discourse

does not threaten either the guest or

the host. In fact, the Asian tradition of

the ‘uninvited guest' is perhaps a re-

flection of a society so secure in its

material and social cohcsivcncss, that

the ’other’ was never considered to be

thclccation of conflict, as wasthccasc

in Europe, which had a tradition of

violence and change. Can wc claim

that the tourist/resident relationship is

that of guest and test? Are these terms

not imposed by what is known as the

‘hospitality industry’? In the case

study/field work that has recently been

published, there is a debate on terms

which the tourism discourse has im-

posed on destinations.

Is the fascination with a new cul-

ture enough to overcome hostility to-

wards or frustration with cultural norms

and traditions at the destination? Bi-

culturalism or cross cultural encoun-

ters based on a commercial relation-

ship can hardly be said to recreate the

contours of a guest. Similarly, a sense

of less, of rejection and a feeling of
impotence that people at the destina-

tion feel can hardly be described asthc

joy of playing host The very word
‘encounter’ indicates a warlike situa-

tion! Ordinary situations like attend-

ing rituals and ceremonies, making
contact with the opposite sex. order-

ing meals, shopping, using the bath-

room etc. can suddenly become ob-

stacles which cause either embarrass-

ment or frustration Similarly, rules

regarding exchange of gifts.

bargaining, eating and drinking and

time keeping, also i±%ide cultures.

Cross-cultural differences are trans-

formed in the arena of tovnsm into

power play The debate centres on
who is empowered t; >et the rules.

The tourism discocrxe on rhe trans-

formation of the s<l t cooccntiaicsmuch
more on ‘going away’ ratter than 'go-

i ng towards’ . Thedrsomoon then be-

comes the threshold. where the tourist

leaves behind social roles. rules and
norms, which will te rear veredon the

return home. The desarjr -- becomes

Culture shock arisesfrom a too sudden absorption into

tourism development, where, individual and situational

determinants ofadjustments do not have the time to

operate. For example, the signs and cues we rakefor

granted, like words, gestures andfacial expressions,

customs and norms on which we depend to negotiate a

social space withoutfeeling frustrated or anxious.

imj ere voui no.
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GUESTEDITORIAL

the commodity where one finds a time-

less, workless paradise, peopled with

natives to serve you with a smile. There

are only a few tourists who seek an

alternative centre 'out there’ to bring

meaning back to their routinised lives.

When we begin to look at the an-

thropology oftourism, we see the des-

tination as the ‘field’ which involves a

restructuring of information,
‘reinventing of tradition’ and ‘re-cre-

ation’ of identity according to classifi-

catory systems which are both com-

plex and contradictory. In South Asian

tourism this has meant a new relation-

ship between the state and a local

culture - as a planner of tourism devel-

opments a marketer of cultural mean-
ing, as an arbiter of cultural practices

to be displayed to the tourists' gaze

and as the arena of a new form of

politics. Since the tourist is a 'volun-

tary, temporary traveller in expecta-

tion of pleasure, novelty and change’,

how docs the state intervene in bring-

ing the tourist and destination together?

For example, the All Asia Guide of the

Far Eastern Review states: ‘If you
waul sex in Asia it is lltere. fundamen-

tally to be enjoyed without guilt, a

matter ofappetite notroinance. In most

places it is free and easy; most Asians

prefer not totalk about it... Asia’s lights

o’ love are mostly young, pretty, gay

and a welcome change from the hard

faced crones found in the West.’

Club Med has also come to Asia,

where ‘agents can arrange demonstra-

tions of shadow puppet making, top

spinning, weaving, rice pounding, tra-

ditional games, singing and
dancing....the villagers can also serve

afternoon tea and a traditional dinner

at a local home’.

Tourism is not of one type and
Valcne Smith has suggested a five

fold typology:

• Recreational or surlust tourism

based on sun. sea. sand and sex.

• Environmental tourism using natu-

ral scenery or unique human land-

scapes as resources.

• Historical tourism using relics of a

past culture as a resource.

India is largely

iradilional and

vegetarian, but we

have nightclubs and

beaches where you

can bare all. Indian

women may look

traditional but among

them are those who

have been married

and divorced

frequently, between

making films,

dancing, cooking or

ruling the country.

• Ethnic tourism which aims at living

cultures.

• Cultural tourism which aims at cul-

ture. picturesque or quaint customs

or local colour, including a vanish-

ing lifestyle like old style houses,

hand made crafts etc.

In all these typologies the destina-

tion is merely contextual, its role be-

ing relegated to that of shaping the

tourists* experience, without

focussing on the specificity of the

cultures’ identity.

This leads to the making ofnew
cultural statements in the form of
making a choice - of which part of

a country's cul tu te or national iden-

tity should be conveyed to the tour-

ist. The India Show on Star TV is a
good case in point: India is largely

traditional and vegetarian, but we
have nightclubs and beaches where

you can bare ail. Indian women
may look traditional but among

them are those who have been mar-
ried and divorced frequently, be-

tween making films, dancing,

cooking or ruling the country.

State sponsored cultural pro-

ductions like the fairs and festivals

at home and abroad are put to-

gether for the tourist but become
the culture of the native elite as

well, by creating authentic ethnic

markers which then define both

the past and the present. ‘Western

style', thesloganof the travel trade,

then become r the most visiblcdcfi-

nition of modernity at the destina-

tion and the tourists’ behaviour,

the most visible demonstration of

modern behaviour.

We hope that the articles in this

issue will help our reader to reflect

on the challenges of Tourism, to

look beyond the hype and to sift

the real from the fantastic. We are

going to be at both ends of the

debate - as tourists and as resi-

dents.

-NINA RAO

Note:

Edward Said’s postmodernist book, Orientalism
.
argues that from

ancient to modern times, the We.vf has defineditsown identity hy creating

an alternative other". This "other" is the Orient and Orientalism is "a

systematic discipline by which European culture gained in strength and

identity by setting itself off against the Orient... as a sort of surrogate

self..." Thus Orientalism is the "discourse" of colonial expansion, the

language of them and us. However, this theoretical edifice has been

challenged by AijazAhmed in his book. In Theory: Classes, Nations and

Literatures.

THE EVE VOL II NC.4
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ONCE UPONATIME

ONCE UPON A
TIME

ROMILLA THAPAR

/ have always wandered what preparations Hsuan Tsang must have made to

set off on his journey to India over the Himalayas. And what happened to his

family? Did they wither away with anxiety the years he was gone? Orwas it an

accepted part of life then, of the human condition some thirteen hundredyears

ago

?

The scene is changing dramatically with technology, progress, time, call it

what you will. Increasingly now. you race to an airport through unending traffic,

fill up bits and pieces ofirrelevant information on to cards which willfinally be

thrown intoa computer orwaste paperbasket, strap yourselfon toachairmuch

the same as the chairyou left at home, and cagedin thatplane you leave the earth

in a burst ofnoise. Down to earth again, swallowed up by yet another cavernous

airport, along with thousands of others you charge across numerous corridors

with their little card - receiving outposts to reach a hotel which could be much

the same every place you go.

Itall happens so quickly andyet.seemsto take so long, like playing a gome with

time. There seems little occasion for tluit brush with another culture, another

terrain, another people

Judgingfrom the meticulousness ofthe earlier accounts, even languageseems

to have been less ofa harrier than it is today The traveller had to learn it; there

was no alternative. Actually, speed cuts outmuch ofthe excitement, much oflife.

One isfilled with a vicarious nostalgiafor those winding caravan journeys over

parched deserts,for the monsoon-tossed voyages to Java and beyond, evenfor the

traumas ofthe lone individualistswho set out onfoot, undaunted by the possible

encounters with strange men and stranger beasts.

Veryfew in our generation could write affafewyearsfor ajourney -as people

certainly did in the past. And they must have had to sufferfor it in physical terms

far more agonising thanwe can imagine. To transcend the heatand the snaw and

sea sickness and what have you, the urge to travel must have been awesome.

Raj Thapar.

The Invincible Traveller

•
The essay, Once Upona Time isfroman interesting collection called

The Invincible Traveller, edited by Raj Thapar. We present below,

a small extractfrom the essay, which deals with an episode in the

journey of a great Chinese traveller
.
Hsuan Tsang. Ho issue on

tourism is complete without the inclusion of the great and brave

'traveller ofyore’, the walker, the sailor and the seeker.

•

T he Indian has been an inveterate occupation with virtually no capital

traveller for many millenia. Mer- investment, and continues to be so as in

chants, traders, pilgrims, monks, reli- the case of wandering sadhus. Traders

gious mendicants and the emissaries of and monks are, however, the most vis-

royal courts were all on the move. For ible both in numbers and in impact

some, travelling became a full time from these early descriptions, for the

incentives from trade and the mission

to preach took people long distances.

Among outsiders, the vision of India

remained fairly constant. Images were

born from the accountsofvisitors tothc

country and possibly confirmed by In-

dians settled outside where, like many

settlers, the land they had left behind

probably took on in time the contours

of a utopia. But in the earlier centuries

it was curiosity that encouraged visits

to India....

....India produced only one religion

for export - Buddhism - with a mecha-

nism for proselytising, and this proved

very successful. From the fourth cen-

tury A.D. onwards, various Buddhist

pilgrims visited India and among these

the most prominent were the Chinese in

search of the ‘western heaven', the

holy land ofthe true doctrine and where

lire Buddha had lived.The accounts of

their travels describe in detail the hor-

rors which they had to overcome, fight-

ing with demons and hostile supernatu-

ral forces, to reach India. They provide

meti culous itineraries ofplaces visited.

Buddhist monasteries at which they

stayed, and the general condition of

Buddhism inlndia.The earliest ofthese

pilgrims was Fa Hien who left Chinain

AD 399 and travelled by slow stages

stopping at various central Asian mon-

asteries. He was followed in the 7th

Century by Hsuan Tsang and later by 1

Tsing

Some travelled to India in great

discomfort and suffered great hard-

ships. such as these Chinese Buddhist

pilgrims, but they were determined to

reach it. Ibe piety of the pilgrims was

constantly rewarded by the wicked

being converted to virtue . The brigands

(in the account below) who try to sac-

rifice Hsuan Tsang see the light and

become Buddhists (The Ufe nf Hsuan

Tsang by Samuel Beal).

The Master of the Law left the king-

dom of Ayodhya, having paid rever-

ence to the sacred places, and follow-

ing the course of the river Ganges,

proceeded eastward, being on hoard a

vessel with about eighty ocher fellow-

passengers. He wished to reach the

THE EYE VOL II MO.*
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ONCEUPON A TIME

kingdom of ‘O-yc-mu-kbi'

(Hayamukha) . Aftergoing about a hun-

dred ft,both banks of the river were

shrouded by the thick foliage of an

Asoka forest, and amid these trees on

either bank were concealed some ten

pirate boats. Then these boats, pro-

pelled by oars, all at once burst forth

into die midstream. Some of those in

the ship, terrified at the sight, cast

themselves into the river, whilst the

pirates, taking the ship in tow, brought

it to the bank. They then ordered the

men to take off their clothes, and

searched them in quest of jewels and

precious stones.

Now these pirates pay worship to

Durga, a spirit of heaven, and every

year during the autumn, they look out

for a man of good form and comely

features, whom they kill, and offer his

flesh and blood in sacrifice to their

divinity, to procure good fortune. See-

ing that the Master ofLaw was suitable

for their purpose, both in respect of his

distinguished bearing and his bodily

strength and appearance, they ex-

changed joyful glances and said. "We
were letting the season for sacrificing

to our god pass by. because we could

not find a suitable person for it, but now
this sraman is of noble foftn and pleas-

ing features - let us kill him as a sacri-

fice, and we shall gain certain good

fortune.”

The Master of the law replied. “If

this poor defiled body

of mine is indeed suit-

able for the purpose of

the sacrifice you pro-

pose, I, in truth, dare not

grudge (the offering),

but as my intention in

coming from a distance

was to pay reverence to

the image of Bodhi and

theGri ndhrakutaMoun-

tain. and to inquire as to

the character of the Sa-

cred Books and theLaw
(or. the Law of the Sa-

cred Books), and as this

purpose has not yet been

accomplished, if you,

The Chinese Pilgrim Psuan Tsang

my noble benefactors (danapaiis) kill

this body of mine. 1 fear it will bnng you

misfortune instead of good future.’

Moreover, hisfellow-passengersall,

with one voice, asked them to spare

Now these pirates pay

worship to Durga, a spirit

ofheaven, and every year

during the autumn, they

look outfor a man of

goodform and comely

features, whom they kill,

and offer hisflesh and

blood in sacrifice.

him, and some even prayed to be al-

lowed to die in his stead, but the pirates

would not consent.

Then the captain of the gang des-

patched some men with water to ar-

range the ground, and to erect in the

midst of the flowering grove an altar

besmeared with mud. He then com-

manded two of the company to take

their drawn knives and to bind the

Master of the Law upon the altar. And
now, when they were about to use their

knives for the purpose of sacrificing

him, the Master of the Law showed no

sign of fear in his face, insomuch that

al I the pirates weremoved to astonish-

ment.

When he saw there was no escape,

however, he spoke to the pirates and

begged them to allow him a little time

and not to crowd round him painfully,

but “let me”, he said, “with a joyous

mind, take my departure”.

Then the Master of the Law. with an

undivided mind bent on the courts of

Tusita heaven, thought on the

Bodhisattva Maitreya, and earnestly

prayed to be born in that place, tliat lie

might pay reverence and his religious

offerings (to the Bodhisattva). aivl re-

ceive from him tlie Yogachunya-bhumi-

sastra, and listen to the sound of the

excellent Law. Then having perfected

himself tluoughout in wisdom, “let me
return (he prayed) and be bom here

below, that I may instruct and convert

these men. and cause

them to practise them-

selves in doing good and

to give up their evil

deeds, and thus by dif-

fusing. far and wide, the

benefits of religion, to

give rest to all the

world”.

Then the Master of

the Law. paying wor-

sliip to the Buddhas of

the ten regions, collected

bis mind into perfect

composure, and sitting

still, fixed his thoughts

on Maitreya without any

8 interruption. Thus lieThe tone caravan
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.seemed in his innermost thoughts as if

he rose up above Mount Sumeru and

successively ascending one, two, three

heavens, he gazed upon the courts of

Tusita, the place of Maitreya, with its

excellently precious adornments (gal-

leries) and the multitude of deves sur-

rounding him on every side. At this

time his body and soul were ravished

with joy, he knew nothing of the altar

on whichhe was,he had no recollection

of the robbers. And now, whilst his

fellow passengers gave way to cries

and tears, suddenly a black tempest

(typhoon) arose from the four quarters

of heaven, smiling down the trees;

clouds of sand flew on every side; and

the lashi ng waves ofthe river tossed the

boats to and tro. The robbers and their

company, greatly terrified, asked the

companions of the Master, “Whence

comes this sraman? What is his name
and title?’ and so on, They, answering,

said, “He conies from the country of

China - lie is die renowned person who
is in search of the Law; if you, my
masters kill him, your guilt will be

immeasurable, look now and see the

winds and waves - these are but irvdica-

lions ofthe angerof the spiritof heaven:

haste then to repent!"

The pirates then, filled with fear,

urged each other to repentance and

confession of their fault; then with

bowed heads they made profound obei-

sance (or, they embraced the religion of

Buddha). And now one of the robbers

accidentally touching the Master of the

Law with his hand, he opened his eyes

and said to the robber, “Has the hour

comeT’Therobber answered, 'We dare

not hurt the Master! We pray you ac-

cept our repentance!” The Master then

accepted their reverence and confes-

sion of faults, and then preached to

them about the future punishment in

Avichi of those who gave themselves

up to murder, robbery, and impious

sacrifices, and other evil deeds. "How
would you then risk the woes of the

long-enduring asankheya of ages for

the sake of this body ofyours, which is

but in point of time as the lightning

flash or the dew of the morning?”

The robbers lhen towed their heads

and confessed their faults, saying : "Wc
indeed, individually, were perverted

by a foolish turn of mind, and led to do
what we ought not to do, and to sacri-

fice (pay religious rites) to what we

ought not to sacrifice. Ifwe had not met

with the Master—whosereligiousmerit
hasmoved even the mysterious powers

of heaven, how should we ever have

been led to repentance? And now we
ask to give up tVoin tl* present day

these evil ways ofours, and we praythe

Master to be witness to our sincerity!”

On this they each encouraged one

another to deeds of amendment, and

collecting their various instruments of

robbery together, they cast them into

the river, and whatever clothes or pri-

vate property they had taken they re-

stored these to their rightful owners,

and then they took on themselves the

five obligations of a lay-bclicvcr.

Tten the winds and the floods sub-

sided.and thepirates were all overcome

with joy, and bowed their heads in ado-

ration. His fellow voyagers, moreover,

were filled with surprise and admiration

more than ever, whilst those present and

absent who heard of the event could not

help exclaiming with wpnder at the

occurrence: “Ifit were not for the power

of his high resolve in seeking for the

Law
, this could not have come to pass

!"

(The Invincible Traveller, Vikas

Publishing House Pvl. Ud.)

ANTENNA (Asian Tourism Action Network) was

formally established inearly 1 992 with the Thai Network

on Tourism issues. It is made up of people with shared

ideals ofdemocratic pluralismandeconomic egalitarian-

ism and respect for the diversity of nature and culture.

EQUATIONS, (Equitable Tourist Options) an NGO,
links up with ANTENNA and is responsible for initial

promotional actions in the South East Asia region. It had

its first meeting in Penang in April 1993, with the focus

on Golf Tourism now burgeoning in the area.

The first meeting ofANTENNA, South Asia Region

was held in Bangalore, September 8th and 9th, 1993.

Hosted by EQUATIONS, the participants were from

Kerala, Tamil "Nadu, Karnataka, Gca and Delhi. The
purpose of the meeting was to identify common issues

and concerns in the region, as well as to explore ways

and means of strengthening regional action on tourism

issues.

Synthesising the presentations made at the meeting,

and the issuesansing from them. participants felt thatthe

essential basis for networking in South Asian tout ism

comprise the following: the extent to which tourism

issues in South Asia are viewed as specific to the South

Asian socio-political context, and ifso, the possibility of

articulating a South Asia-specific tourism critique.

The role ofEQUATIONS would be to continue acting

as a resource and information centre on third world

tourism issues, focussing on India It also networks with

ether partners in South Asia, together with NETWAC
(Nepal Tourist Watch Centre) and CWF(Ouistian Work-
ers’ Fellowship) in Sri Lanka.

ANTbNNA's efforts also include a publication, the

AN Letter which is a quarterly and is available in India

for an annual subscription of Rs 100/-, a monthly

Documemation Update at Rs. 20(V- and monographs at

L

Rs. 25/-.

For more information contact:

EQUATIONS
168, 8th Main, Behind Indiranagar Club, Bangalore 560008. Tel : 582313

THE EVE VOL II HO 4
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THE
HOLIDAY MAKERS

JOST KRIPPENDORF

You needa change ofsoul rather than a change of climate. You

must lay aside the burdens of the mind; until you do this, no

place will satisfy you.

Seneca

Masses on the move
A restless activity has taken hold of

the ODce so sedentary human society.

Most people in the industriali7ed coun-

tries have been seized by a feverish

desire to move. Every opportunity is /
used to get away from the workday J
routine as often as possible. Shorter J ,

trips datingthe week and on week- pf0ftr,j^

ends, longerjourneys during, the / ^
holidays. The fondest wish for \ ff
old age is a new place to which / 9f'

toretire. Anything to get away
from home! Away from here, I .Vy
at any cost! \ J

Thus, year in year out, \ ly
weekend after weekend, with- \ y’

out any real necessity and with- V ^
out overt pressure, millioas of ' '

people flock together to spend
N019

their precious free time. They all

participate in it of their own free

will, and yet as if following orders.

They form long lines of cars or get

transported in bus,jumbo jet and train

shipments. They lie crammed together

on beachesthat have become too small.

They queue up in shops and restau-

rants, for ski lifts and cable cars and

before not-to-be-missed sights, worn

out from centuries of being admired.

Sometimes they stay in accommoda-
(

tion reminiscent of slums. If employ-

ees were subjected to such stress during

their working hours, according to one

behaviour researcher, trade unions and

medical officers would quite rightly

intervene. Compared to the amount of

travelling done today in leisure time,

W
m

49

The growth cycle

The travel needs ofthe

modem age have been

largely created by society

and shaped by everyday life.

People go away because

they no longerfeel happy

where they ate - where they

work, where they five.

the migrations of peoples in antiquity

look like modest work outings!

Come to think of it, we should, in

fact, be happy that something that had

for so many years been the pleasure of

\ a small minority has now developed

\ into a sport for the masses: mobil-

\ ity. holiday travel as a social

.
' achievement. But somehow the
conusor

j0y Qf u j S sl0NV m selling in.

V The thing has aseamy side for

(k T we nave had to pay for what

I we have achieved - we have

M i I had to give something in re-

jrJj I turn. The effects of our mo-

iAt I ofthe new freedomwe

*Y f fought so hard to win, threaten

t*
'

to engulf us The questions

that now emerge are whether,

in the final analysis, we have

gained something or lost some-

thing and how things are supposed

to go on from lierc.

What has led to this leisure mobil-

ity, which has become a factor that

determines the lives of many towns-

people and on which they spend about

40 per cent of their spare time'' 30 per

cent of this time is used up on trips and

short journeys, 10 per cent on longer

holiday travel. And yet, man was not

t
bom a tourist. True, a yearning for far-

away places and curiosity have always

belonged to his inborn and strongly felt

urges. They were one of the motives

behind the elegant travel of the upper

,
classes until the beginning of this cen-

tury. Bulwhatdrivesmillionsof people

from their homes today is not so much

THE EVE VCL I M0 *
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There are grvwing

indications that the

massive flightfrom towns,

which is the present

pattern oftourism cannot

be a long lasting therapy;

that the thing has nofuture

in its currentform. But

many people are still

happily unconcerned and

blissfully assume it will all

continue according to the

slogan: more, bigger;

faster, farther

Below: ... away from the monotony ofhe
assembly line, from cold rationality and
expressive technology: from the urfeeting

world ofsteel, glass and concrete, from
poisoned air and grey skies.
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Below: Just remember that while on holiday and awayfrom home, I am an

exceptional person and / do things I would never do normally. I want to be a pasha

for afew days, give orders, be pampered by others, behave as / please. I 'm not

interested in what people will say. I ve paidfor this! And tonwiorruw I’ll be gone

anyway.

bestowed upon us by ihc development

of industrial society

But that society has given its mem-
bers not only the motives hut also the

means of escaping, money, in tie form
of higher incomes, and time, thanks to

ever shorter working hours and longer

holidays. What is most important, in-

dustry has dcvelopcJ for us a vehicle

which has really set the ‘auto-mobile’

society going. The car, and to a some-

what lesser extent, the aeroplane, have

ushered in the mobile leisure revolu-

tion and brought it' at breakneck speed,

in a period of about two decades, to

what it is today. All predictions concur:

those who are not mobile today, will

become mobile in the very near future.

Ftee driving for free people! The car as

a symbol of freedom par excellence

One could almost speak of a general

claim to individual motorization and

limitless individual mobility that we
think is ours by natural right

After all, society has placed the

leisure industry at our disposal as a kind

of friend and hel per. 1 1 has taken charge

of our leisure time and offers not only

fulfilment but produces, where neces-

sary. the corresponding desires and

yearnings. Leisure and holidays as a

contrasting programme to the indus-

trial world have themselvesbecome an

industry. It is the business of the twen-

tieth century!

All this falls into a kind of cycle,

which may be termed the recreation

cycloof man within industrial society:

we travel in order to recharge the bat-

teries, to restore our physical and men-

tal strength. Un our trip we consume

the climate, nature and landscapes, the

Abo\e: ...a dream of the Garden o] Eden, ofa life of leisure, ofcountries where

lemon trees blossom, ofa Sunday world without problems endfull ofhappiness

Analysing this situation , one leisure time

researcher recently put it like this: mass

tourism is one ofthe most marked, most

momentous and least manageableforms of the

leisure shock.

TIC EVE VOUI NO 4
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we need the holidaysin order to be able

to work again. Wc temporarily free

ourselves of the harness only to have it

put on again even tighter. If there were
no escape-aid - tourism, clinics and

sanatoria would have to be built tocure

people from the stress of the workaday

Their only contacts are 'handouts’ how can this Irad to meaningful communication?

Tourists us the ticw ntuharojohs.

Leisure activities have

an impact on the system

and cannot be

understood ifthey are

isolated from their

original determining

factors.

culture and people in tlie places we
visit, which become 'therapy zones’

for the purpose. Wc then return home,
more or less fit, to defy everyday life

until next time. The trick has worked!
But the wish to leave again and even

more often is soon with us again, be-
cause life cannot be made up for in a

few weeks of holidays and on week-
ends. Thewagon is overloaded, it over-

flows with wishes and longings. It is

thiscontinuousrepotition ofunrealized

and unrealizable needs that gives the

cycle its dynamics.We work in order to

go cn holiday, among other thi ngs. and

producer for the regeneration of the

work force. Thisiscer lainlynotthc least

of the reasonswhy we have been granted

more leisure time.

This, then, is roughly how the great

recreation machine works. A cycle re-

peated year i n year out and i n which wc arc

all involved without being aware of it

Mass migration encounters limits

But of late, sand has entered the

whcelsofthisenormousmaehine.What
seemed to function without a hitch is

still running but now not quite so

smoothly. On many sides the question

hasbeen raised about the purposeofthe
whole thing and where it is taking us.

Hiere are growing indications that the

massive flight from towns, which is the

present pattern of tourism, cannot be a

long lasting therapy, that the thing lias

no future in its current form But many
people arc Mill happily unconcerned

and blissfully assume it will all con-

tinue according to the slogan: more,
bigger, faster, further. It is true that

most forecasts support their convic-

tion, especially traffic forecasts, be-

cause traffic can obviously only in-

crease And the often quoted statement

of a well-known American futurolo-

gist. saying that in the year 2000 the

travel industry will be the world s big-

gest, is also grist to their mill.

B ut shouldn t we be a hi r more scep-

tical and ask ourselves a few questions?

The desolate home environment..

routine. Tourism is

social therapy, the

valve that maintains

the world in good run-

ning order! It has a

stabilizing effect not

only on the individual

but on our entire soci-

ety and its economy.
Sociologists have

proved it: once people

have succeeded in

changing the scene, in

switching off. they

develop the need to

exchange the liausi-

lori ness of tourism for

the soothing stability

of everyday life.

People travel so that

they may he con-

firmed in the belief

that home is not so

bad after all, indeed

that it is perhaps the

bcM ofall. They travel

in order to return. The

economy too needs

tourism as an energy

tHf EVEVOUI NO <1
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Tourist development determined by strangers. People from the city have the money ,

they huy up the. land, tkey develop and build. They control many things. But they don '/

live here, or only occasionally. The anonymous 'letter box people’.

If we do. we will realize that the future

is no longer whai ii used to be - that it no
longer consists of an estimable and

manageable expansion and that we can

certainly no longer assume that every-

thing will go on as before. Many new
signals all point to a change of course.

More and more people are begin-

ning to notice that something must be

wrong with the system. The serious

shortcomings felt in everyday lifccan-

not be offset by a few brief moments of

freedom, of creative inspiration, of

happiness and self-determinaticn dur-

ing leisure and holiday time. They are

no longer satisfied with ersatz freedom,

with life in bits and pieces. They de-

mand. openly or secretly, more lifealto-

gcthcr. Already, ten yearsago there was

the following little poem in a school

reader:

With time

you no longer

want to dream

the whole day about evening,

the whole week
about Friday.

the whole year about holiday.

With time

you no longer

want to dream

about a new life

which is only

halfa life.

A joyless society should develop

into a joyful one. For an increasing

number of people work is no longer the

main purpose in life, and uneasiness

about the present stateof affairs and the

wish to change something are becom-

ing more and more widespread. What
is it though, that should be changed and

to what extent?

Another serious

question for the future

is the crisis that has

spread to most indus-

trialized countries:

working society seems

to be gradually running

out of work. How can

wc cope with this new

situation?

Then there arc the

ecologists and conser-

vationists, who also

want things to change

They want to get at the

tourist landscape-eat-

ers that are at work ev-

erywhere. For ex-

ample, they will try to

prevent the buildingof

second homes in the

countryside, which,

according toforecasts.

will soon equal

one-third of all build-

ingin big towns. They

want to bring to a halt

the impetuous expan-

sion of the road network, prompted

above all by the increase in leisure

traffic. They will also oppose the fur-

nishingof our recreation areas with all

kinds of leisure facilities. They, who
used to bekind ofshadow organization,

the green mafia, have developed into a

powerful movement, and arc gaining

...awayfrom the routine and the anonymity.

The leisure industry offers not only

fulfilment but produces, where necessary.

he corresponding wishes and yearnings.

HOLIDAY MAKERS
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suppon. What will he the outcome of

their struggle?

Sensitivity lo the negative effects of

the tourist mass migration is also be-

ginning to develop in the local popula-

tion in the tourist areas. There is a

growing feeling of being literally over-

run and squeezed out by tourists. Don’t
we occasionally get the impression that

local people are fed up with tourism?
They want to shake off the dictatorship

ofihetiude.iukeiheirdesiinyinto their

own hands, make their own decisions

and participate in their development.

What they want above all else is to

HOLIDAY MAKERS

Or are travel memories only souvenirs which people collect like stamps and put on the

mumUpiece like some kitul uj trophy?

shape theirown environment asa place

for themselves and not as a playground

for other people. The locals are getting

near to rebellion. True, they are (still)

doing all they can to attract tourists, but

they would, equally, li ke todo their best

to prevent them from coining. It would
seem, then, that a ceiling has been reached

here, one of a psychological nature.

Or else we must change the

system’

We want to examine these and other

questions in the hope of arriving at

something that could he more desir-

able than what wc have today. In this

we do not intend to pronounce a sweep-

ing condemnation on all that has been

created and achieved so far. Fven less

do we want to turn imxlern tourism

into a scapegoat and use it in unadvised

social criticism. All those who de-

scribe the exodus of millions as the

greatest plague of the western world,

as the decline of civilization, as mass

deception or even as a repressive in-

strument which our society uses to

maintain a freedomless situation, as

’opium for the people’ and tall for its

abolition, these people make thegame
too easy for themselves. They arc

engaging in futile criticism of a phe-

nomenon that has long since become
measurable reality and an extremely

important social, economic and politi-

cal factor. No matter how brilliant

their essays or comments, the facts on
which they are based are scanty. The
massive flight from towns we men-
tioned earlier is not a careful ly planned

and devilish scheme of capitalistslave-

drivers and wire-pullers. It is quite

THF EVE VOL II WC 4

simply another aspect of the develop-

ment of our industrial society - the

reverse side of the coin, as its critics

would say. But let us not forget: this

same industrial society has brought us

real social achievementsand progress.

It has freed us from the terrible pres-

sure of poverty. It has provided us with
a roof over our heads and supplied

durable means for the satisfaction of
our basic needs. Over and above that,

it has given us many things we would
not like to do without. We have been

able to improve significantly our per-

sonal situation, our living standards -

and we have worked hard for it. What
wc have achieved is fact and cannot be

eliminated from the world It must be

accepted and recognized as such. Of
course, criticism of the system from

the safe shcltei of existing achieve-

ments is nil too easy, hm when devel-

opment begins to bring the individual

and society more disadvantages than

advantages, there comes a time when
criticism, and nhovenll reflection, must

lake their cue. Thai lime has now
come Oureconomic system, based on

the merry-go-round of production and
consumption, consumption and pro-

duction, has developed a dangerous
dynamics of its own. It is no longer a

question of satisfying real human
needs. Most of these have been satis-

fied. Nor is it a question of creating

new values. The economy has moved
away from people. It has placed itself

above them and made itself indepen-

dent in a way. It works in order to

maintain its own apparatus and per-

petuate itself. For this purpose it has

created an alibi called forccof ciicum-

stances. And force creates fear A care-

ful look around will .show us that in

many areas the cost of society, the

economy and the environment by far

exceeds the benefits derived from so-

called development. Here is just one
example: in most tourist areas and

resorts a real estate market has grown
up which follows its own laws and

which has completely disassociated

itself from tourism. The sale of build-

ing land, the building of new chalets,

holiday flats, apartment blocks, hotels

and other structures is still tn full

swing. All this is going on despite the

tact that occupancy rate* in existing

facilities are. for the most part.

14
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disappointingly low and declining ev-

ery year, and landscapes are losing

more and more of their recreational

quality. It is no secrei that the con-

struction lobby is especially efficient.

It would have us believe that its activi-

ties arc justified by force of circum-

stances: namely, preservation ofjobs in

the building industry.

Analysing this situation. one leisure

time researcher recently put it like this:

mass tourism is one ofthe most marked,

most momentous and least manageable

forms of the leisure shock. We believe

wchave learnedhow to livewithjt.Wc

live under the illusion that we can dam
its excesses, foresee its development,

eliminate its weaknesses. Butin reality

all we can do is wait and see what

ecological, psychological and socio-

economic consequences mass tourism

will yet produce. Hither that, or we
must change out approach, change the

system, produce new assumptions.

This is exactly what wc should be

concerned with today: we must try to

see where the existing system has failed;

where the ground ofreality has become

barren,the very ground to which people

who developnew ideas are told by their

critics to return to! Wc must leam to

understand that the mere continuation

of present economic and technical

trends cannot bring us what we really

desire in the future. Indeed, such a

development would be the most inad-

equate, shabbiest and dangerous of all

possible futures! But haven't we be-

come so enslaved by the force of cir-

cumstances thatwe no longereven dare
think about what wc really want?

Should we decide to tackle the prob-

lem. we must transcend the established

intellectual framework and base our

decisions on entirelynew criteria. Theo-

ries, economic estimates, polilicol

programmesand doctrines will not take

us very far. Moreover, and above all,

we need intuition and imagination: so-

cial imagination or the ability not to

accept the existing situation as some-
thing final. We need to create some-

thing different and formulate an alter-

native to the current state of affairs.

As we have already observed, lei-

sure, and tourism as one of.its forms,

arenot worldsinthemselves. following

theirown laws. Tliey arc the resultsand

at the same time integral parts of

Ifonce we broaden our

horizons, we shall see that

suddenly everything

becomes relevant and

exerts some influence. The

subject becomes broader

and broader; work, home,

leisure time and life in

general must all be taken

into account.

industrial society and its organization

Clearly then, leisure activities have an

impact on the system and cannot he

understood if they arc isolated from

their original determining factors.

Modern tourism is one of the most

striking and strangest phenomena of

our limes. The only way to probe its

nature isto try to understand how things

are connected, and to distinguish be-

tween cause and effect, expectation

and reality. It isonly when we realize how
the mechanism works that we can learn to

control it. change it and improve it.

And yet, these relationships cannot

be identified if they are viewed from a

narrow, mono-disciplinary angle. If

oncewe broaden our horizons,we shall

sec that suddenly everything becomes

relevant and exerts some influence.

The subject becomes broader and

broader: work, home, leisure time and

life in general must all be taken into

account. It makes us wonder about the

nature of progress and about what wc
ourselves consider as desirable about

our own position. And this train of

thought brings us back to our original

subject: leisure time and travel.

Jost Krippendorf holds a doctorate in Economic Science and is currently

Professorfor the theory andpolitics ofleisureandtourism at the University

ofBerne, Switzerland.

He has published numerous articles and books on tourism including

Marketing and Tourism, The Landscape Devourers and Fora Develop-

ment of Tourism in Harmony with Man and Nature.

Professor Krippendorf was awarded the Association of German Tourism

writers prize in 1977for special merits in tourism.

Photographs courtesy.The Holiday Makers by Jost Krippendorf

The above articleisextractedfrom The HolidayMakers byJosi Krippendorf.

PROPOSALS FOR THE
HUMANISATION OFTRAVEL

How can we getfrom extensive to intensive travel,

from devouring miles to lingering,

from ticking off items in the travel guide to stopping and thinking,

from rush to leisure,

from aggressive and destructive to creative communication

from camera wearing idiots to people with the third eye?

1 believe

these are the important and burning issues.

For we are all lookingfor meaning and humanity.

Alloffeld
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In order 10 begin to understand the

phenomenon ofmodem mass tour-

ism, vie need to he aware ofcertain

world bodies concerned with the

specificagenda offormulating tour-

ismpoliciesand implementing them.

The World Tourism Organisation

(WTO) is one such body which came

about through UN initiative. How
benign is their agenda? Can it be

implemented in tata without exam-

ining their real and concrete im-

pacts on third world countries ? The

author makes a very interesting

exploration into the peripher-

ies of tourism', which are now
pushing host countries (mainly

third world), into developing

their own forums, as the one in

Manila, in 1980.

T he pleasure peripheries opened up

coastlines to tourists in the late

19th century, when the aristocracy of

Europe visited seaside resorts in En-

gland and France. The second push

came with the pioneer front oftourism

establishing the palace hotels along the

French and the Italian Rivieras, and

along the coast of Portugal and Spain.

As the middle classes followed in the

wake of the aristocracy, a third push

covered the eastern periphery includ-

ing the Gteek Islands and Yalta. The

warm water attraction was enhanced

by a double season. Second homes and

villas proliferated in these romantic

regions which were attractive fee their

low prices and exotic locale. As the

middle class followed in large num-
bers, a new advantage was discovered

for these destinations- they provided

luxury at low prices for twelve months

of the year. Mow the pioneer front was

ready to expand to the fourth periph-

ery. the Third World, where miles of

bench and coastline were waiting to

welcome the ‘(iolden Hordes’ By this

time, another advantage had emerged:

that third world governments were ready

to underwrite lire development of tlie.se

resorts for the foreign exchange earnings

that international tourism could bring in.

In the sixties, the United N’ations

had also promoted tourism as a tool of

development to bridge the gap between

the rich and the poor nations of the

world. The World Tourism Organi-

sation, set up in 1972. began to pro-

mote tourism by setting up data banks

and providing consultancy to third

world nations on western lifestyle and

international standards in rounsm ser-

vices. Tourism began to emerge as the

principal industry in man> countries.

1980 is considered a watershed in the

globalisation of moder'. rot:n«m. with
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Ihc WTO sponsoring ihc First World
Tourism Convention at the Philippines

International ConvcntionCentie. While
President Marcos was inaugurating the

WTO convention, thirty participants

from Asian countries met at a work-

shop at Manila University to assess and
examine the promotionoftourism from
a third world perspective. Their con-
clusions were quite the opposite of the

WTO convention.

TheWTO convention had looked at

tourism policy around the world and
came to conclude that before 1980,

tourism had been uncontrolled, with
individual enterprises provisioning

tourists, with investments following

market forces, which had resulted in

visible and negative tourism impacts
In the post 1 980 period, tourism was to

be planned and integrated with the

government, the public and the private

sector working together to achieve the

set objectives. In the light of these

recommendations. India set a target of
one million tourists, which took ten

years to achieve.

In the pre- 1 980 period, tourism was
promoted as an agent of economic de-

velopment and growth. However, by
1980 it was evident that tourism re-

flected both the concentration (80% in

Western Europe and North America)
as well as unequal trade between desti-

nations (more than 60% of the earnings

remained in Europe and America). Alter

1 980, the transferof wealth argument was
replaced by employment and income
generation arguments, which were of
concern to third world governments.

Before 1980, profits from tourism

encouraged the growth of the resort

peripheries, but after 1980, the benefits

from tourism were emphasised, like

the developmcntof ‘backward’ regions

and the impact on a country's balance

ofpayments.As third world economies

began to pay out more and more on
account of oil imports and industrial

development, they began to consider

the role of tourism in terms of foreign

exchange earnings.

Before 1980, the travel trade had
been concerned only with prices and

profits, which had led to the phenomenal
expansion of tourism resoits. However,

these were now 'wreaking mere havoc

than bringing benefits to recipient third

world nations’. By 1980. tourism was

begining to disrupt the way of life of

host communities, by encouraging the

tourist to indulge in an extravagant

lifestyle in ghettoes created by the tour-

ist trade, reaping benefits offan infrastruc-

ture geared to the comfort of the tourist

rather than tothe tasicneedsofthe people’

(extracts from thereport ofthe Workshop

on Tourism, held in Manila 1980).

TheWTO was not committed tothe

values of third world people and yet it

could not ignore the resistance to tour-

ism that was manifesting itself all over
the world. In the post 1980’s, phased
development was promoted to third

world governments as a counter mea-
sure to resistance Whereas before 1980.

tourist activity had been determined by
travel operators and was essentially of
a passive ‘sccing-thc-sights’ variety,

after 1980, guest-host interaction, or

demand oriented tourism began to re-

flect the post modem concern with the

sdfand the other, who wasnow located

in the third world rather than Europe’s

traditional other', America.
As a consequence of

this shift towards a

present an authentic view of the other,

to reconcile the 'stiangcihood' associ-

ated with new destinations which were

opening up around the world.

For the host populations also, there

werenew demands which required edu-
cation and training, to increase the

satisfaction of the tourists as well as to

contain the resistance and conflicts that

were emerging from tourism develop-

ment. ‘Demonstration effect’ and ‘cul-

ture shock’ were being observed in

many countries. As tourist related

crimes like theft, eve-teasing, child

prostitution and bride buying became
more common, local communities began
to mobilise against new tourism projects

in rural and remote areas of Asia.

Golfcoursesand beach resorts were

the immediate areas of land use con-

flict, as we see in Goa. Kerala and
Bangalore. NGOs like the Bangalore
based Equations and coalitions like the

Ecumenical Coalition on Third World
Tourism began to document and net-

work on educating host communities
on ihe transformation of

their lives and the
homogenisation of
worldculture, adver-

tising and promotion

became more infor-

mation oriented

in trying to

All UIV /

period, therefo

the WTO promoi

local intcracii

rather th

The Double Headed Dilemma
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enclave or resort tourism; cultural ex-

change rather than confrontation of

cultures, and recommended a more
professional approach in marketing

tourism both to the guest and the

host. However, despite the amount
of information on tourism related prob-

lems as shown above, the WTO still

aimed at bringing down barriers and

obstacles to tourism by setting out im-

possibly high targets for tourist arrivals

(5 million for India by 1996-97), and
encouraging, the lifting ofvisa controls,

customs and immigration regulations

and facilitating of transportation and

accomodation services.

The Third World Coalition, however,

indicated an alternative perspective:

• To focus on the effects oftour-

ism on the people of the third

world.

• To increase awareness of irie

role of tourism in develop-

ment models.

• To provide a voice to people

affected by tourism and to

enter os equals in the tourism

discourse.

• To understand and expose the

unequal exchange that tour-

ism had established between
the guest and the host.

• To stimulate and encourage
relevant research for the af-

fected communities to be able

to intervene in the development

cf a country's tourism policy.

• To ensure that human rights

and justice become a part of

the mainstream tourism dis-

course, since tourismoperates

within a global system based

on great inequality in terms of

power, income and resources.

Consequently, even though WTO has

supported ‘Alternative Tourism' and

‘Sustainable Tourism’, (see note), ac-

tivist research has shown how Altcrna-

rive Tourism has, in fact, a more inten-

sive impact since it results in a more
intimate contact between guest and

host, as in the case ofJaisalmer (AIDS,

drugs, sex) and Khajuraho
(pauperisation of the local communi-
ties). This is because the host popula-

tion is totally unaware of the life style

and expectations of the guest - and yet,

the guest enters into the most private

aspects of the host’s life. Sustainable

The fourth periphery]

Tourism, dispersed in the mountains

and forests, aiming to be environmen-

tally conservative, has also not been an

unmixed blessing. The Himalayas are

today, the world's highest garbage

dump; indigenous people in Gir and
Rajaji national parks are being dis-

placed from notified areas and the heri-

tage hotclsarc bringing ‘modernisation'

into remote, villages where havelis. forts

and palaces arc being remade into

luxury hotels for high spending

tourists.

In the I990's, we are going to see

much more debate on tourism issues as

third world countries get into more and
more intensive development of tour-

ism, to adjust to the conditionalities of

the IMF/World Bank Tourism is con-

sidered an ‘invisible’ export and the

government hopes that the tourist dol-

lar will one day pay India’s oil bill. If

this dollar is earned through foreign

investment, we will then have to pay

not only for oil, but also pay hack the

money we borrow.

We will see in this debate, several

contradictions, which each legion, des-

tination and nationwill have to resolve:

• How to think globally but act

locally

• How to benefit communities,

not just individuals

• How to create real benefits.

• How to provide for the future

use of resources so that we do
not destroy their access to fu-

ture generations.

• How not to abuse the environ-

ment
• How to involve communities

in decision making.

• How to have c*£unfi7£?ul ex-

changes between tourists and

resident populations.

• How to create our own tourism

models so that the control re-

mains with us •

NOTE:
Alternative Tourism, as opposed to conventional . mass tourism ,

promotes destinations far removed and hence, unexposed to modern
civilization. The accent is on going native ', without the frills that are

a part of conventional or luxury tourism.

AsforSustainable Tourism, some people consider 'sustainability 'as

a state in which human activity does not exceed the carrying capacity

ofthe ecosystem. Niels Rating, who has authored hootson tourism thinks

it best to consider sustainability as the result of the the interaction

between both, the ecosystem and (collective I decision - making.
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CULTURAL ENQUIRERS

CONVERTING
ECO-SLOBS INTO

CULTURAL
ENQUIRERS
BILLAITKEN

Tourism is such a negatively charged subject that any ink spilled to

discern its winged potentialforgood, seems like piddling before the

Niagara!

T he modem tourist conjures up a ladies and gents toilets (The fact that

gross category of subtle post-co- I was wearing a kilt hardly encouraged

the locals to help me make up mylonial exploiter. Fat, foreign and filthy

rich, these stereotyped per-

ceptions of the developing

nations are but symptoms of

a universal distaste for the g
lfisure-hent traveller. Sir Alec I
Guinness loatlies the slim, t
slight and silent Japanese the- /
atre audience in London just I

as ardently as we in India I

despise the beefy, blue-rinsed I
memsahibs, bulging out of 1

theirdesignernct-pantsatihe \
Taj. Envy of the uncaged ex- \
istence is bound to provoke \
the toiling resentment of the

daily wage-earner, who fails

to see that most of lire tourists

fall either into the category

of the very young, uncon-

cerned with long-term security,

or the retired matron, landed

with a lump-sum legacy.

The reality, as every seri-

ous student of cultural ex- JH
change knows, is that there is

precious little difference be-

tween people of different

nations. Thirty years ago,

when I set out hitch-hiking

across twelve countries to

India, the moment of truth

arrived at Zagreb, where I

discovered I could not distinguish be-

tween the notices that pointed to the

\

mind!) But after that initial trauma, the

people whisked me off to their village

homes for the weekend, where they

danced to an accordion and drank

slivovitz. the most marvellous human
companionship I have ever encoun-

tered. though the assessment was made
from under the tabic, where I had si id i n

bleary contentment

From that intensely sensuous
affirmation ofBalkan animal spirits (so

sadly illumed today in brutal ethnic

confrontation),! was slung by cultural

extremism to Kerman, where friendly

Iranian policemen, scuffing about in

shoes with their backs pressed down
(not by lassitudebut devotion), advised

me toput up in their police station. The
xenophobic Frk*gjff?wds welcomed a

foreign tourist as avidly as a Spanish

bull-ring thrilled to the sight of a red

tlag. It was weird to compare the laid-

back, gentle aura of the genuinely pro-

tective custody of my secular hosts,

with the hate-filled ranting of the mar-

shalled processionists, for all the. world

resembling a posse of British football

hooligans. Wherever you go.

it is possible to detect a one-

ness in human behaviour and

» the first point to be made in

converting our low opinion of

tourists as slobs and exploit*

1 er$, to that of w'inged interna-

I tionalharmonisers, is to prefer

) always the findings of serious

M observersover the superficial,

M sensationalist gimmicksofthe

# media. One sentence of con-

f sidcrcd scholarship is worth

more than all the back-pack-

ing titles that titillate Western

colonial assumptions There

arc materially richer and poorer

nations, hut it is a travesty of

the truth to pretend that by

virtue of a more organised

polity, the haves enjoy a supe-

rior culture. While a poor na-

non in terms of conventional
m prosperity, India possesses

enormous cultural wealth. The
nearest the world comes to

accepting this reality is in the

footsteps of the young, foreign

travellers, whofeel India, in spite

of l»cr allegedly grievous social

backwardness, might just pos-

sess the one thing that matters

and which material well-being only dis-

tances; a sense of oneness with life.
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Tourism derives from the ‘‘turn" in

a circuit ofduty (now pleasure) and can

be traced to the post-nomadic custom

of performing pilgrimage. Those who
find it far-fetched to compare the ex-

traordinary privations of Hieun Tsiang

and Fa-hien who followed in the foot-

stepsof the Buddha, with today'sstam-

pede of North European holiday mak-

ers to the beaches of Spain and Florida

for sybaritic lazing, need to be re-

minded that under the veneer of a nar-

cissistic lifestyle is the naked urge to

worship Snrya, the ultimate symbol of
physical and spiritual sovereignty. Rice

pudding in spite of all the indignities

the western world heaps upon it, re-

mains a recognisable cousin of khir

The most hopeful aspect of modern
tourism, that makes all the bad news of

environmental damage beaiable.isthat

it enables the common man to see for

himself, the conditionof a country. It is

true that without an adequate cultural

background manydistortions are liable

to be enlarged rather than lessened, but

this is the price of an essentially adult-

education programme. Illiteracy about

alien cultures cannot avoid the initial

agonies of learning an indecipherable

alphabet We all instinctively flee to a

familiar ghetto state of mind when
threatened by strange practices. The

world’s greatest bores are those whose

minds, curtained off by fear, cease

effectively to function us enquiring hu-

mans. Knowing little of theirown reli-

gious traditions, these brain-gagged

salesmen will fore ver spout on the short-

comings of some imagined ‘enemy’

doctrine. They constitute one of life’s

Illiteracy about alien

cultures cannot avoid

the initial agonies of

learning an indecipher-

able alphabet. We all

instinctivelyflee to a

familiar ghetto state of

mind when threatened

by strange practices.

most familiar categories, people whose

ignorance is dense enough to blind

them to the fact that it is easier (o teach

than to learn. However the more a

person comes to know about life the

less certain he is to insist ‘this is how it

is.’ Tomorrow you may be

wrong again.

Human intelligence is Hie

only resolute weapon to dis-

pel nonsense, hearsay, preju-

dice and malice about misun-

derstood cultures. The living .

religions of the world exist f
because they answer the par- "T^
ticular needs of real people. V
Until you come tn terms with

basic realities and accept that

everything on our planet has

a cause, (lie journey to con-

tentment isliabletohe bumpy

and unfulfilling. The tourist

is trying very hard to be a

continuation of the ancient

pilgrim tradition, finding out

(feebly, from the marble of his five-star

mausoleum) what makes his host na-

tion tick. We have to see beyond the

gross slack of his jowls and the inde-

cent plump of his wife’s thighs. They
would not dream of offending their

neighboursbackhomeintheMld-West

with outlandish dress inodes, yet the

long flight to the Orient snaps their

commonscnse barrier. They emerge

from their Indian hotel, dressed in the

flimsiest of tropical wear that embar-

rasses the entire Indian landscape Has

this insensitivity come from colonial

hangovers, jet lag or plain ignorance of

Asian conventions? Their temperate

custom dictates that a hot body needs

airy dress, but they have no mental

understanding of what local dignity

expects of visitors.

However, the altruism of the young

entrants tu tourism rides high, and their

minds are flexible enough to admit

there are oilier ways of disposing of

snot than stuffing it hygienically in

one’s pocket. They need to beaddressed.

But where are the young to draw

theireducational inspiration in cultural

know-how? Whocanexplain the Hindu

joota (rejection of soiled or used food

and utensils) system that pervades rural

custom, when it hardly yields to an

English equivalent? The most needful

thing to create the revolution that will

turn the tourist slob into an enquiring

student of foreign cultures, is to bnng
back the Encyclopaedists. Wc need a

body of information that thetourist can

acquaint himself with, to sound tlic

depth of any particular region.

1M»
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Encyclopaedias involve a mii»J-bog-

gling array of information, and surely

tbeir usefulness will be nullified by the

sheer weight and format oftheir finish?

Well, the good old Gazeileers oflndian
districts have stood the test of time.

Why not make mote popular the find-

ings of Census Report Supplements?
While British gazetteer pens had ulte-

rior motives of commercial and spiri-

tual aggrandisement in their treatises,

our book oflndian culture would sim-

ply state the facts and avoid paternalist

opinion.

The most crucial input would be the

quality of the entries, submitted from

devotion to discipline. Only those genu-
inely concerned to promote the virtues

of a subject dear to their studies, would
voluntarily submit an article on it. There

is no guarantee the editorial committee

would accept it nor would any fee be
forthcoming. In short, one would have

a labour of love. The main body of

scholarship would be in heavy, refer-

ence format for Government tourist

offices, to assuage their astoundi ng level

of ignorance. A paperback resume
would be available for the ordinary

tourist and a selected short-list of
do’s and dont’s would be obliga-

tory handouts with immigration
entry cords.

The sort of book I have in mind
would be akin to William Crocke’s

Things Indian, a marvellous, enquiring
compendiumofsubjects great and small

that intrigue the passer-by.

Government publications come
cheap and good in a variety of disci-

They emergefrom their

Indian hotel, dressed in the

flimsiest of tropical wear

that embarrasses the entire

Indian landscape. Has this

insensitivity come from

colonial hangovers, jet lag

or plain ignorance of

Asian conventions?

plines but it is the dickens to get them
to sell you one. Guides to the great

archaeology sites are available for a

song in the Janpath headoffice in Delhi,

but nowhere for a beginner do you find

a resume of die very best, must see

building*. Guide book writers seem

fearful of announcing their likes and

dislikes, and you get a low-key rating

that brackets the hell-hole triangle of

Agra-Delhi-Jaipur with the transcen-

dency incomparable Badami-Aihole-

Pattadakal trio. Wc need more
unmealymoutbed opinion, and thecour-

ageto tell people that a week in I lampi

,

Khajuraho or Bhubaneshwar is

worth a month of traipsing round

the big-yawn palaces of Rajasthan

(Jaisalmer excepted).

Left to themselves, tourists get by.

Provide them 'liaison officers’ (as the

Indian Mountaineering Foundation does

with foreign mountaineering expedi-

tions) and then the scene really gets
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counter-productive. Indian red tapegets

laughed at in every mountaineering hut

round the world, and at every parish

hall, the house is brought down when a

slide is shown of a policeman, in the

age of satellites, guarding a bridge in

the Himalayan states with a fixed bayo-

net, against a notice that reads ‘Photog-

raphy totally prohibitcd-including

sketching.’

Though the public accepts the state

asessential baggage of tourism,Indians

should start taking a personal interest

as ordinary citizens do, say in Nepal.

Until local involvement arrives there

seems little point in tittering at official

hamhandness that fits hooks for ceiling

fans, in tlie roof of high altitude

bungalows designed for the plains

There is sublime mindlessness in the

selling of tourism - and which of us

hasn’t received a magnificent, official

diary (with miniatures)a fewdays before

the year which it was i tended to signify,

elapses? Sick laughter won’t helpmend
tlic damage cur tourist officials signal,

with their continual buffoonery that

results from an ad hue policy. Do wc
need tourists? Do we want tourists?

Too often the answer seems to be that

since everyone else welcomes them,

we must do so too. My two retired

sisters take theirblue rinsesthree times

a year to TenerifTe, Bangkok, Hong
Kong and Florida. My brother and his

wife go on regular Caribbean crusises.

It isnot thatthey steer clearof India, but

just that being professional leisure-

spenders, they realise that India is not

even serious about wanti ng theirdol lars

!

The giveaway to the problem was

crystallised during the Emergency,
when (it is said) Sanjay Gandhi had a

wall built round the first village that

greets the arrival as he leaves the (old)

Palam airport. The sight of buffaloes.

charpoys (cots) and dung cakes would
he to overwhelm the visitor, it was

argued, a view that i II ustrates again the

suspension of commonsense Most in-

ternational flights teach Delhi in the

small hours of the morning and by the

time the poor tourist staggers out of

immigration, the triple trauma of buf-

falo. charpoyand cow-pat are not likely

to add materially to his level of agony.

It is not only the tourist who has to

be educated about India, but our lead-

ers, who wallow in an inferiority
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complex over whatisperhaps our great-

est strength, the rural equation with

nature. Instead of vetoing the relaxed

Indian way of doing things to impress

the stranger, we ought to plug such

local ‘virtues’ and sell them as a more
meaningful alternative to the western

mode of so called progress. For ex-

ample, instead of stone-walling about

delays and inefficiency at airports, we
could announce some upanishadic in-

sights. to confirm thatJndia'senduring

culture has been based on a feeling for

the eternal , rather than be bound by the

arbitrary hands of a clock. We all need

to be educated about ourselves. The

world with its shocks, can open our

eyes and reshuffle our fossilised no-

tions of what’s the bestway forward for

civilisation. Most of us, willy nilly,

have to be eclectic, taking a bit of

modernity with a pinch of traditional

values. But we all need access to more

information. A manualofculture should

not be hard to produce by voluntary

effort, foi the urgent treed is a tool that

gives essential definitions and clarifies

subconiinental concepts. Just aswe can

hardly blame the trekking groups, who
are forced to hack trees when they

cannot find the promised kerosene at

ihe roadhead for fuel, so we should

view the misshapen foreign tourist

couple, standing out like a sore thumb,

as victims of deprivation.

Understanding is really the key to

all tourist endeavour Unlike mission-

aries or colonialists, your leisure trav-

eller has an open mind. Don't blame

him for it being empty if you don't

personally help fill it with useful infor-

mation. The root meaning of education

is ‘lead-out’.

Ihe Grand Tour, of earlier centu-

ries, was considered the best way to

complete a person of quality's under-

standing of complementary
civilisations.

But the bottom line has remained

unchanged, though Baedeker. flour-

ishing his stick at the natives, has now
been replncedhy Ijmety Planer sharing

a joint. “Wc like you British", intoned

a Greek inn-keeper in the early nine-

teenth century, to a gentleman tourist

on a round of the classical sites. The

Englishman, imagining he was about

to hear of Lord Byron’s sacrifice for

Attic freedom, was mortified to leam

the real reason for ihe foreign visitor’s

popularity. "You are so rich ”, said the

1978

innkeeper!

India potentially is the world's! idl-

est tourist destination (more likely for

the traveller). Her cultural khazanu
(treasure) k ihe envy of all other na-

tions. Will intelligent enterprise sell

her civilisational virtues, or mindless

fantasies about an imagined golden

past, cloud her future with sick com-

munal folly?

There are signs that the corner has

been turned. In the confident success

storiesoftheNon-Resident Indian,who

has overcome fierce international com-

petition, lie the best remedy to cure the

subconiinental sense ofinadequacy and

theperennial scourge ofdefeatism. The

age-old acceptance of second-rate sta-

tus in material striving arxl the tradi-

tional negative belief, that si ipshodness

and corruption in daily life are as inevi-

table. as excellence in arts and cralts

are on immutable heritage, have re-

ceived a jolt from the intermingling of

cultural extremes. Contact with the

crude and unstihtle West only under-

lines ihe completeness of India's

civilisational cycle Perhaps only those

I ndians living overseas are aware of the

store- house ofhuman wisdom they have

deserted for the chimera of progress It

is- likely that these foreign-reiurned

‘tourists' to India will be the catalysts

for improved standards, rather in the

way Mahatma Gandhi, on returning from

South Africa, provided an unorthodox

dose of salts that gave independence

from colonial chains.

William McKay (Bill) A itken was

born in Scotlandin 1934. studied

Comparitive Literature at Leeds

University and hitchhiked over-

land to India in 1959. He lived in

Himalayan ashrams, worked as

private secretary to a Maharuni

and has written about his /ms-

sionate affairs with India's vu-

cred rivers mountain goddesses

anil steam locomotives. He has

trekked the breadth of the

Himalayas and ridden its length

from Darjeeling to Khurdung La
on an oldmotorbike. He Itus also

covered the whole metre gunge

rati from Ledo lu Tiruchendur.

Mow an Indian citizen, he is Hurt.

Librarian ofthe Himalayan Cluh.

lie is the author n)Seven Sacred

Rivers. Vie \anda Devi Affair.

Mountain Delight. Exploring

Indian Railways and Travels by
a lesser Line.

Illustrations Ftinn Kalra
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The Wayward Highway
THE EAST COAST ROAD

AJIT KOUJALGI

T he Tamil Nadu District Highways

and Rural Works Department

IDHRW) wants to convert an existing

coastal road in bad repair into a double

lane highway, three or four times in-

crease in width, half a metre rise in

height and realignment in several sec-

tions The scheme, iffully implemented,

will result in the displacement of hun-

dreds of families and the felling 6f 6000
age old trees. This ‘im-

provement’ is felt nec-

1

cssary for the ‘develop- ^
rent cf the coastal re- Ccn, Co^ Roo3

The project is

named ‘improvement SS-ra -

to East Coast Road*.
Much of the confron- .

tation is centred on —

“

what constitutes *im- ,
—

provement’. But this
, ,

*
is rot just a semantic r
debate. That the i —

V

1

project has been l J

termed just an 'im- & J'a'
provement' is quite V J uf.

strange fora road cost-
-1/s

ing over Rs. 50 laklis I -Tp/
per kilometre.

. .
<**»«*.

Only after

INTACH (The Indian

National Trust For Art And Cultural

Heritage) and others raised objections,

and the Madras High Court stayed tree

cutting (in Dec ‘92). did the UHRW
prepare an Environmental Appraisal

Report to get clearance from the Min-

istry of Environment and Forests

(MEF). This report is revealing to a

discemingreader: its dreams of ‘devel-

opment* are alarming for those who
know the coastal situation.

Theplanned highway is supposedto

connect Madras with Kanyakumari. a

distance of 737 kilometres, passing

close to the shore line. The existing

coastal road is a pothole pitted, partly

single and partly double lane, mean-
dering along the coast and through

nearly fifty villages. Its present

carriageway width is lined with shade-

giving banyans. tamarinds and neems,
which often give way to the palms and

beaches ofthe famed Cctomandel coast.

Its proposed replacement, however, is

a double lane highway with a uniform

10 metre wide carriageway on raised

embankment, built to National High-

way standards, which will destroy or

seriously affectover a thousand homes,

as well as schools, temples and tanks.

Clean earth, air and water are essen-

tial to support life, and the reason why
we break environmental problemsdown

into three primary cat-

tgories-air pollution.

O)l0l
water pollution and loss

jood a natural habitat. The
East Coast Road (ECR)

„ project seriously tlfcat-

ens all three.

Field surveys car-— ried out in coastal vil-

j j
— lages have shown that

-/ "o~V the majority of the

... ,
i

people arc seriously

..°
0

r

7 concerned about the

•y J negative impacts of a

If majorhighway ami the

< ensuing development,

"V namely, the salination

cir of their groutvlwaler

tViaaa\ and soil, pollution,

Wz&Pr J noise and the inevi-

table increase in traf-

fic accidents. Also,

they realise that a major highway is not

guaranteed to bring direct benefits to

the local population. Apart from some

mechanical workshop and tea shop

owners, thesort ofmajor developments

envisaged are only likely to benefit

outside industrialists and entrepreneurs.

INTACH made a thorough analysis

of the cost-benefit figures, which form

the basis for the Asian Development

Bank (ADB) loan sanction and has

concluded that it is not an economi-

cally feasible project. The ADB’ sown
Operational Manual states,* ...environ-

mental impacts must be incorporated

into the valuation of the beiktits and cost

in the economic analysis of projects'.

However, when INTACH first ap-

proached the Tamil Nadu Government

in September 1992, nearly forty kirn.

of the first phase (of which 28 kms. arc

now cleared by MEF) had already teen

clearedof trees, and work was in progress.

A highway along the coast between

Madras and Cuddalore is no longer

necessary, now that the Madras-
Villupuram highway (NH45) which

runs within 30 kins, from the coast is

being converted to a four lane super

highway. INTACH has suggested, with

future tourism potential in mind, to

marginally wnden and resurface the exist-

ing coastal road to serve local needs.

The Tamil Nadu coast is extremely

rich, sceuically and culturally. It has

long stretches of unpolluted beaches,

the magnificent World Heritage Site of

Mahabalipuram. its Nature Conser-

vancy areas such as Point Calimcrc.

Kaliveli Tank and the Gulf of Munnar
Biosphere, its unspoilt villages, back-

waters and sacred groves and its places

of special interest like Pondicherry,

Tarangambadi and Chidambaram.

The coast and its inherent attraction

could be devastated by laying a high-

way through the area, leading to heavy

traffic (about 10,000 irucks a day) and

pollutionduetoindustrial urbangrowth

Docs this actually enhance tourism 7

And does tourism mix with industry 7

A scenic route is what tourists en-

joy. not a dangerous highway full of

roaring trucks, racing buses and deadly

accidents. Has the Tamil Nadu Tour-

ism Department thought of-providing

mountain bikes on hire so thai people

could cycle all the way to Kanyakumari.

enjoying thcquict and unspoilt pristine

beauty of the coastal landscape ? Is it

not the kind of tourism we should be

thinking of now ?

The latest development is that the

Asian Development Bank has decicted

to review the whole ECR project in-

cluding environmental isues. The
project has already been opposed by

NGO'scniliegtoundihaiiiwill endan-

ger the coastline in every way.

For more Information contact:

East Coast Road Action Committee

C/0 Legal Resources for Social Action

B-48. Alagesan Nagar.

Chengalpattu 603001.

Tel: (04 114) 26818.

AjirKoujalgi is an a/hccate represent-

ing ihelyTACHChapterofrondidurry
in the Fast Coast Road issue

Courtesy : The Hindu Sunday
Magazine (16 I I994)
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NAPAND LAW

CAUGHT ‘NAP’PING!
TOURISM POLICYAND LAW

USHA RAMANATHAN

The National Action flan (NAP - see chan below I was
announced by the government ofIndia in May 1992. 'Tour-
ism' the NAP begins, ‘has emerged today as the fastest
growing industry in the world’. In the context of the New
Economic Policy, liberalisation, globalisation andthe mar-
ket economy, the emphasis ofthe NAP is on selling India to

the tourist, and consequently maximising its envisioned
commercial potential. Tourism is not governed by any
specific laws, except in the area of taxation as in the
reduced Expenditure Tax, to make it more attractive to the

jurist - or in ihe form of subsidies for tourism related
activities, or in the ‘open skies' law. Giving tourism a
priority (as does the NAP), does however change the com -

plexionofother laws like the Forest (Conservation) Act, the

Wildlife Protection Act or the Environment (Protection ) Act
these laws were enacted to further the cause of

conservation, but with the tourismfocus diverted to accom-
modate the tourist. Or consider the constitutionalprotection
to tribals whose ethnicity the NAP counts upon as an
encashablc resource.

TheNAPisitselfapo!icyandisaproduct efthe executive,
unlike law which needs enactment by a legislature. It is a
plan ofaction with no sanctions attaching to it. While courts
are comfortable sitting in judgement over matters of law.
they tread carefully around policy issues. The forum for
debating and resolving issuesarising out ofpolicy is there-

fore nebulous. Public interest litigation has provided a
purtiul answer.

What the NAP sets out to define constitutes the explicit

halfofthepicture which concentrates or, national concerns
What is left unspoken is the other half - the common person’s
concerns. It is this that is illustratively dealtwith in this article.

NATIONAL ACTION PLAN
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Ibis is a tale of priori-

ties and perspectives.

There was a lime

^ w-hen the welcome ac-

corded to a traveller

|
was a sign of civili-

sation. As the centu-

ries rolled by, and larger and larger

number of smaller and smaller self-

absorbed states emerged, the traveller

was a subject for scrutiny and suspi-

cion.As warand mass destruction gave

a new meaning to peace and interna-

tional amity, the traveller was an am-

bassador between cultures, on a jour-

ney that would foster understanding.

It was then that a Global God
emerged from His regional confines, to

engulfan essentially inequitous world.

ThisGod was Market Economy, which
then became the imperative faith of

states, and the provocateur of panic

among peoples. Consumerism was the

reified deity; and indebtedness the in-

strument of control.

In this new world order, the traveller

across boundaries assumed a variety of

forms. Ihe business traveller was a

distinguished visitor. The refugee a

burden, and sometimes a political em-

barrassment. The immigrant was a

mixed bag.w hile the labourer was to be

tolerated Then there was the student,

the relative seeking his family, the

army hand (with the finger on the trig-

ger), the diplomat, the ministerial car-

petbaggers, the intellectuals, the

paparazzi... and... the tourist.

The world in the meantime, had

been restating nations' and peoples'

identities: and it was now made up of

the Debtors and Creditors; the Aid Giv-

ersandthe Receivers; the industrialised

nations, the oil-producingcountries and

the rest of the world...

The modern tourist, the traveller for

pleasure, moved about among his own
kind, the rich and Ihe wealthy, in the

careful comfort of the known. The un-

usual adventurer ventured beyond his

country to explore lands of less under-

stood, (ergo no), civilisations. Out of

this truth of circumstance, a dream was

bom A dream that would create a

credible paradise of plenty in the mys-
tique of misery; that would temp: with

promises of the familiar, a window of

free access to quaintness and its syn

onymous ethnicity. The dream dwelt

upon the dollars cascading into capa-

cious coffers, and in that moment all

else was forgotten.

From here on the story separates

into many strands, bearing common
testimony to a displ acement of human-

ity, and the enthroning of utility.

The scene shifts to India where the

state is caught NAP-ping on Tourism

(meaning, of course, the National Ac-

tion Plan). The rules of this game are

determined by the object to be achieved

The stated ambition is to enhance for-

eign exchange earnings. A new calcu-

lus therefore emerges which, with the

help ofrevisioning, reducesthesignifi-

cancc of human, environmental and
cultural costs till they fade into noth-

ingness. Other objects and imperatives

dwindle out of executive existence

Tourism as an industry is accorded a

priority , and the rules are bent a little.
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tlexibilisedandelaxticisedtill the origi-

nal form, purpose and intent arc all but

lost. To illustrate out of obscurity:

Environment consciousness has

raised the curtain on eco-he.ritage - a

call to preserve and foster nature, and

conserve species diversity. Concerted

care has led the state to prov idc pockets

of pristineness from which the destruc-

tion of the everyday world is excluded.

The law has manifested its activism in

the Environment (Protection) Act,

1986 , the Forest (Conservation) Act,

1980
,
the Air (Prevention and Control

of Pollution) Act, 1981, the Water (Pre-

vention and Control of Pollution) Aa,
1974 , the Wildlife (Protection) Act,

197 ... Relatively ancient laws such as

the Forest Act, 1927, have been in-

voked to lend a priority to conserva-

tion, and, in that cause, to expel natives

of the soil. So it happens that when a

sanctuary is created, the biological and

zoological species are assiduously cul-

tivated and the integrity of the eco-

system is disturbed to a minimum. As
a part of this exercise, it is seen as

unavoidable that local people whose

life, livelihood and homes inextricably

interminglew ith thishahitat, are delib-

erately displaced and excluded from

access to this protected area.This in the

cause of conservation, which was
recognised as being of the utmost im-

portance for the life of the planet, of the

people, of existence itself.

The wheels turn, and a new priority

replaces the already old The rights of

the tourist are to gain precedence, and
all the organs of the state have to be

activated toensure this. The forest which

is to house and nurture nature's bounty

is to be made habiiable for the visitor.

So it came to pass that the

Parambikulam reserve forest in Kerala

was declared to be a wildlife sanctuary

in 1 962. and with thcefllux oftime and

memory, a forest lodge was constructed

within. Since reordenngof priorities of

the state is often dissonant with its

ordering by parts of its citizenry, there

was opposition, which wended its way,

in a petition, to the courts. The voice of

the dissidents spoke of the delicateness

of the ecological balance The felling

oftrees, theclearing ofspace, the build-

ing ofa lodge, would all involve human

interference in a region from which its

original inhabitants had been evicted.

The existence of the lodge would in-

crease vehicular traffic and so would

pollution, and affect adversely the char-

acter and ambience of the sanctuary.

The state, before the court however,

had its heart with, and its eye on, the

paying visitor. ‘Necessary conve-

niences and amenities', it said, ‘have to

he provided to the public who are inter-

ested in the serene environmental pres-

ervations (sic) and to enjoy nature’s

bounty*. The emphasis had clearly

shifted from eco-conservation to eco-

tourism. Therein lies an unexplained

optimistic consequence (scechart) that

the NAP wisely presumes - that tour-

ism holds a key to preservation of the

environment with not so much as an

In the tourism

explosion that is the

NAP aspiration, it is

permissible to restate

logic and unseat

reason . Or so it

appears from the

experience of the battle

to safeguard the Goa

coastline.

apology to the displaced.

The NAP is attracted by another

resource of possible tourist interest!

ethnicity (see chart). This would mean
making a spectacle of our people - their

simplicity, naturalness, differemness -

and converting them into profitable

commerce. An example may serve to

illustrate the assault on their dignity.

()n a Saturday morning, turning the

pages ofa national daily newspaper, an

articleentitled/ireflcetoMar/y strikes

the eye. ‘Break a twig - and get di-

vorced’ rouses our curiosity promising

a talc of ‘Bani, where women change

husbands every decade’ . Interested, we
read on. As an anthropological study, a

sociological phenomenon, a statement

on the status of women, it draws our

attention. The narrative describes their

song and dance which knows no sad-

ness. An average resident can marry

TM= EVE V0LJN0.4
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upto six or seven times not to mention

pre-marital or extra-marital relation'

ships'. This is followed up with an

account of the entangled physical and

emotional relationships within the com-
munity. Importantly, particularly in the

context of what comes later, the

economy of Bani is ‘largely self-suffi-

cient’ and the use of currency limited

There is an insidious reference to a

serpent in this ‘paradise’ in the form of

venereal diseases.

The shock is reserved for the last

Having identified this self-reliant iso-

lation, a concerted plot is revealed to

exploit its commercial potential. To
monetise this unspoilt habitation, the

article ends with directions of how to

reach Bani, and of where to stay once

there. One is not left wondering for

long who is converting into capital the

life, customs, simplicity and dignity of

ourpeople: it is anarticle written for the

State Tourism department!

Incase we are left believing that the

case of Bani is an aberration, consider

another advertisement which invites

you to 'come, discover Orissa’ where

‘you have the unspoilt Orissa where

tribals reside, retaining their age-old

customs and val ues’ ! The constitutional

guarantee to protect and preserve the

identity and lifc-stylcof our scheduled

tribes seems entirely forgotten It is an

unvoted-upon repeal of what consti-

tutes a dignity and life-giving part of

oui fundamental document.

Anc«her shuffling ofpriorities: Tanks

arc the life-line to many rural commu-
nities which depend on this store of

water, accumulated when the rivers

flood into these reservoirs. Executive

policy and unimaginative laws have

led to their disuse, siltation and often

into virtually irreparable decline.

This has left communities water-

hungry. Efforts to revive this system

have assumed importance and a few

tanks in the Bangalore agglomeration

were given to the forest department by

the revenue departments restore them

to life. In this vital area of development

has emerged an incongruous proposal -

that the tanks be handed over to volun-

tary organisations to be developed and

maintained as tourist spots!

Tourism has managed to find its

Justificationandsurvivedin Goa. In the

tourism explosion that is the NAP
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aspiration, it is permissible to restate

logic and unseat reason. Or so it ap-

pears from the experience of the battle

to safeguard the Goa coastline.

The issue was ofthe construction of
resorts on the Goan beaches In the

early 1980's, when depradations to the

coastline worried the administrators, a

policy decision determined that con-

struction within 500m from the high-

tide line be prohibited. The tourism

emphasis brought changed focus. Con-

cern for the fragility of the coastline

was to give way to the immediate
capitalisation of coastline commerce.

Ramada Inn, an international hotel

chain, sought to construct a beach re-

sort within the 500m mark. And the

government of the day gave them the

nod. Environmentalists launched into

action to reassert the reted for the. 500m
policy. When governments do not lis-

ten, one option isto approach the courts.

The government is less likely to ignore

a court verdict than it is to acknowledge
the legitimacy of public protest and

action. Yet. courts may he unprepared
to look beyond explicit statements in

the law or in statutes. This is what

The wheels turn, and a

new priority replaces

the already old The

rights of the tourist are

to gain precedence, and

all the organs of the

stale have to be

activated to ensure this.

happened in the court battle for pre-

serving the Goa coastline.

‘It must be borne in mind that the

limit of500m from high tide line was
initially proposed by the former Prime

Minister and those directions had nei-

ther the authority of law nor of any

statutory provision,’ the court said. 'The

fiat was issued with a view to protect

the environmental and ecological bal-

ance near the sea beach .. Variousstates

and specially those having large beaches

made representations to the central

government and it was realised that to

encourage tourism it is necessary and

desirable that beach resorts should be at

a distance which is not far away from

the sea. TheCiovernmentof India there-

upon decided to relax the restriction

beyond a limit of 200m from the high

tide line, but this relaxation was not

applicable all over India hut only to

those beaches which attracted tour-

ists...’ Did we hear the NAP say ‘pres-

ervation of environment’? (sec chart)

The disparate strands converge to

speak the unspoken in the tourism

policy Monetising and converting into

commerce have avoidable fallouts

whi ch the pol icy does not even begi n to

address. The inhumaiK; ncssofdiscrimi-

na ti ng agai nst the HIV+ travel ler is one

sick of the coin, with the Bare India

campaign launched by Air India to

attract the tourist as the other.

This was not a tale directed at the

visitor to our land It was a rendition of

the State’s re-interpretation of hospi-

tality as a no-holds barred industry. •

Usha Ramanaihan is a research

scholar with Delhi University,

working on legal processes

Tata Tea Limited
1, Bishop Lefroy Road,

Calcutta-700 020
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TOURISM AND PROSTITUTION

W henever the

question of

tourism in the third

world is debated, there

is an almost inevitable

discussion on prostitu-

tion. Tourism and pros-

titution, one may argue,

are two separate issues.

However, studies of

many countries like

Thailand, Philippines,

Malaysia, Kenya etc,

which have made tour-

ism a major industry,

have shown such a phenomenal

growth in prostitution, that the link

between tourism and prostitution

can hardly by avoided. Because of

these close links,wenow have terms

like Prostitution Tourism or Sex

Tourism,

Refore we understand why pros-

titution grows in third world tourist

destinations, wchavctodistinguish

between prostitution due to tour-

ism and prostitution that existed in

‘red light areas' . Prostitution in red

light areas exists in most patriar-

chal societies. This type of prosti-

tution is based mainly on the avail-

ability of women from poorer sec-

tions of society. Loss of agricul-

tural land, bonded labour, debt etc,

has forced thousandsofwomen from

rural areas to come to towns and

cities in scorch of jobs. The urban

areas offer these women work ei-

ther as domestic servants in tlx: so

called informal sector or as prosti-

tutes. This abuse is of poor rural

women by richer urban men.

Prostitu tionorSexTourism takes

place in similar economic condi-

tions. However, it is on a much
larger scale and it now involves the

abuse of people from a poorer na-

tion by people of a wealthier no-

tion. It is mainly in South East Asia

that the sex component in the tout-

ism industry has become structural

.

And it is no more a 'women’s is-

sue’. Wc see today that not all

prostitutes arewomen and girls and

not all people who use prostitutes

arc men.

And then there is the question of

pedophiles (people who have sex

with children). The demand for

children has created a huge market

of both boys and girls, mainly in Sri

Lanka and South Cast Asia. Since

AIDS, the historic and devastating

disease of the century is transmit-

ted by large scale prostitution, the

demand is on for virgin girls and

boys not yet likely to have caught

the AIDS virus.

The issues of sex tourism go far

beyond the questionofpersonal mo-

rality. It will be naive on our part to

blame the prostitutes alone. It has to

be understood thatprosiitutes, male,

female and children, are victims of

an unequal and oppressive society

in which imperialist, racist and sex-

ist attitudes play a big role. •

BROTHEL
OF

EUROPE
JEREMY SEABROOK

The national bourgeosie

organises centres of rest and

relaxation and pleasure resorts

to meet the wishes of the West-

ern bourgeosie. Such activity is

given the name of tourism and

for the occasion will be built up

as a national industry... the

national middle class will have

nothing better to do than to

take on the role ofmanagerfor

Western enterprises, and it will

in practice, set up its country as

the brothel ofEurope .

'

Frantz Fanon

in The Wretched of The Earth

‘Selling a fourteen year old girl

has become so commonplace, it

is banal'.

TIME Magazine, June 1993
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L in-Lin sells roses on the streets of
MaJatc, the box district of Manila

in the Philippines The roses she sells,

red, orange, yellow, arc destined never

to open properly, but to wither before

they bloom. Lin-Linis 19,butshcdclib-

erately starves herself so that she will

pass as a child For Lin-Lin’s real busi-

ness is with prostitution. Like her rose-

buds, she is stunted in perpetual adoles-

cence. so that she can be repeated ly sold

as a virgin tothe sex tourists from Japan
and USA Thiselectivemalnourishment

contrasts with many of the young people

of Manila, wbo cannot get enough to eat.

Ansook is in her mid-twerties.Until

recently, she worked in the bars of

Bangkok. Now she has been diagnosed
HIV positive. For five years, she

says,with the poignant nostalgia ofa 25-

year-oldwho knowsthat thegreaterpan

of her life is over, 1 had a good time. I

made big money.I sent money home to

my parents, who thought I was a wait-

ress. Now 1 cannot go back. I cannot tell

them the truth.

The Government of Thailand has

depended for a great deal of its foreign

exchange on the sex industry, and the

attraction which thisholds for Western-

ers and Japanese. It has brought many
people to Thailand who were unable to

Find the satisfactions they sought in

their own society The rich Western

market economies, which appear to of-

fer everything, could not, apparently,

assuage certain needs, answer or re-

spond to deep human yearnings which

appeared to be catered for in Thailand.

Many of those who came here over the

past two decades came because they

wanted women who were compliant,

yielding, ‘feminine*, in a way that they

believed Western women no longer to

be. This happy trade in 'invisibles* con-

tributed significantly to the Thai eco-

nomic miracle. Unhappily, the lucra-

tive sex industry is now being trans-

formed into anAIDS industry, which, it

is estimated, will cost the Thai govern-

ment up to ten billion dollars a year by
the turn of the century.

This may well serve as a paradigm

for ihc model ofdevelopment which so
many countries of the South are now
following: Ansook, the daughter of a
rice farmer,comes to Bangkok to search

fer work, so that she may augment the

family income. Being without
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Ansock’s contribution to the economy ofThailand is

highly conspicuous: she earns dollars and yen, which

benefit herfamilyjust a little, but bring even greater

rewands to the pimps who control her, the bar-owners

and brothel-keepers and the manufacturers of the

drinks which her clients consume.

qualifications, indeed, barely literate,

theonlyscopeisasan ‘entertainer.' For

a few years, all goes well. But when she

discovers dial she cannot work any
longer, she has no other choice than to

return home, in spite of her protests.

When she goes back to her village in

Isaan, the impoverished North-Eastern

pan of die country, covered with shame
and humiliation, she has to confess the

uuih toiler family. Contrary to Iter fears,

they do not reject her, or turn her away.

Theyenfold her within their comforting

embrace, tend and look after h

rue rve va h no *

rcoHiaw
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‘The Third World is the brothel ofindustrialized countries'
(t. T'anon). Hex travel is the mostinhuman form oftourism, the

worst exploitationand humiliation. But it’s roaring business. Some
touroperators act as pimps. And they go unpunished.

next day she was offered to a wealthy

habitiK ofthe high-class establishment,

which caters to the privileged of the

Gulf, men who come to Bombay osten-

sibly for medical treatment, but in real-

ity for more frivolous and clandestine

purposes. Umini's brother and his friend

came to Bombay, and spent two years

searching for her. By the time they

finally located lier, site nolonger wished

to return home. She had become accus-

tomed to the life of luxury which she

was able to lead, even though she re-

mained incapiiivitv; a state of drugged

dependency upon all that the money she

earned could buy. Umma is now seven-

teen.

Rosalia was already 40 when she

went to Japan as a ‘dancer.’ She had

gone to one of the many agencies re-

cruiting the entertainers,women who
are exported on short contracts from the

Philippines to Japan.whcrc they serve

as part of the non-monetary wage re-

Her sisters and elderly mother cherish

and minister to her in lier weakness and

debility. They are there when she dies.

Ansook's contribution to the economy
of Thailand is highly conspicuous: she

corns dollars and yen, which benefit her

familyjusta little, but bringeven greater

rewards to the pimps who control her,

the bar-owners and brothel-keepers and

the manufacturers of the drinks which

her clients consume. But the costsof her

suffering are all borne by the family

itself: the unbearable pain of her sad

decline, the sorrow of returning home,

used up at the age of 25, the burden of

looking after her, are not borne out by

the long-forgotten urgencies of the

male desire she once served, but by the

already impoverished family. None of

this shows up in the GNP. the profit and

loss account of Thailand’s balance of

payments. The real costsof such malig-

nant patterns of ‘development’ arc lost

to view, carried by those who have

already to bear intolerable povertiesand

insufficiencies in their lives.

Umma was sold by her teacher, a

man her family held in great respect, to

a brothcl-owncr in Bombay in the sex-

district of Kamathipura. She was kid-

napped while on her way home from a

private tuition session, by an accom-

plice of tlie teacher, drugged and trans-

ported to the brothel where, the very

EXTRACT FROM AN INTERVIEW WITH CHANTIWIPA
APISUK, OF EMPOWER, IN BANGKOK, AN
ORGANISATION THAT WORKS WITH THE SEX
WORKERS OF THE THAI CAPITAL.

JEREMY SEABROOK

c have been working withW women in Ihe bars, clubs

and parlours ofPatpong since 1985.

More and more women areentering

the entertainment industry. It re-

quires no training, no skills. Many
of the women left school at the age

of 1 2 of 1 3. Ski lied labour goes into

the foreign-owTied factories. The
unskilled come to Patpong or

Pauaya.

Women and men are equally

poor in the rural areas, but men
hove more opportunity in the cities

- construction, driving, industry.

Their camingpowcr is higher. Sur-

veys Show that60% of factories pay
women less than the minimum
wage. It is easy for them to move
into the sex industry. EMPOWER
helps women to lake some comrol

over their lives - literacy, negotiating

with tar-owners and customers.

dealing with banks and other institu-

tions of society. We discovered that it

is not only formal education that was
needed, but sexual education about

AIDS and sexually transmitted dis-

eases. Since 1986, we have created an

AIDS educational programme. We
produced a leaflet for women, spe-

cially telling them how to minimise
the risks to themselves. To protect

themselves: it is not a question of not
giving AIDS to men

THE EVE VCt. I N3.4
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We are in the presence ofvast unmet
needs, unfulfilled desires and unsatis-

fied longings that cannot he attained hy
(hose installed in the very heart of the

universal hypermarket of consumer-

ism In part, their purpose is the very

spread of the same discontents and
chronic dissatisfactions which goad
them. In a way, they become the sym-

bols of the western way of life; their

mysterious purchasing-power, their

money, the effortlessness and ease with

which they glide across beaches, moun-
tains, countryside, through jungles and
cities,make them the perfect icons of a
culture whose inadequacies they are

trying to escape fromi To the people

whoservice them, in Goa, Phuket. Rio.
Penang,they appear powerful, desir-

able. a model for emulation and aspira-

tion They arc ihc missionaries of the

Western way of wealth, even though

their very presence in these places is

evidence of all that is destructive and
diminishing of tormented humanity in

the heartlands of privilege They are

the bearers of tlie univcrsalising im-

pulse which has never deserted the

west, ever since its earliest colonial,

piratical excursions 500 years ago.

What a paradox, that those impelled

by a sense of the deepest i nadequacies
of their own culture, should parade
through the world as the very
emissaries of that same wounded, up-

rooted civilisation and its desperate

desire to escape from its own absence
of meaning •

Jeremy Seabrook isuu iniernaiionully well known writer. He was educated
in Cambridge and the London School of Economics. He writes for The
Guardian and The Independent and is the authorofmany books, including
The LeisureSociety (1 989) and TheMyth ofthe Market (1990). He travels

extensively in Asia.

FROM TIME MAGAZINE'S REPORT THE
SKIN TRADE, JUNE, 1 993

Few comers of (he world are immune to the burgeoning sex (rude... Half
the peep shows in the. ‘capital’ of Europe are now staffed by East

Europeans...One skin trade network, investigated by police in the Nether-
lands. Belgium and Germany, lured 9000 women from Latin America and
Asia as well as Eastern Europe into prostitution in West Euiope and cabarets
between 1985 and 1991. ...In Asia, the sex trade has long operated on an
industrial scale. In the 1 960‘s and ‘70s. Japanese men flecked in organised
sex lours to Taiwan and South Korea; later on. they preferred the Philippines
ar>d Thailand .... The sex trade sprouts inexorably in new areas In Ho Chi
Mmh City by one report, tire number of prostitutes has recently increased
from 1 0,000 to 50,000. Morocco has become a mecea for Saudi sex tout inis.

And last year, attesting to the growth of market economics, mote than
240,000 pjopleengaging in prostitution were arrested in China. Sex tourism
takes on evermore ingenious guises as well. Arabs are llockingto Bombay,
a center for inexpensive medical treatment for such common ailments os

blood pressure or skin infections - excuses to stay a week oi month anil

patronise the brothels that have sprung up around the hospitals Public
concern over the flesh trade is rising. Last year. Pope Paul II expressed
'horror over the degrading prncticeofsex tnurismMn Karachi,.human rights

lawyers are mobilisingopinion against rackets that have kidnapped 200,000
Bangladeshi women into prostitution in Pakistan In Negombo, Sri Lanka,
a recent roecca for European pedophiles, Catholic priests staged protest
marches until embarrassed authorities agreed to combat the trade The issue

has been debated recently in the Swedish, Danish, Swiss, British. Thai and
Cypriot parliaments.
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NEP

CHASING DREAMS
TOURISMAND

THE NEW ECONOMIC POLICY
NINA RAO

T he global dimensions of tourism
have worried not only Indians but

people all around the world. They have
been aware, since the sixties, of tour-

ism being what George Young called

both a blessing and a blight. IT* text of
tourism in the third world is often read

without its international connections

and we are making a first attempt to

place the National Tourism Action

Plan (NAP) in the context of India’s

-New Economic Policy (NEP).
The NEP aims to create a liberal

economic environment, which means
that the market will be the decisive

force in determining the flow of invest-

ments in our economy. And the

reason that we are giving this pri-

macy to the market is that we want

to integrate the Indian economy
with the world economy, so that

capital moves without restrictions,

determined by market forces.What
this really means is that if there is a
market for potato chips and soft

drinks, then more investment will

flowinto the processingindustryrather

than agriculture because the maikct

has no social obligations like feed-

ing those below the poverty line or
providing drinking water to rural

areas.

In a market economy, tie tourism

plan would also reflect the demand-

centredmodel of international tour-

ism, which earlier was never whol ly

accepted by India's tourism policy

makers Whereas the tourism policy

of the eighties emphasised the role

of domestic tourism for national

integration, the NAP of 1992

emphasises new facilities fa foreign tour-

ists whose numbers arc set at five million

arrivals per year. As such, both the

structure and agency of tourism in In-

dia has been transformed.

This plan (NAP) outlines nine travel

circuits and six travel destinations as

the sites of intensive tourism develop-

ment. as against our previous approach

which promoted India as a tourist des-

tination. But perhaps mere structurally

interesting is the concept of STA's
(Special Tourism .Areas) which are in

linewith the World Bank conditionali-

ties imposed on third world countries

who are developing export oriented

economies, to help solve the problem

of their credit-worthiness as well as

their balance of payments. The struc-

tural adjustments in the. Indian economy

begin with a removal of subsidies on

TABLErlA
INVESTMENT BREAKUP 1991

TAGLE:1

TOURISM : BREAKUP OF INVESTMENT

(RS. IN CRORE) Govt. Pubic Private

I
Irvomatoral air capacity 8500
International aiiport 1003 5(0
Domestic air eapidty 1003 3X0
Railway network 80 20
Road nerwork 1530 53
Roai transport system 30 350
integrated development

of tourist centres 333C
Monuments 150
Pigrirre 100
Hotel rooms 3850
Restaurants 330
Convention/

Conference faolitci 3X> 103
Shopping complexes 1303
Entertainment A

information Counters 33 70
Manaover 70

Tourist facilitation services SO
Protection of tourists 10

Regulation & ireentves

Promotion A marketing 400

TOTAL 69*3 10580 9€40

Source. EcotvrriK lines UecenOer 1993
i

l
1

food, fertilisers and petroleum prod-

ucts, but given the export orienta-

tion, they demand subsidies for an

'invisible' export like tourism (Sec

Box A on page 34 for details). Under

tl»c GATT agreement 1) Certain

export subsidies are prohibited, for

example, direct subsidies to a firm

oi an industry contingent upon ex-

port performances, 2) Currency re-

tention scheme which involves a

bonuson export, 3)tlie provision by
the government for imported or do-

mestic products or services fa use

in the production ofexported goods,
on terms and conditions more
favourable than those used in the

production of similar goods for do-

mestic consumption, 4) the full cr

strange

THe ETC VOL II HO 4
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Fiscal Incentivcs/Concessions Declared

by the Government of India
Income Tnx Rebates

government assures these concessions

to the private sector for investment in

tourism and on the other, it signs the

Uruguay Round agreement which bans

such export subsidy. So, one can only

arrive, therefore, that these regulations

will be broken to favour private foreign

investment. The STA's are notified

territories where tourism development

will be teen as an invisible export and

would involve removal of restrictions

and relaxation of regulations to inves-

tors, both pri vate and foreign The travel

trade would also be encouraged to fo-

cus their promotions around the facili-

exhibition? abroad, advertisement

publicity, promotion, market stud-

ies, publication of brochures, fold-

ers. etc. agency commission, ser-

vice charges, fees payable to for-

eign technicians and any other pay-

ments including imports subject to

regulations.

1 . A) Under 80 H HD of] ncome rax Act,

1961, income attributable to for-

eign exchange earnings of the ho-

tels 50% is exempted from Income
Tax straightaway and the balance

50% is also exempt if reinvested in

tourism industry.

B) Approved hotels functional aftci 5. Imports
31.3.1990 felt before 1.4.1995 are

eligible for Tax Holiday deductions Capital goods, raw materials, com-
undcr 80 1A psxicnts etc. can be imported wiih-

out any restriction except to the

2. Depreciation
_

extent such imports arc regulated

by the Negative List of Imports.

Impair of special items required by

livtcls, restaurants, travel agents and

lour operators permitted against a

licence on the recommendation of

Director General of Tourism.
Recognised hotels, travel agents,

lour operators and restaurants arc

emitted tosuchimportlicencesupto

3. Interest Subsidy a valu? of 10% of the foreign ex-

cltungc tamed by them during the

Hotel Projects 1-3 starcategory are preceding licensing year,

eligible for an interest subsidy of

on the entire loan amount. Ho- 6. Concessional Customs Duty
lei [rejects in specified arras and

Heritage Hotels are eligible foe 5%
interest subsidy. No Interest sub-

sidy is available, for 4 and 5 star

hotels and other hotels in the four

metropolitan cities of Delhi.

Bombay, Calcutta and Madras.

The hotel buildings are eligible fer

depreciation at the rote of20% with

effect from 2.4.1987 i Assessment
year 1988-89). Furniture and fittings

uwd in hods liave been.allowed a

hiaher rate of depreciation of 15%
against the general rate of 10%.

TABLES'*

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
RECEIPTS FROM TOURISM

(In $ million)

YEAR RECEIPTS

1433.2

1523

1310
Customs Duty on specified items

has been reduced to the level as

applicable to project imports pro-

vided tl»; goxxls impelled arc re-

quired for substantial expansion of

the hotels. This includes equipment

for kiichcn, health club, laundry,

1. Liberalised Exchange Rate housekeeping, energy saving de-

Managcmcnt System (LERMS) vices, etc.

Equipment for Adventure Sports

Hotels, travel agents, tour opera- can also he imported on a

iois and other organisations con- concessional rate of duly,

nected with tourist trade are not Priority consideration is also given

covered under LERMS. Authorised to approved projects in alloitmcnt

dcalciscan release foreign ext lunge of construction malerials like,

for business visits, participation in cement and steel and for telephone,

Conferences, Seminars, Training telex and LPG comccticus.

etc. Prior approval of Departmem
of Touriim is net necessary. 7. Export Promotion Capital Goods
Facility to open and operate Ex- (EPCG) Seizure

change Earners Foreign Currency

(EEFC) Account extended to ho
tefc, travel agents, tour operators,

etc. Under the scheme, 15% of in-

ward remittances ia foreign ex-

change can be credited to this ac-

count and utilised foespecified pur-

poses.

The purposes for which FJTFC ac-

count can be utilised include tra'cl

abroad, expenses for foreign hospi-

tality. participation in trade fairs.'

ties to be develops in the STA’s to

ensure profitability. Some of the features

of STA's are:

• Income tax rebates

• Interest subsidies

• Concessional customs duties

• Removal of import restrictions

• Depreciation

• F.xporl promotion capital goods

scheme

• Liberalised exchange rate manage-

ment system

(SeeBox A for further details on the

above).

Different regions in the country

would be encouraged (oesiablisti STA's

and already, Kerala and Tamil Nadu

have identified Rekal and Muthukadu

as promising sites for su:h development.

In the past, the government had been

the primary agency for tourism devel-

opment. Today, the government has

transformed the nature of its interven-

tion to providing the infrastructure for

Impcft of'capiial equipment (includ-

ing spares upto 10%) by Hotels and
Restaurants, Travel Agents and Tour
operators, for which payment* are re-

ceived in freely convertible currency,

is allowed at a concessional rate of

customs duty of 15% subject to in

export obligation four times the CtF
value of the imports. The obligation is

to be/fuiniled within a period of 5

years.



prised of four hotels each, which in- Apart from the reach of tourism

eluded one five star hotel making a services, wc also have to look at the

profit, one hotel at a premier tourist clout that foreign investors are going to

destination also making a profit, one have, now that the Dunlcel drama is

loss making hotel and ore hotel in a over. The far reaching impact of the

remote destination. Seven international Dunkel Agreement in the service sec-

companies bid for these bundles, but torcovers banking. insurance. telecom-

thc executives and employees ofrTDC inunications and tourism. As a conse-

resisted these sales because the price qucncc of this agreement, a country

set for this disinvestment was well be- like India will have to lower its immi-

low the actual value of the property, gration barriers to those with advanced

land and assets. Indian Airlines and Air professional skillsandconsultancy scr-

India were also on the block but there vices dnd technological clout What
was stiff resistance from their employees this means is that even our large hotel

to the sale or disinvestment of these air- chains and tour operators will not be

lines. Instead of disinvestment, the Air able to compete on equal terms with

Corporation Act has now been amended multinational companies in air services,

to allow scheduled operation ofprivate accomodation, surface arrangements

airlines. Perhaps the government has and even management and planning of

forgotten the rcpori of the IIPO (Indian tourist destinations. Fur example, no

InsiituteofPublic Opinion. 1980) ordered Indian consultant really stands achance

by the FHRAI (Federation of Hotel sand on surveying the Bekal STA. In fact.

Restauiaunts Association of India), the consultants' names are a closely

which states that the private sector guarded secret and several wellknown

considersthe hotel industry to be a high development planners (who prefer to re-

risk industry and would like to invest main anonymous), havealready indicated

only in hotels in the metros, and not that they arc in a crisis situation, given the

necessarily at tourist destinations where numherofforeignconsultantsbeingcalled

die infrastructure is poorly developed, in to determine destination plans.

The NAP states that the aim of the

new tourism policy would be to en-

courage private investment, both do-

mestic and foreign. However, this is

not new. From the third Planonwardsit

TABLED
FOREIGN EXCHANGE RECEIPTS
FROM TOURISM IN S MILLION

Indian Airlines andA irIndia were also on the block but there

was stiffresistancefrom their employees to the sale or

disinvestmentof these airlines.

Instead ofdisinvestment, the Air CorporationAct has now been

amended to allow scheduled operation ofprivate airlines.

developmental role in the tourism sec-

tor is also being relegated to the back-

ground and the private sector is being

brought in a dominating role.' For ex-

ample. the ITDC (India Tourism De-

velopment Corporation) which set up

accomodation units to provide West-

ern style serv ices to tourists at locations

ranging from the metros to the most

backward regions of the country, was

to be dismantled and sold off lo the

private sector or 10 foreign investors, to

raise funds as apart ofthe disi nvestment

of the public sector scheme of the gov-

ernment. Three bundles oftwelve ITDC

hotels were pat on the market, com-

TABLE3
TOURIST ARRIVALS IN INDIA

Parcentaga charge

90/69 91/90

Noith America

Cent. America
West Europe
East Eircpe

Africa

West Asia

South Asia

South East Asia

East Asia

Australasia

174638 166422

9018 10573

572752 571413

59243 56127

61667 60750

121792 112383

535981 520248

62767 67911

77008 78911

4C296 <0606

153502

11819

514541

45073

82127

118530

590621

7A956
67793

30535

Grand Total* 1735252 1705546 1674507

*Exclucrng Stateless Toutisl

Source: Dept, ot Tourism
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was always hoped that the private sec-

tor would surpasspublic investment in

tourism services and the public sector

would play a purely developmental

role. It isdue to the failure ofthe private

sector to play its role that the public

sector was forced to enter the tourism

industry, so that India could provide

‘standard facilities' to incoming tour-

ists. Despiteexemptions from expendi-

ture tax. ten year tax holidays and

automatic approval of
'
"*ign invest-

ment in equity up to 5l%>, we have

failed to attract foreign investment in

the hotel industry in special areas and

in specified destinations. The role of

the government, as the NAP asserts, is

to conceptualise and deal with policy

issues’. A committee of secretaries has

set out ‘policy issues’ to mean a

Rs.26,000 crcre investment in tourism

in the current period, which would

attract both the private sector and for-

eign investment in the tourism sector

(See Table I & 1A).

If anyone leads between the lines it

will be noticed that between 1989-92,

receipts from tourism in dollar terms

have been almost stagnant (See

Table 2 Si 2A). It is not surprising

that the private sector is not inter-

ested in investing in tourism. Sec-

ondly, given the fact that tourist

arrivals from the high spending

markets have also been signifi-

cantly lower than in 1989. we can

understandwhy tourism is the least

attractive option tor any investor,

both domestic and foreign (See

Table 3).

Wc arc often told that there is

no alternative to the NEP and the

example of the ‘Asian Tigers' is

frequently put before us, particu-

larly those who have mortgaged

their economies for a growth iatc,

rather than improving the living

standards of their people For a

comparative assessment of the

tourism performance of some of

these countries, we can take Ma-

laysia. Singapore, Thailand, Hong

Kong, Maldives, Indonesia and

Taiwan (See Table A). It is inter-

TABLE:4

TOURIST ARRIVALS IN ASIAN
COUNTRIES
(in millions)

1991

Malays a 7

Nepal 0.65

Singapore 6.7

Thailand 63
Hongkong 7.1

Japan 3.6

Philippines 1.6

mda 1.7

China 19
Moldvos 2.1

Pakistan 0.59

Sfianka 1.1

Indonoaia 2.87

Macau 13
Tarwan 24
Mongolia 0.46

esiing to note that in the year 1992,

mostof these countries were not able to

maintain thenumher of tourist arrivals,

which, in ihe case of Malaysia, went

down by two millioa So, we can see

that tourism is not a stable economic

option. Neither can tourism infrastructure

be rapidly adapted for alternative use in

case of a drastic drop in tourist arrivals.

In Indonesia and Thailand there are

already anti-tourism movements,

organising to overturn intensive devel-

opment. Singapore's Prime Ministers

have always claimed that Asians don’t

understand democracy and they have

gone over the heads of their people to

dcvelopSingaporeintothe world’sbig-

gest shopping plaza.

We can, therefore, legitimately

claim that the examples put before us

have net really provided the answers

thatwc need. In fact, the WTO’s < World

Tourism Organisation) forecast forth?

year 2(X)0 (See Table 5) indicates a

growth rate for the Asian region at

21.9% in terms of tourisr arrivals and

30.5% in terms of receipts. However,

India has not been able to realise the

WTO’s expectations in the decade of

the nineties. The NEP and the NAP arc

yet to get off the ground as far as tourism

is concerned. What we do have already in

place is a bard hitting critique of both the

NEP and the NAP, which is the result of

activists in the field, collecting data

TABLES
WORLD TOURISM MARKET

Year Contnenc Arrivalst^) Recaps (%)

I960 Euope
Asia*

72 57

Ocoarva 2 4

Ame-ica

Africa

24

2

C<5

1989 Eu-ope

Asia a
62 ED

Oceana 15 20
America 20 27

Alrica 4 Dodinc

1990 Eircpe

Asia S
63.4 54.4

Ocoonto 14.4 17.6

America 18.8 26.1

Africa 34 1.9

2000 Europe

Forecast Asia a

53 39

Oceania 21.9 305
America 201 27.0

Africa 5 2.7

and information and evolving alterna-

tive policies at the local as well as

the national level.

We felt it was important to

highlight some of these issues as

an expression of the resistance to

plans that exclude debate and par-

ticipation.

( With inputs from an article by

Byasdeb Dusgupta in Equations ’

AN Newsletter)

Source: WTO Study
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CULTURAL TOURISM -

The Dilemma of

Cultural Tourism

in India

A.G. KRISHNA MENON

Ofall the tourism resources t/tul India possesses, cultural heritage

isperhaps theone resource ithas in abundance.Anynookandcranny
in this country has a tale to tell or a building to admire. Culturul

accretion oxer the centuries makes India an unique destination for

heritage tourism. Doth thegovernment and the tourism industiyhave

recognised thispotential, and the lastdecade has witnessedsubstan-

tial development in this segment of the tourism market Yet, this is

on ly the tipofthe iceberg, because vastareasofthe countryhave not

yetbeen opened to the touristgaze. When this happens, itwill unleash

forcesmore cataclysmic than theforeign invasions thathaveperiodi-

cally transformedour society since the dawn of civilisation.

Jiusalmer - the Golden Citadel is under tremendous pressure on account ofincreased

tourism activity. Besides the harmful effect in the fort itself, inflation, drugs and

urban squalor have increased

The icle of tourism,

particularly the mod-
ern version of mass
tourism contribuiingto

changes in society, is

bound in a complex

construction ot eco-

nomic activities, social change and
cultural transformation. Jost

Krippendorf categorically asserts,

whether we like it or not: modern
tourism has colonial characteristics -

everywhere and without exception’ . I f

that is the opinion on the influence of

general tourism, then cultural tour-

ism, by its very nature, is more deeply

implicated. Since India is increasingly

relying on the strategy of developing

its potential for cultural tourism, it is

necessary to take a closer lock at its

practice.

In 1968 Dr.E.R. Allchin, UNESCO
expert, made a study of India’s tour-

ism potential, and established a broad

categori7.ation of its cultural heritage

He divided the monumental heritage

into four principal subject groups: a)

Buddhist monuments b) Hindu monu-
ments c) Indo-Islamicmonuments and,

d) monuments of European and Brit-

ish association with India. He advised

that each deserved to be exploited for

purposes of cultural tourism. Subse-

quent Indian tourism policy has fol-

lowed this advice.

He went on tr> categorise the types

of visitors, identifying separately, the

pilgrims attracted by each category of

monument : a) visits of Indians domi-
ciled abroad b) the Buddhists from
Japan, Thailand, Sri Lanka and othc;

countries with a Buddhist heritage and

c) flic smaller, but growing number of

Americans and Europeans who are

interested in the religions which arc

practiced in India Today, pilgrimage

tourism, especially the Buddhist cir-

cuit, has become an important seg-

ment of the tourism market.

Dr Allchin also identified 'natural

heritage' as part of cultural heritage,

because of the ‘educational character

of the interests involved’ . The tourism

policy has exploited this potential and

today, trekking and game sanctuaries

arc amongst the fastest growing seg-

ments of the tourism industry The
report went twi to define lire impor-

tance of traditional arts and crafts and
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the potential for ‘cultural shopping’ of

different types of Indian handicrafts

and handloora works; the performance

of music and dance; and finally, quite

interestingly, ‘gastronomy’ as a ‘cul-

tural heritage’ for the tourist who is

‘strong minded and persistent enough

to overcome the values of what we
may call the hygiene bait ier and break

through the prevailing Indian ‘stew

and cornflakes’ barrier.

Dr Allchin’s report firmly estab-

lished the role of cultural tourism in

the strategy oftourismdevelopment in

India and teinforced the commonly
held perception of Indians primarily a

cultural destination. We find that this

has been one part of the mind set

governing tounsm policy in India.

The other part of the mindset is

clearly evident in the obsession the

policymakers display for increasing

foreign exchange earnings through the

promotion of tourism. All the pious

concerns for ‘socio-economic devel-

opment’ notwithstanding, the tourism

policy of the government is almost

entirely predicated on this criteria.

Thus, we find in practice, tourism in

India is inarc considerate to the wel-

fare of the foreign tourist than the

well-being of the local population.

Net surprisingly therefore, there is

increasing evidence in tourism litera-

ture that the general social and eco-

nomic well-being of society deterio-

rates with increasing tourism. Effects

of thisphenomenon can al so be gauged

by the protest movements mounted by

grass - root organisations, for instance,

in Goa to actively campaign against

tourism development. Thus, we are

confronted with the great dilemma of

cultural tourism in our country: the

most abundant tourism resource may
beunexploitable Whyisthisso^There

could be several readings of this situ-

ation, but one reading concerns the

right of the collective - the govern-

ment - to arrogate to itselfthe power to

exploit local cultures. This backlash

ofpopular sentiment is, of course, part

of a world-wide trend towards local

sclf-cxprcssion and promotion of lo-

cal cultural identities Any policy

which is perceived to threaten orcom-
promise these local identities is fiercely

resisted. Inevitably, cultural tourism

is perceived to be such a threat by local
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Panwon Ki Haveli. Jaisalmer. The photograph is taken from a place wAeie another

haveli stood. It war demolished tofacilitate viewing by tourists.

societies.

Another reading could be that strat-

egics for the development of tourism

which are constnicted top-down, are

often perceived to be inimical to local

interests - no matter whether they are

or arc not, actually so. Again, wc can

cite a similar world-wide trend to-

wards political decentralisation which

could be the reason for local people

protesting implementation of central ly

conceived tourism projects. Such prob-

lems are particularly acute in the area

of cultural tourism because when the

destination is defined by the life-style

of the people living there, then these

cultures are unique to begin with and

the impact of tourism is more easily

apparent.

There could be several other rea-

sons why cultural tourism projects run

into problems. What 1 would like to

suggest is that it has to do with the

nature of our culture: it is a living

culture. Understanding this important

difference in the characteristic of our

culture, while dealing with the Indian

situation, throws more light on the

dilemma of cultural tourism. The sig-

nificance of this characteristic is not

easily apparent to foreign consultants

like Dr Allchin, whose expertise is

derived from an understanding of Eu-

ropean cultural experiences. This dif-

ference does not strike most Indians

either, because we too are schooled

into seeing our culture as Europeans

see our culture: the paradigm of cul-

ture is considered to be universal, and

local cultures like the Indian situation

is seen os a colouration of the univer-

sal scheme. But that there is a differ-
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CULTURAL TOURISM

cities according to other parameters.

The difference between monuments
of ‘participant’ interest and those of

'observer' interestare not so critical in

other ancient cultures, because cul-

tural continuity has been broken, and
sharp differences do not co-exist si-

multaneously. The relationship that

the modern Egyptians. Greeks,
Mesopotamians, Aztecs or Chinese
have with their own ancient monu-
ments is different to the relationship

Indians have with theirs. Witness the

crisis which enveloped the cou ntry on
account ofcertain

|y. , that did not even9 exist at that time

" '
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churches. Repair

workscan also he

carried out on the Pyramids or the

Parthenon without hurting local senti-

ments. Yet it is only the ancient monu-
ments of Greece, Rome and Egypt,

which arc primarily of ‘obsetver’ in-

Exploitation of tourist

destinations like Goa and

Jaisalmer do not succeed

inspire of thefact that they

desperately need to be

developed to improve the

quality of life of their

inhabitants.

Policy/Tourist

Local Resident
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CULTURAL TOURISM

Do v>e hove cny vie w on heritage aesthetics?

The Kmjuraho temples viewedfrom rhe shimming pool ofa five star hotel
.

Witness the crisis which enveloped the country on

account of certain 'disputed' structures and rhe

status ofmonuments that did not even exist at that

time in Ayodhya.

Indian context is inappropriate; and

terest, which provided Ihe model for

developing theories of concept and
practice of conservation which are

taken to be an 'universal' in the West;
it did not have to contend with monu-
ments of 'participant’ interest as we
need to in India. The universal isation

of this selective understanding ofcul-
tural heritage has been acommon theme
in the explication of our cultural his-

tory. The universal model was trans-

posed on the complex Indian scene

initially by European scholars like

Fergusson. Percy Brown and Havel 1.

andlatcrbyconsultantslikc DrAllchin
contracted by the government to give

‘expert’ advice.

It is because India still has a con-

tinuing ‘living’ culture, that the sub-
ject of cultural heritage bristles with

piofouud ambiguities, and conse-
quently adds complexity to a tourism

policy that focuses on it so centrally.

Under the circumstances, we can
understand why the exploitation of

tourist destinations like Goa and
Jaisalmer do not succeed i nspi te of the

fact that they desperately need to be
developed to improve the quality of
life of their inhabitants. Such exer-

cises result in tragic consequences:
they get caught between the squalor of
poverty and the squalor of pretence.
Such tragedy cannot be mitigated by
emphasising the gains in terms of for-

eign exchange - however important
that gain may he to the national exche-

quer.

What happens at the larger urban

scale can also be seen to happen at the

level of individual monuments. Thus,
it is with concern that one observes the

systematic transformation of tradi-

tional have!is, forts and palaces into

‘heritage’ hotels - the latest policy

initiative of the government to boost

‘cultural tourism’. This concept also

derives from the cultural model de-
rived from understanding the needs of
monuments of observer' interest. As
a consequence, when buildings which
still retain meaning and cultural force

for the local people, arc convened for

tourism purposes as 'heritage’ hotels,

they naturally create problems for the

implementation of the tourism policy.

The restorers desecrate living rela-

tionships and traditions, often, ironi-

cally, in the name of preserv ing those

traditions.

So far wc have only dealt with two
issues relating to the problem of cul-

tural tourism: first, that the concept of
cultural heritage as applied in the

second, us a consequence, any initia-

tives in this area are naturally detri-

mental to the well-being of the local

culture or society. A third issue is
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CULTURAL TOUR IS VI

addressed by Edward Said in his re-

cent book, Culture and Imperialism

He views culture aspractices that have
relative autonomy from the economic,

social and political realms. When it

becomes State policy it ‘differentiates

'us' from 'them' almost always with

some degree of xenophobia ... now the

trouble with this idea of culture is that

it entails not only venerating one’s

own culture but also thinking of it as

somehow divorced from, transcend-

ing the everyday world. Culture con-

ceived in this way can become a pro-

tective enclosure...’ We can see this

debilitating process at work in the

various made-for-tonrist cultural melas

like the Goa Carnival and the Desert

Festival of Jaisalmer.

With this background, the position

of culture in the process of cultural

tourism can be viewed as both pro-

tagonist and victim, at once so strong

and pervasive as to have survived mil-

lennia and yet so vulnerable to en-

croaching alien forces unleashed
through modem tourism The greater

tragedy ofthissituatiun is that tourism

in a developing society such as ours is

really the thin edge of the wedge of
modernism. Indian society and cul-

ture need to develop and modernise,
and must indeed reconcile with the

forces of modernity. In the absence of
other development initiatives, tour-

ism is often - in places like Jaisalmer

and Goa. Shimla and Ooty - the prime

agent for economic, social and cul-

tural change. It becomes a matter of

great concern, therefore, if tourism
were to accomplish this adjustment by
transforming theessence of Tndianess'

in order io achieve any degree of suc-

cess. Obviously, there is need to re-

think the proposition and make the

imperatives of local cultures deter-

mine the parameters of tourism strat-

egy, rather than the other way around
as it is done at present.

Seen in this light, the formulation

of the tourism pol icy becomes a daunt-

ing challenge, one that cannot he ac-

complished by marketing one's cul-

tural asset at ihe whim and will of a
marketing strategist (quite often an
advertising agency) or calibrating its

success on the basis of economic pa-

rameters such as the quantum of for-

eign exchange earned. Tourism policy

enter to indigenous needs. It is ’de-

mand led’, and strategists seek to emu-
late 'foreign' models to meet this de-

mand. The models they have in mind
are such ‘successes’ like the beach

resorts of Bali or Thailand, and of
course. Disneyland. Unfortunately,

this overt bias to follow foreign

models substitutes as tourism policy.

This pioccss of servicing foreign

needs on their terms recreates old co-

lonial structures in the relationship

between the visitor and the host com-
munity and bears out Krippcnclorfs

assertion mentioned earlier. Cultur-

ally loaded images are casually used
in tourism promotion literature to en-

tice foreign tourists: Rajasthan is ‘mar-

tial’. Khajurahois 'romantic’ and Goa
is ‘fun. frolic, festivals and feni . The
tragedy that such insensitivity can rc-

must be developed with greater con- suit in is evident in the state of the

sideration for ground realities and its tourism industry of South East Asia -

impact on local cultures. Ii needs lobe a 'success' at the financial level, bat
formulated by interdisciplinary teams an unmitigated disaster at the social

of social scientists - including econo- and cultural level,

mists and marketing strategists, rather Policy makers will have to resolve

than the present team of generalist the dilemma of cultural tourism
administrators relying on ‘foreign’ ex- through the practice of equitable and
pertise. ethical strategies. The development of

It is on account of such ‘foreign’ such a policy in India need not and
expertise that India’s tourism policy should not. bea requiem to its cultural

reacts to foreign demand rather than identity and well being. •

A. C. Krishna Menon iso well known architect. He has undertakenon umber
ofconservation projects and written extensively on them. At present he Is

the Dean ofStudies at the T\’B School ofHabitat Studies, Vasant Kunj,

Hew Delhi.

GOA DESC
Tlie GOA DESC is an activist initiative in Docu mentation. Education

and Solidarity on issues of Development and Democracy. The voluntary,

nonfunded Mapusa based Centre will work to:

• disseminate information through booklets, newsletters and action

alerts.

• empower through training programmes, camps, workshops and
exposures.

• support struggles for justice through networking, campaigns and
lobbying.

GOA DESC looks forward to your donations and contributions in cash
and/or materials like postal stamps, cards, letters, cyclostyling paper,

stencils, files etc.

All letters to:

GOA DESC,
No. 11, Liberty Apartments,

Feira Alta. MapiiNa.Goa 403507
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LUREOFHEAVENS

LURE OF THE HEAVENS
An Architectural Design Competition

rather than adding to it, by building

only on existing foundation? All ‘new’

stucturcs were stucturally independent

and built with contemporary architec-

tural vocabulary instead of echoing
the past

According to the jury, the proposed
reuse is bold and transforms this iso-

lated monument into an uiban level

facility. The new and the old have
been set up in a creative, dialectic

relationship of high quality.

The practice of conservation is

unfamiliar to professionals and lay

Whatshould one do with oldmonuments ?Should theybeconverted
into private 'Heritage Hotels’merely to accomodate rich touristsor
put to participatory' use by the localpeople ? Thefollowing piece is

aboutan interesting experiment carried outbya progressiveschool
ofarchitecture in Delhi and the implications ofsuch a venture.

D elhi has over 1300 odd protected designers in terms of
monuments. They are generally design decisions,

not in use but under the protection of The monuments
the ASI. Some are maintained well were Begumpur
(eg. the Qutab Complex and Mosque,
Humav tin's tomb), while others are in Vijaymandal in

a state of disrepair, perhaps due to Begumpur Village
paucity of funds or just lack of con- and the Khirkee
ccrn. It is conceivable (though against Mosque in Khirkee
theexisting legal framework) that these Village, all of them
monuments could get a new lease of in Delhi. Out of
life through sympathetic and compat- eighteen entries, one
iblc reuse. Several questions arise, but fromeacti ofthesites
one could begin to dialogue in this was selected as
direction, to examine the virtues of outstanding. Thejury
this proposition. consisted of an
A short, onc-week Architectural eminent panel:

Design Competition was held at the Neena Nehru. Ramu Vijaymandal. Inset: Elevation A

Katakam, Badri Narayan, Kimti Lai people alike. There has been a lot of
and was chaired by Ashish Ganju. debate over the subject of ccnscrva-

Lure of the Heavens, the winning cion in recent times between social

entry was presented by Nitin Gupta activists and practising professionals,

and Frederick Ribciro for Begumpur/ There is much confusion over the*

Vijaymandal. It was commended for terms, preservation, restoration, re-

innovative concept and sensitive h:in- construction and adaptive reuse.

dling of a historic The International Council on
monument within an Monuments and Sites(ICOMOS) gives

urban village. guiddincslopraccitloneisotilhevarious

The proposal of approaches to conservation. The
- these two students Archaclogical Survey of India (ASI),

wa<; ,0 create an however, adopts John Marshall’s

I trotiomy Park. Tlicir conservation manual written in 1924.

purpose was to This has also been adopted by
I increase awareness INTACR

popularise tae Ihe «.u'iert debac in.ol.es tic

'v eneofavfrcnonv <nirioi\ of ire [u'ivts heu*.e

I among amateurs and that monuments should be restored

inerested irdvidu a m mnitTurr additions and the

I als throughout Delhi, liberalists who believe in stylistic

.^^1 Tfie location Of additions.

the site at a slight Nitin’s and Freddie’s project has

wmBm elevation gives it an adopted the more liberal and
unhindered view, ’international’ view through
The accent was on contemporary, adaptive reuse of old

completing a ruin monuments. •

Begumpur Masque. Inset: Elevation B

The Elevations of the Astronomy pork



MONUMENTAL
TAMASHA
PREMOI-A GHOSH

R ecently, Delhi was the venue for

two festivals - the Qutab Festival

organised by the Sahitya Kala Parishad

and one at Hauz Khas. organised by

Delhi Tourism. Both presented well

known dancers and musicians attempt-

ing to place, what is now, a vibrant,

living tradition, in a historical and ro-

mantic perspective In a nutshell, they

aimed to create a romantic ambience to

titi Hate the appetites oftouristsand others.

In the past decade or so. festivals

centering around well-known histori-

cal sites have become fairly popular.

There are dance festivalsat Khajuraho.

Konark and Mahabalipuram where the

country’s best dancers arc presented.

Much prestige is attached to these

events. Be that as it may, we need to

examine the use of historiemonuments

for such purposes.

On the day after a performance at

the Hauz Khas monument, we were

shocked to see the confusion of chairs

and litter within the enclosure. Nearby

we.re some thatched stalls set up by the

Bistro Restaurant where the night be-

fore, local food had been sold to the

audience. The Hauz Khas monument
was built by Firuz Sliah Tuglilaq in the

14th century and is therefore a fragile

building which can hardly cope, with

thcbuildingof a temporarystage, light-

ing, sound and an unruly traffic of

people. Moreover, distinguished artistes

arc invited to perform in conditions

which are hardly commensurate with

their talents. The audiences too are

mere interested in the 'atmosphere'

rather than in the performance which

tends to get distorted by badly fitted

microphones. The outcome is disas-

trous, as in a single evening, both an art

form and a historic site are battered!

It is necessary to consider very seri-

ously if the combination of classical

dance and music with a major historic

site for the sake of ‘atmosphere* is

w ise. Perhaps it would be better to treat

the two as separate entities. If a medi-

eval monument lends glamour, then

Delhi is teeming with unknown build-

ings one of which could be reused

imaginatively as an auditorium, taking

care to provide, a decent stage, acoustics,

lighting and seating. The presentation

would then automatically become more

professional and therefore ah ideal

venue for India's finest artistes to per-

form in. A restaurant could he opened

nearby to provide local ftxxl, fulfilling

more practical needs particularly for all

night performances. This would reduce

the larnaslzi element which has become

the main ingredient of our cultural lives.

Much has been dene for the revival

of classical art forms in India and there

is a growing audience for this. There-

fore, as it comes of age. we should

begin to treat it with respect aid not

indulge in a variety of gimmicks to

cater to the lowest common denomina-

tor. I think television is already an

adequate, transmitter ofthis! It is hardly

necessary to kill a culture by going all

out to attract hordes of people, as the

Indian classical style is less spectacle

based and is more intimate, flowing

from artiste to audience and vice versa.

As for the majormonuments. which too

aie our heritage, surely they could be

allowed to exist undisturbed by the

sounds of dance and rrfusic and let their

own architectural grandeur speak for

themselves? •

Premnla Ghosh is Programme
Officer, India International Cen-
tre. New Delhi.

MIRAMBIKA
FRFR PROGRESS UNIT OF

SRI AUROBINDO
EDUCATION SOCIETY

ANNOUNCES

TWO YEARS’ INNOVATIVE
R.Fd TEACHER TRAINING

COURSE
(loini Project of School of Educa-

tion,DAW Indore and Teachers

Training wing, Mirambika,

New Delhi.)

Write to :

Sri Aurobimlu Ashram,
New Delhi - 1 10016

The shortest way to oneselfleads around the world.- Hermann Graf-Keyserling
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TROUBLE IN PARADISE
An Update on Goa

FREDERICK NORONHA

Arrivingfrnm England (as halfofthe tourists do}, when you 're stuffed to thegills
with Christmas pud and that post, or pre-Christmas gloom, Goa acts as an
immediate spiritual AlkaSeltzer. Here the trees are coveredin thick, lush tropical
green, brilliant flowering hibiscus and bougainvillea are in bloom....palm
trees., doing their classical 45 degree angle, lean along the beaches. ..and the

temperature is a constant tension-reducing 3/ degrees C. Moreprosaically, with
iI fetching a colossal Rs. 35, you can experience wealth fora short time at least.

• Vicki Mackenzie, British travel writer

There is a world of difference between glossy brochures and the lives of real
people. Anda world of difference in the choices we are in a position to make.

-J.Lotto, tourism activist

Goa today is known
for more than sandy

*7 vV Gaelics and pleasant

\j
t'Tk~f holidays. Over thepast

few years, India'stini-

J

" eststate has also come
to be known for pro-

tests over the problems caused by tour-

ism. What has gone wrong?
From the mid eighties, luxury ho-

tels have mushroomed along the 105

km. coastline. Largo scale projects,

backed by politicians, began coming
up amidst charges of bureaucratic-po-

litical corruption.

In the meanwhile, protests have
grown from citizens groups, environ-

mentalists, women’s groups, villagers,

the Catholic Church, fishermen and
toddy tappers. Many of these piotcsts

have not been understood, or deliber-

ately misunderstood outside Goa.

Displacement of Local People
’Private property. Trespassers will

be prosecuted’, says the untidily

scrawled signboard. Drawn below it is

a wanting skull-and-cro.ssbones sign.

This case comes from Naqueri-Betul,

where the Goa government is thinking

of acquiring a few thousand square

metres ofland for a luxury hotel's golf

course project Such projects are the

target of the wrath of villagers who

detest the takeover of the land they

depend on, for projects of dubious
utility.

A little understood aspect of Goa is

that this state is not a large city, as is

widely believed, but is made up of a

few towns and a number of outlying

villages. Land is still a vital resource

and villagers need large areas to take

care of their basic needs - for paddy

fields, cattle grazing, coconut groves,

housing and so on.

Ore factor which hasaggravated the

antagonism towards major tourism
projects has been the use ofantiquated,
British colonial-designed land acquisi-

tion laws by the State Government to

take over land for such luxury projects,

as empowered by law. Sometimes ac-

quisition proceedings are not resorted

to. but the threat to use them is wielded

asa weapon to make villagers sell their

land cheaply. NGO research and inves-

tigative journalism in this area have
established that villagers standing in

the way of hotel managements have
been threatened and beaten up by
goondas (hired thugs). In Agonda, lo-

cal community restaurants and family-

run tourist accommodations have been
burnt down, villagers have been pre-

vented access to electncity supplies

and drinking water supplies have been
diverted to luxury hotels.

Social Changes
Critics of tourism in Goa claim that

the state has had to pay a high price for

promoting this industry by way of a

boost to hard drugs, local gangsterism

and prostitution There is now the rela-

tively new phenomenon of male pros-

titution or gigolos owing to the large

number of single, unaccompanied
Western women travelling toGoa And
with prostitution conics the spectre of
AIDS. Tourism researchers have ex-

pressed fears that as a tourist receiving

state, true AIDS statistics will he hid-

den for fear of a drop in tourist arrivals.

Another criticism levelled against

the government and the tourism lobby

is in the area of culture, where new
images arc created merely to ‘sell Goa
to their clients’.

Take for instance, the Carnival. This

has for long been a simple festival, one
ofpopular participation, which involved

a number of small clubs and village

groups. It has now been turned into an
official celebration over which spon-

sors spend huge amounts itnd draw
publicity mileage. Many Catholics in

tlrc state, with whom the festival is

linked, have.in recent years, expressed
hurt and displeasure in tlte way the

Carnival is celebrated. It has been
blamed for having been vulgarised and
turmd into a spectacle mainly for tour-

ists, one which projects a misleading
image of Goa as a hedonistic paradi.se

where anything gees.

Economics

Tourism's growth in Goa has led to

the spirallingof prices, sending the cost
of food, housing ar.d other basic neces-

sities shooting upwards in parts ofGoa
At the same time, tourism has not

lived up to its much tooted promise of
generating productive employment and
a higher standard of living Spanish
academic Asun Garcia, who has dote
research on tourism, noted with shock
that many hotel employees were paid

for one month’s week, less than a day's

room rent in their hotels. It is true

however, that many youngsters still

prefer to take up low-paid hotel jobs
even if their traditional occupations

offer higher earnings, since hotel or

factory jobs are viewed as a means to

break with the low social status ac-

corded to fishing or agriculture.
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GOA-ING CRAZY
T he misconceptions about (ioa

asa free-living samba-dancing

poor relation of the Costa dc Sol

probably stems from the subcon-

scious desire on the part of the aver-

age Indian to find an Elsewhere to

underwrite his own taboo-ridden

existence. That most Goans are

deeply religious and conservative

about their private lives i’s lost on
most which probably explains the

(recent) poster sanctioned by Air

India depicting a prostrate Mahara-
jah ogling oomph on a beach. The
poster has driven Goans to street

protest: campaigners include not

only women's groups but also the

state minister for tourism. The in-

justice is obvious
:
Why should Goans

have to fulfill the role of the exhibi-

tionist polar opposite of traditional

demure India ? After all they have
the right to uphold their particular

way of life just as everybody else

does and not run the risk of being

painted as heedless hedonists. In

fact, the differences in lifestyle be-

tween the Goans and the tourists

who flock to its coasts are readily

apparent in the tragi-comic culture

clash thatmost visitorsto the beaches

of Kcnkan can witness. Comic, be-

cause of the suspicion with which

sun-bathing residents of western

suburbia are surveyed by sari clad

peasant women and tragic because

children in the village; adjoining

Vogator axxl Baga grow up exposed
to too much, too early. Theeffectsof

the flower child invasion on Goa
may have declined, hut the dividing

line between being one of India's

hottest tourist spots and also one of

the most culturally jeopardised so-

cieties, may be fading fast. In these

circumstances, it is up to their com-
patriots not to buy into the image of

Goa that outsiders feel comfortable

enough to visit. However unique the

narrow strip of land that the Portu-

guese colonised and filled with

pastry shops and churches may be.

Goa should not be seen as more
amenable to risque posters than the

rest of India.

Courtesy: Timex oj India

Tourism and Local Psychology
A curious fall out of the growth of

the high profile, luxury tourism indus-
try is the deep sense ofinadequacy and
impoverishment tt has engendered,
however unwittingly, among local

youngsters. These young people see

foreigners and wealthy Indians enjoy-

ing themselves in their villages and
would like to imitate their lifestyles.

But of course, they cannot.

A sort of ‘economic apartheid’ also

operatesin these exoheendaves. Since

foreign tourists have the capacity to

spend much more than domestic tour-

ists, there have been complaints from

the latter that they face discrimination

seemingly because of the colour of

their skin. The reason; are obviously

more economic in nature, but they tend

to take on racial overtones.

It has been estimated

that the water needs of

a single luxury hotel is

equivalent to the

requirements of

approximately six

villages. Geologists

have warned of

possible damage to the

water table and

groundwater

depletion.

EfTect on Ecology

Goais often alluded to asan unspoilt

paradise. However, a closer look be-

neath the surface reveals how mislead-

ing this image is In May 1993, the first

ever exhaustive report on the Goan
environment was released by
Ecoforum. a coalition of environmen-

tal groups. And tourism, often called

the smokeless industry, has been found

to be deeply involved in the destruction

of Goa's ecology.

Along the scenic Sal river, the many
large, luxury hotels that have come up
are blamed for polluting the river with

their waste;.

Hotels and the real estate develop-

ments sprouting nearby began ‘buying’

water on a large scale from village

fields in Sangolda, Saligao and

Calangute to fill their swimming pools.

Water has been sold fer as little as 5
paise per litre, while villagers face an
acute shortage of water, particularly in

the summer months. It has been esti-

mated that the water needs of a single

luxury hotel is equivalent to ilte re-

quirements of approximately six vil-

lages. Geologists have warned of pos-

sible damage to the water table and
groundwater depletion.

Goa's natural beauty, for which tour-

ists came in the first place has been
badly affected by hotel construction.

Around villages like Baga; Calangute

and Candolim, trees and fields have
given way to concrete structures. Ex-
otic plants , alien to coastal ecology

have replaced coconut trees.

Hotels have also been responsible

for the bulldozing ofcoastal sand dunes.

in clear violation of the Environment
Protection Act Many of them have

violated the ban of construction within

200 mts of the High Tide Line. In total

disregard for the EPA. numerous bore
wells have beer drilled within 200 mts

of the High Tide Line, threatening in-

gression of saline water to fresh water

wells in the area.

Golf Courses
Goa's experience shows that the so

called 'benefits’ accni ing from tourism

arc always lost in the debilitating pro-

cess of social, environmental and cul-

tural decline. When wc examine the

question of whoarethechiefberefi cia-

rics, in the long term, it is obvious that

the people most affected by tourism

benefit the least. •

Frederick Noronha isafreelance
journalist. He lives in Goa.
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CANNED CULTURE
TEMPLES, FAIRS AND FESTIVALS

JAYA JAITLY

T ourism is motivated by and serves
the needs of travellers who jour-

ney for a cultural purpose, among oth-

ers. We therefore come rightaway to

defining culture and find that it cannot

remain at the level of the song and
dance routine, but spreads to

involve food, dress, language.

religious practices, architec-

ture and indigenous
lifestyles, all of which ani-

mate the landscape of a jour-

ney A sunset can never be

packaged and sold, but die

trappings provided around it

is what is sold to the traveller

as tourism. These trappings

should reflect the distinct

ethos of the place. 'That is

what makes tourism work.

What does a genuine tourist

really remember about that

magical evening on the

beach? That a Cola drink was
at hand and the hamburger
tasted just like the one in Hawaii... or

was it Dali or Pattava? Or docs he

remember that the huts, music, local

rcfreshmcntsandthcindigcnouspcoplc

all built the distinct and unforgettable

aura of the place and these were the

inalienable ingredients necessary to

make that sunset special?

Today tourism is being packaged

like a formula, marketable in the same
form globally, a product like soap or

TV dinners where someone else has

decided what the ingredients and pack-

aging should be and everyone blindly

accepts it as a mark of progress, to

present 'tourism' and ‘tourist facili-

ties' in the very same way across the

length and breadth of 'developing'

countries. What are tourists really

searching for, and what do wc offer

them’’ Also, what do we want and how
do wc go about getting it? These arc

questions which are deep and funda-

mental when juxtaposed with die entire

aspect of presenting India’s culture, in

all its contradictions, in its genuine

form, and with honesty, and earning

money out of all this in the name of

tourism.

‘

Decadence,

perhaps, could he.

defined as nothing

more than the

artificial embrace of

what once, had been

natural \

Let us take the traditional Indian

tourist who bas fee centuries, set out to

traverse long distances to visit a place

of pilgrimage Originally, the religios-

ity and penance involved required the

endurance of hardships or at least an

observation of austerity. Comfortless

travel, halts at railway rest rooms or

lodges, pre - dawn cold baths or treks

with crowds were part of the aura
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Since conveniences and facilities were

part of the materialistic rather than

spiritual world, consumerist orienied

infrastructures were not a part of the

requisites. This is not to say thatprovi

sions requited of the pilgrimage were

not part of trade or com
merce. From chappals (slip-

pers) to flower garlands and

incense sticks to a multitude

of offerings, instant or per-

manent marketplaces were

created for tourist pilgrims.

The difference here was that

the demand was for offering;

and not for personal comforts,

entertainment or diversions.

When fundamentalism
grows.spiritualistn dies, and
materialism wins This has

taken religious pilgrimages

into the ‘modern’ age and

2 refrained it within a new
|wordgame - 'temple tour-

ism’ .
Wc havea host of(hese

possible journeys now. each serving a

different purpose. Take Tirupati, nest

ling atop a cool and verdant hill, over-

looking the dusty landscape of south-

ern Andhra Pradesh Always a major

attraction for the devout, it has grown
into a multi-crorc township that demon-
strates an efficient, attractive and disci-

plined system of administration: almost

Vatican city-like. Apart from the crocs it

earns from the tonsuring of heads, the

quick turnover spread of restaurants,

handicraft shops, banks, telecom sys-

tems, and cottages of various types,

provides everything a pilgrim needs.

Tirupati has become sowell ordered

and pleasant, that now, even the not-so-

spiritual, plan family or working holiays

in the environs of Tirupati! Tourism
has been the provider of comforts and

a durshan (glimpse of the deity) which
is thrown in makes a perfect formula

for temple tourism.
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The Pilgrim's Progress

?

The imposing Jagannaih temple attracts lakhs ofpeople

and especially at the Rath Festival, the crowds themselves

become scenes of attraction for the voyeur-tourist Sensing

this, the Orissa government has begun organising 'events’

at Puri which are part the new genre of ‘tourism festivals'

as against ‘real’festivals.

Having Tiiupaii as a model encour-

aged the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP)
working through Kalyau Singh's BJP
Ministry in Uttar Pradesh, to promote
temple tourism in Ayodhya. Since the

‘state’ is supposed to be secular and rot

spend money on building temples or

mosques, how else to mask it but by
spending public funds on tourist hos-

tels also known as pilgrim facilities,

and all sorts of other infrastructure that

would be requited once the temple's

sanctumsanctorum isin hand. Tourism

of the temple variety can therefore also

serve as a convenient camouflage for

non-sccular intentions. The ultimate

benefit to either religion or tourism is

yet to be seen.

The third variety is the simulated

tourist atmosphere created around a

temple spot with inlicicnt tourist poten-

tial. Puri comes to mind. The imposing
Jagannath temple attracts lakhs of

people and especially at the Rath Fes-

tival, the crowds themselves become
scenes of attraction for the voyeur-

tourist. Sensing this, the Orissa govern-

ment has begun organising ‘events' at

Puri which are part ofthenew genre of

‘tourism festivals’ as against 'real* fes-

tivals. Food and craft stalls, cultural

programmes, inaugurations and dos-
ing ceremonies and staged pageantry

recall the culture of the state and the

history of the temple. This is being

repeated at other places too, again as a

formula being packaged and marketed
And here lies the inherent danger which

Pico Iyer, the journalist and literary

travel writerdescribes so aptly in Video

Nig/us in Kathmandu - ‘Western tour-

ists invariably visit destruction on the

places they visit, descending in droves

on some authenticeastern village until

only twothings arc certain: itisneither

eastern nor authentic*. The market*

becomesall. Women are stilljudged by
their ability to look attractive and the

only professions where they are paid a

higher wage than men arc modelling
and prostitution. For this world. India's

naked sadhus, cowdung, Mahatma
Gandhi's charkha (spinningwheel) and
sweat ridden crowds offer promise of

contact with the more fundamental
matters of life. But do we allow this to

them? Not ifwe can help it. Instead we
must give them canned ‘heritage’ with

the price label indicating an exchange

in dollars. And while we are busy sell-

ing a pre-fab, synthetic version ofIndia

at the staged metas (fairs) and ‘festi-

vals’ unrelated to the seasons, wc are

busy creating western tourism fot our

own brown sahibs. Why else do tourist

coach stop overs in UP and Haryana
have a food plaza ambience with a host

of foreign soft drinks and chocolates at

forty rupees a bar? On the roads are the

tea stalls, peanut vendors, fruit carts

and charpoys. but these drive-in stop-

overs take you to a different world

which is not the real India even in
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ambience. Foreign tourists would have

that feeling of deja vu. and the seed of
ennui would be sown in the minds of

those who came looking for the
underskin of India.

Tourist festivals with canned teri-

tage recall again the perceptive words
ofPico Iyer. ‘Decadence,pcihaps.could

be defined as nothing more than the

artificial embrace of what once hod
been natural'.
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The western tourist’s dreams and
his dollars ensures that he gets his

village belles along with his Coke and
MacDonald's hamburger. India is cur-
rently making sure that we have it all

efficiently organised. The government
is engaged in finalizing a Rs. 39,000
crorc Tourism Action Plan because of
the foreign exchange earning potential

of this sector: hotels, motels, air taxis

and facilities for which Rs. I X.UJOcTores
in dollars is expected by 1996-97. In

ism, touches the lives of almost every

Indian citizen. It dwells in the psyche of
each person as a symbol of communi-
cation. transport, development and hope
of a journey to a better world. With a

simple replacement of plastic or paper
cups used for serving tea on the rail-

ways by eanheraware cups (kullars ).

not only would one lakh potter families

be kept in work throughout the year but
costs would actually be less since the

former cost 40 paise while the kullar
costs 24 paise Resides, a tourist would

indigenous lifestyles and tra-

ditional utility goods Instead,

all logic isstood on its head hy
providing soda fountains at

roadside bars and earthern
kullars at ethnic evenings in-

side five star hotels. This is

‘anifical embrace’ at its most
tragic, since only a few potter

families with access tot he fash-

ionable sei manage to get by
with their ‘designer* pots while

villagcpottcrsarcjammed ilia

cul-de-sac with no markets and
no opportunities for alternate

employment. Some villages

have seen potters’ families turn

to prostitution for survival.

In countries like Japan to

which Europeans and Ameri-
cans flock for glimpses of the

kimono. Kabuki and a taste of
sushi it is the mere unchanged
cities like Kyoto that convey
the true taste of Japan. The

temples and the small, older houses
show tourists the original Japan Con-
fidence in their own traditions, change
at their own pace, facilities for their

own needs first is reflected in the use of
Japanese only for all road signs, at trai n

and subway stations, airports and of-

fices. Hardly anyone can understand or
instruct a tourist on how to gel any-
where if the conversation is to be in

English. In India we boast ofourgreai
heritage, speak of heritage tourism and
cultural and linguistic diversity and
yet. even in our own national confer-

ence, we argue an end up speaking in

The rail line so

closely linked to

tourism, touches the

lives of almost every

Indian citizen. It

dwells in the psyche of

each person as a

symbol of

communication,

transport, development

and hope ofa journey

to a better world.

contrast, take the neglected railway?.

The rail line so closely linked to tour- surely want a of Indian culture.
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English because everyone does not

understand one common Indian lan-

guage. Nor do we develop facilities to

provide inter-regional translators. Our
tourism industry too is gearing out-

wards rather than inwards. It forces

everyone to learn French or German to

keep tourists and international confer-

ence visitors happy rather than develop
pride in our rich linguistic traditions,

literary manuscripts and calligraphy,

making these worthy subjects for tour-

ists to absoib and admire as ‘ Indian

culnire’, which is what tourism should

highlight and develop rather than ‘sell’

in thecommercial sense. A recent blurb

in a national newspaper emphasises the

aberrations that are creeping in while

selling concocted heritage or ‘ethnic’

tourism viz. the Bikaner C'amel Festi-

val staged for the first time this year in
January (note the creation of mock
camel fairs while the real camel fair at

Pushkar has receded to the. background
asa place for the genuine sale ofcamels

and is now justa tourist oriented event)

is yet another addition to the galaxy of
festivals and fairs that Rajasthan hosts

every year. That these festivals arc

extremely popular not only with the

Indian tourist, but with the foreigner as

well, is borne out by the fact that even
small children in Jaisalmer and else-

where speak fluent French, thanks to

their frequent interaction with French

tourists. Similarly. Rajasthan business

BUZZOFF «

persons sptuk good Engli sh even though
they have never been to school This is

a welcome fall out of their dealings

with outsiders, foreigners in particu-

lar’. It is astounding that journalists

should propagate the notion that for-

eign tourists will now bring linguistic

abilities to Indians in villages, imply-

ing that there is no need for the stale to

worry about education or employment
Tourism will teach us to be foreigners

overnight while wearing red sajas (tur-

bans), and riding on camels to catch

their attention and their dollars.

The blurb further states that

Rajasthan is the torch-bearer in de.-
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daring tourism as an industry’ and that

the officialdom in charge ‘is doing
whatever is humanly possible to make
Rajasthan a tourist haven*.

The development of tourism, like

any other area that is governed by
government policy must be based on
self - respect and self- confidence. Tlie

India we are selling must he the real

India. If we have handicrafts and
handloomsat simulated tourist oriented

rr.elas, (fairs) it must be part of the true

life of the country. As Nanz. (a big

department store in Delhi) takes over

the selling of vegetables, and Nescafe
invades rural cattle fairs, we carry co-

conuts from Karnataka io Surajkund,

Haryana (where an annual crafts fair is

held). Village hunts (markets) are be-

ing flooded by plastic goods and mill

made garments, and now multination-

als are poised to enter our small scale

garment and hosiery industries while

we organise the hric-a-brac variety of
crafts at city mclas. In this situation,

crafts, which were and should he part of
our everyday life to sustain the vast

population of rural artisans engaged in

their manufacture, arc becoming bonsai

type souvenirs in a tourist oriented

ethos. All over the world we have seen

that the souvenir type of craft selling

contributes to low quality, high prices,

assembly line attitudes and distorted

usage, none ofwhich can be counted as

a positive contribution to craft devel-

opment.

A living culture which views itself

with pnde offers itself with confidence
unrelated to market forces or global

compulsions. This has to he the sine

quanon oftourism in India so that both

2 Indians and foreigners have access to

^ the real India at its best. •
z
S .- - »
a

Java Jaitlv is a friend oj many
causes. In the crap sector, Jaya

is activist, consultant and de-

signer. She is the founder of the

Dastakari Haat Sam Hi. an
organisation engaged in the mar-
keting and development ofcrafts

through their own initiatives.

Jaya has also raken up the causes

ofwomen and tourism and has

written extensively on them. She

is alsoa civil activist and part of
the Socialistgroup at mainstream

liolitics in India
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THE COLUMBUS MYTH
Discovery or Conquest?

IMPLICATIONS FOR TOURISM IN

SOUTH ASIA

NINA RAO

W e are all familiar with history

books rccoiding the ‘discov-

ery’ ofAmerica by Columbus 500 years
ago. Perhaps wc arc not aware of the

controversies that emerged during the

celebrations of the event in 1992. An
Italian seaman, insearch ofthelegend-

ary Cipangu and Cathay (Japan and
China), of Marco Polo tales, by acci-

dent came upon a continent which was
to transform Europe after 1492. Per-

Itaps Europe’s other never had an op-

portunity to express its own point of

view until now. Today, some honour

Columbus as a discoverer; others call

him a destroyer. There is confusion

about where he landed and several coun-

tries claim the privilege of owning

Columbus. Even Columbus seems to

have been unsure of what he had ac-

complished. Historian Carmelo
Delgado claims that ‘he died believing

he had discovered a newroute mindin'

.

Puerto Rico, San Salvador, Cal Island,

the Dominican Republic, Seville and

Genoa, all comniemoratedColumbus’s
'discovery', which seems to have been

inspired by the terrestrial globe crafted

by Martin Bchaim of Nuremburg in

1492. On this globe, unexplored re-

gions were filled in with fanciful crea-

tures like angels and sea serpents in

vivid and brilliant colours. The Ameri-

cas are not shown and this explains the

context of the heated debate between

Europe and the Americas on the con-

cept of ‘discovery’.

The word ‘discovery’ is of Euro-

peancoinage.claimtheAmericanswho

prefer the term ‘meeting of cultures’

Latin Americans (who popularised the

term used by the French in the 19th

century) called themselves Latins to

distinguish themselves from the North

Americans and have coined the term

hispanidud to express the spirit of kin-

ship and togetherness based on five

centuries ofcommon experience.How-

ever, in a book called Exiled in iht

hind of the Free Democracy, Indian

Nations andthe US Constitution. Oren

Lyons, the traditional chief of the

Onondaga nation and a professor of

American Studies, says that Columbus

invaded America: 'Democracy didn't

come over on the Nina, the Pinta and.

the Santa Maria*. What came across

was the Papal Dull of 1452, to enslave

all Saracens and Pagans and the Papal

Bull of 1493, to bring them to the

Christian faith, along with their prop-

erty. The American Indians were robbed

of all their land and their culture was

marginalised; they were wiped out by

disease or enslaved.

Of the people who first migrated to

the Americas via the Bering Straits,

almost nothing is knownThey perhaps

carried very little cultural information

with them. They developed on inde-

pendent culture in the Americas, wrtiich

was reinforced by subsequent trans-

pacific migrations. From Europe, Ice-

landers and Greenlanders also sighted

theAmerican continenton fishing trips.

Thus Columbusdid not discover a new‘

world but established contact between

two worlds new to each other, because

his voyage was made at a time when

navigating instruments made it pos-

sible to maintain contact with discov-

ered lands. Thus the Americas came
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ROMANCING THE STONE AGE

'Tasaday' tribesman Ginlut with his two wives anti children. The htnitm

photograph was taken by Swiss unthropologist/junrnalisi Oswald hen dining

an unexpected visit in March 1986; the top photograph was token a w eek later

by Wulter Unger and Jay Ullal, from the German puiguzine Stern, during a

pre-announced visit. Iten maintains that the supposed tribe is really a group

of local subsistence farmers induced iv act like Stone Age cave dwellers. The.

photos first oppeared in Cultural Survival Quarterly (Vol. IS. No. I. IWI)

The Americas are not

shown and this

explains the context of

the heated debate

between Europe and

the Americas on the

concept of ‘discovery \

within the range of action of Europe,

and the significance is to be measured

by the historical consequence of such

action. ‘But*, says Lyons, ‘myths die

hard’ and insists that today the ‘native

voices’ are in a position to communi-
cate their version of history, which has

been falsified in the 500 years of con-

quest, colonisation and colonial ad-

ministration What is not recognised by

Europe in the process of the flow of

people, plants and animals between the

two worlds, is that the S pan iards brought

back democracy from the Mayas, ar-

chitecture from the Incas and gold to

pay hack war debts

At a lecture at the India Interna-

tional Centre, New Delhi, the Colom-

bian, .Samper Pizano said, ‘‘Europe was

then goingthrough a period of prostra-

tion, war and decadence, therefore,

America enabled Europe to regain its

hope, reactivate its quest for knowl-

edge, arouse the evangelists and pro-

mote its industry”. Octavio Paz has

claimed that 'on the ruins of the pre-

Columbian world, the Spanish and the

Portuguese erected a grandiose histori-

cal stucture’ which was the imposition

of Christian monotheism, (he Spanish

language, social organisation, custom

and artistic traditions, so as to wipe out

the pluralistic ethos ofdiverse societies

that made up the pre-Columbian period

The resistance to the word ’discovery’

and the concept ofhispanidadosc there-

fore an expression of reclaiming the

validity of the pluralistic ethos, not be-

cause it glorifies the past, but because it

ishumanistic, revolutionary and wishes

to negate absolutism and domination.

Who would now take the place of

Columbus on the map of discovery ?

The aboriginal settlers, the Jews who
came in the second century, Chinese

Buddhists. Irish monks. Norsemen and

Leif Erikson and all the unnamed

ThC VCCI KM
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others who did not shout Eureka ! After

Columbus circulated fabulous talcs of

the strange lands he visited, like San

Salvador. Cuba. Ham, he introduced to

Europe forthc first tunc, tobacco, maize
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and potatoes.

On the second voyage from Cadiz in

1403, he explored the Antilles, Puerto

Kico and Jamaica. On his third expedi-

tion in 1498, he landed in Trinidad and
explored the South American conti-

nent In 1502. he set sail for the Carib-

bean to explore the coastal route to

Central America and the South Seas.

These were the first resorts developed

for tourists in the Atlantic region.

In his letters to Isabella of Spain, he

wrote of the marvellous simplicity and

generosity and fcarfulness of the na-

tives, who were soon to become pawns

in the imperial conflicts of greedy Eu-

ropean nations. The opportunity of a

real meetingofcultures with the Mayans

was lost because of the Europeans' lust

for gold. Great suffering and distress

was caused to the natives whose lands

were appropriated for growing sugar

and wheat and rearing cattle. Thus,

trans-atl antic contacts led to a demo-
graphic catastrophe for a civilisation

which was enslaved and destroyed by

the invading lifestyle and rapacious

Can we remember the

Maya, the Inca and the

Aztec empires as well as

the American Indian

nations, who invited

systematic campaigns

for conquest as we

ourselves are

increasingly getting

featured on the

international tourism map?

greed of the hard-headed ‘explorers'

sent out of Europe. What Europe car-

ried away, on the other hand, was to

determine new social habits and

luxuries. For example, cacao, which
was an important ingredient in social

rituals in Mexico, a means ofexchange,
and a royal food and drink, became a

fashionable fad in 17th century Europe.

Geographical experience, it is

claimed, is the most empirical of all

forms ofscientific enquiry, and yet it is

the most dependent on cyc-witncss

accounts. How true was their

representation ofunknown lands 7 Why
were their people viewed as ‘simple'

and why didn't Europe acknowledge

that the diversity of non-European
civilisations gave them a critical and
fresh view of themselves ? It is perhaps

as a consequence of raising these

questions that we see how' modern
tourism conlinuesto use concepts like

ihc ‘discovery* of new destinations

which were unknown to European

pleasure seekers in the early part of the

20th century. There is talk of ethnicity,

local culture and tradition,archaeology

and architecture, w hich are reproduced

in a manner similar to the Columbus
era. when the tourists return with

photographs of men and materials as

proof of ihcir ‘discoveries’.

The mass tourists resemble the ex-

soldiers, merchants, hidalgos and mer-

cenaries who accompanied Columbus
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in liis search for gold, because they are

also in search ofluxuryatalow price.

In their push towards new pleasure

peripheries, they create a new native

paradise at all the destinations they

visit, by wiping out the native lifestyle,

the culture, tire food, norms and tradi-

tions by imposing a homogenised

‘Western Services' model in the remot-

est regions of the world. In this model,

disease and sex tourism decimate popu-

lations,deprive people of their land and

traditional economy, and turn self reli-

ant cultures into independentenclaves,

with enslaved people who now offer

their labour as cooks, waiters, guides

and entertainers.

ITie political expression of the de-

colorising of the Columbus myth has

implications for tourism as well As

Indiamarches on to a targetof 5 million

tourists, we must ask: Do wc co-exist

on equal terms with the tourists, or do

we get wiped out as whole nations and

civilisations lave done? Can we re-

member the Maya, the Inca and the

As travel agents and tour

operators ably aided by

governments
,
deliver Asian

people and their cultures

in packages to tourists

from around the world, we

feel that tourism myths

also need to be critically

examined.

Aztec empires as well as the American

Indian nations, who invited systematic

campaigns for conquest, as we our-

selves are Increasingly getting featured

on the international tourism map?These

nations were prized because of their

population, sophisticated cultures and

economies. In seeking to open up our

country for tourism as wc look tor

economic benefits, arc wc not walking

toward s a new colonial pol i cy of devel-

opment, valuable in itself, and yet,

could we turn into just another stop on

an itinerary that expands the commerce

of tourism across the globe ?

As travel agents and tour operators,

ably aided by governments, deliver

Asian pcopleand t licit cultures inpack-

ages to tourists from around the world,

tourism myths also need to becritically

examined. Local voices need to be

heard; local participation needs to be

encouraged; above all, local control

needs to be protected if tourism has to

he viewed as a ‘meeting of cultures’

rather than an invasion.

The contemporary debate on the

Columbus myth lifts a mande from the

wilful obscurity of things as they are.

arid helps us to lake a critical view of

what we are doing. It helps us to dis-

tance ourselves from immediate con-

cerns. which arc often of short term

value and by relating the present to the

past, wc can torecasta future that should

be meaningful, not only for us but for

future generations •

VERY SPECIAL ARTS
IN INDIA

Very Special Arts India is a voluntary organisation

based in Delhi. It aims to provide individuals with

disabilities, unique opportunities for learning through

dance, music, drama, literature and the visual arts, as

well as weaving and pottery in ten schools for Special

Education.

Having just been allotted land at Vasant Kunj, we
are raising funds to build the VSA Centre. We need

all the help we can, both monetarily and through

volunteers. Enquire at:

VSA INDIA,
C 418. Defence Colony

New Del hi -24. Phone: 4615243

AN INVITATION TO
SKI AUKOBIINDO STUDY CAMPS. 1994 AT

VAN NIWAS, NAIN1TAL

Five 10 day camps in May and June.

Youth Camps: Rock-climbing. Trekking, Yoga and/

or Keep fit, Games, Bhojons, Meditation, Sightseeing,

Cultural. Programmes. Yoga and/or Acupressure.

Shramdan.

A highlight of the camp in June will be the presence

of UstadTia Fnrid-ud-din Dagnr, the revered Guru of

Dhiupad Kendra, Bhopal, who will give an hour and

a half training daily from Ifith to 28th lime, 1994

For details contact:

Sri Aurobindo Education Society

Sri Aurobindo Marg, \ew Delhi- 16
(Tel : 66922S, 667863)

Since the Renaissance we lujve been constantly trying to go beyond our limits.

Today, wc are trying to determine those limits. We luivc infact reached a point where wchavc to ask.

what lies beyond these newly identified limits

?

• Erhard Epplcr
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MANUFACTURED MYTHS

THE ‘FAKELORE’
OF HAWAIT

GARY MASON

Tourist literature attempts to mystify the mundane, amplify the

exotic, minimise the misery ,
rationalise the disquietude and

romanticise the strange...' In this article, the author chillingly

illustrates the place of myth in the promotion and operation of

tourism in Hawaii. He uses copious references to other industry

analysts, exploring through them, thepsychology thatprompts both

tourists andpromoters in myth making.

Waikiki Beach. Hawaii
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Yourjet hasjust shud-

dered to a reverse-

enginedstop at the end

of the Reef Runway
and nosoonerdoes the

pilot turn and headfor
one of the airport's

multi-spoked terminals than the

aircraft's speakers begin injecting a

mellifluous medley offamiliar Hawai-
ian Muzak into your mainland mind

“Honolulu Lady, where 'd you get

these eyes... I Wanna Go Rack to My
Little Grass Shack in Kealakekau...

and Beyond the Reef do indeed exist.

as you knew they always did, hut you

need a first lungful of balmy tropica

I

air and intoxicating whiffs ofplumeria

(frangipani) to mellow your pre-

Hawaiian skepticism:

'ALOHA!" the red-white-and-blue
sign Ifading into Customs proclaims to

foreigners ; "WELCOME TO HONO-
LULU, HAWAII. US.A

"

Ah yes AHH-LLOW-HUH! Even

out there in the computer perfect termi-

nal, as you drift down to other levels of

textured concrete andfluorescent effi-

ciency on a stainless steel escalator,

those haunting, rwangysteelguitar riffs

continue to massage vour brain and

cause palm trees, hula girls andflow-
ers to sway through your Everyman s

Vision of Paradise.

Then - in living quadrophonic, mul-

tiplex stereo and laser vivid color - a
local lady, a wahme. with long reddish

hair, cinder eyes and chocolate thighs,

approaches you from Somewhere Back
ofBeyond, drapes a garland oforchids

around your neck, and with a kiss of
sincere affection decisively ejects any

jet-set cool you had saved up on the

flight over.

"Aloha," she says, repeating that

pleasant Hawaiian cliche, andyou melt

into a heap ofperfume and smiles.

-Insight Hawai’i Guide

S
tretching in anarc. more than 4.0CO

kilometres west of the US main-

land. the state of Hawaii includcseiglu

principal islands. Six - O’ahu. Maui.

Kaua'i,Hawai'i,Luna‘i. and Moloka’i
- all accommodate visitors One,
Ni'ihau, is privately owned - barred to

tourists, and home to more than 200

Ildwiiiiuns who still speak the native

language The eighth. Kaho’olawe. is

uninhabited and used as a training area

by the US military.

Asaholiday oreallawai'i has many
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distinct advantages ranging from the

sheer physi cal beauty and attractions of
the individual islands, to the charm of

the Hawaiian people. For die past four

decades, Hawai’i has been one of the

world’s most advertised and mass-mar-
keted tourist destinations. For visitors

from the United States, Canada and

Japan. Hawai’i though a few hours

away byjet aircraft, is light-years away
in fantasy and make-believe. Hawai’i
is a stateofmind to the overseas visitor.

It encapsulates the very essence ofpara-
dise;itis theimage of‘escape’ from the

pressures and stress of daily Western
life, Hawai’i - the very word, the con-

jured vision - is bewitching, captivat-

ing and intoxicating. Hawai’i is ‘she’,

the Western image of the exotic native

‘female’ in her enchanting and enticing

allure. This has become known as the

‘Aloha Spirit' of Hawai i, and some-
thing that the visitor industry and travel

trade lias fully capitalised on.

Images, Myths and Fantasies

Tourists ultimately become part of a

process that usually endorses the im-

ages prepared for them by th? tour

operator spublicitymachine, ami these

images play a significant rolein orient-

ing the tourist’s awareness and struc-

turing his experiences (Rosselh Crick

states that the imagery of international

tourism is not, for the most pan about

socio-economic reality, but ‘myths’

and ' fantasies’ .These myths, fuelled in

part hy industry hyperbole, an expand-

ing array of books for the armchair

traveller, television and cinema, have

become deeply absorbed into the re-

cesses of the public’s imagination, and
often have little to do with things as

they really are. There is frequently an
enormous gap between the description

and image of a country as promoted by
the tourist industry and the actual so-

cial and political reality. Destination

countries are described in theological

Hawai’i - the very word,

the conjured vision - is

bewitching
, captivoting

and intoxicating.

Hawui’i is ‘she the

Western image of the

exotic native female ’ in

her enchanting and

enticing allure.
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terminology as ‘heaven’ and ‘para-

dise’ islands become 'pearls’; they are

‘enchanting', ‘exotic* and 'excitingly

primitive*. Tourist literature attempts

to 'mystify the mundane; amplify the

exotic; minimise the misery, rationalise

the disquietude, and romanticise the

strange* .Tourism is sold through and
indulged in the myth that the sun al-

ways shines, the natives always smile,

and as the Economist states in its 1991

global survey co tourism, 'eveiy evening

ends with the best sex you ever had.’

Garcia, in hisdiscussionof the tour-

ist industry, argues that myths are gen-

erated and administrated in order to

achieve diverse ends. The travel indus-

try creates a myth about a country or

particular area, or uses existing myths
held in Western societies with the main
purpose of generating income - after

all.itisimportantnotto lose sight of the

fact that tourism is first and foremost a

business.Tourists, for their part, seek to

Find confirmation and the tangible 're-

ality' of their image formed of the

holiday area, to indulge the myths that

are shaped by touristic mass-market-
ing. even if it is only a cliche. The
indusiry takes up this aspiration and
offers a picture-postcard fantasy world,

and what is eventually presented to the

tourist, both creates and fulfils the de-
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Sho^n here is a public bnu, afeature ofAloha Week in

Honolulu, Hawaii

sire to see asmany 'safe' and enjoyable
things as possible, surrounded by a

sanitised atmosphere of the ‘exotic*

This, according to Krippendorf leads to

the development of * Operetta-like re-

sorts which have nothing whatsoever to

do with reality and which arc ‘pure

theatre’, provided artificially wirh all

the expected scenery.’ Boorstin argues

that the tourist seldom likes the authen-

tic product of foreign culture; he pre-

fershisown ‘caricatured’ expectations,

and usually the image or well-con-

trived myths, surpasses reality.

Valene Smith in her seminal book
Hosts and Guests writes derisively of
the plane loads of high-volume charter

touristswho arrive en masse (equipped,

no doubt, with name-tags and match-

ing luggage) and inundate Hawai’imost
of the year. Smith argues that the vast

majority ofthese tourists have middlc-

class incomes and values, and travel

with a ‘you get what you pay tor’

attitude. Tl>ey occupy accommodation
of every grade and generally expect

hotel and tourist industry staff to cater

to their wants as well as to their needs.

Cohen takes the issue further and states

that at the holiday destination, these

’institutionalised’ tourists are likely to

be insulated from the realities of local

life within an environmental 'bubble*

'ITiey much prefer to purchase a com-
plete holiday package, to stay in pur-

pose-built accommodation, to eat fa-

miliar foed, and rely on the ‘expertise’

of the tour operator whilst away from
home. Boorstin, whose observations

arc almost more relevant today than

when they were written three decades

ago, reflects

that:

‘The tourist

who arrives at

his destination,

where the tour-

ist facilities

have been ‘im-

proved’. re-

mains almost as

insulated as he
was en route

(the author ar-

gues the tourist

reaches his des-

tination without

the experience

ofhavinggone).

Today, the ideal

tourist hotel

abroad is as

much as po-ssible like the best

accommodation back home. Beds,

lighting facilities, ventilation, air con-

ditioning. central heating, plumbing

are all American style, although a

shrewd hotel management will, of

course make a special effort to retain

some ‘local atmosphere’.'

Krippendorf uses the term Tourist

Cihetto’ - holidays in artificially cre-

ated environments, madc-to-mcasurc

forthc indulgence’ ol the tourist. Other

writers refer to the ‘Hilton* concept: an

attractively designed hotel or resort

complex, ‘cosmetically-exotic - the

rooms and public areas frequently dis-

play local ‘art’ providing an ‘ethnic’

atmosphere, along with native person-

nel who furnish a touch of local colour,

reinforcing the fantasy of‘abroad’ - but

ultimately safe and’ interchangeable

with similar tourist ‘cocoons’ around

the world. They are completely

Below: left and right: Hula dancers in native Polynesian costume. Floral

neckpieces, known as leis, are a universally recognised symbol ujHawai i.



self- sufficient, cater to every whim,
and the tourist need not leave the com-
plex.

Fantasy’s Reality

In an editorial feature or the I lawai-

tan Islands, the glbssy American publi-

cation Travel Holiday opens with the

leading statement. ‘In America’s Pa-

cific Eden, reality is whateverfantasy

you favor '.

Over the last few years, the Hawai-

ian Islands have seen the development

of what are generally considered as

state-of-the-art ‘fantasy' or ‘mega-re-

sorts'. One such development is the

Hyau Regency Waikoloa on the Big
Island of Hawai’i. Costing nearly half

a billion dollars to construct and de-

scribed as 'The most spectacularresort

on Earth', it emerges: ‘Carved out of

the j agged lava rock on the sun-drenched

leesideoftbe Rig IslandofHnwai’i.the

Hyatt Regency Waikoloa dedicates 62

acres to sheer enjoyment and luxury.

The focal point of the resort is a four-

acre. beach rimmed saltwater (man-
made] lageon which serves as a pictur-

esque waterway, tropical fish haven,

and swimming and snorkeling retreat.

From the moment you enter the

magni ftcent main lobby, you know you

areabouttoexperience something spec-

tacularly unique. Attendants in Hawai-

ian dress escort you through a

Polynesian palace to a monumental

staircaseoftowering columns that frame

a panoramic view of the entire resort

along V/aiuluaBay. As you arc whisked

away to your room by sleek ferryboat

or futuristic tram, your breath is taken

away by the awesome beauty of the

exotic statuary and tropical gardens

that spread before you. For those who

prefer a stroll, a (one mile long] flag-

stone walkway displays Oriental and

Pacific antiques and art treasures to

heighten the aesthetic experience'

(Hyatt 1992 promotional brochure).

Every conceivable activity and rec-

reation is catered for and with over

20.000 square feet of retail space at the

resort, shopping itself rises to the level

ofphysical sport. The brochure goes on

to offer the ultimate seduction:

‘Whether it's a childhood fantasy of

becoming a cowboy for a day or Hying
off loan ocennfront cliff foraeandlelit

dinner for two; an adventure fantasy of

a hig game safari or hooking the "big

one” on yourown chartered boat, at the

fantastic Hyatt Regency Waikoloa. you

con fulfil any one of these dreams or

create your own custom-tailored fan-

tasyw i th the hcl p of cn i magi nati ve and

resourceful staff. You can even have a

close encounter with dolphins at the

resert'sown dolphin learning cenier...'

Applying Roorstin's theory, the

Hyatt designers are involved in a self-

conscious effort to provide local atmo-

sphere that is itself totally Anx;rican;

outside, the real Hawai’i surrounds the

resort complex, but inside it is only a

representation of Hawaiian style. The

hotel unequivocally accomplishes the

unique effect of making the expen-
enccs of Hawai’i quite secondhand.

The powerful images and intangi-

bility of this particular brand of tour-

ism product along with the associated

Prom the moment you

enter the magnificent main

lobby, you know you are

about to experience

someth itig spectacula rly

unique. Attendants in

Hawaiian dress escort you

through a Polynesian

palace to a monumental

staircase of towering

columns thatframe a

panoramic view of the

entire resori along Waiulua

Bay.
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notions of power, service, self-in-

dulgence. exploitation, escapism,
Ihc abdication ofrespensibilities fc* a

week or two, tourism as ‘play’, the

tourist as ‘infant’, rolc-rcvcrsal, all

combine to form a heady cocktail of the

ultimate dream-vacation.

Authenticity, Culture and
Commoditisation

The main focus of Boorstin’s argu-

pseudo events for the tour operators
who must have a dance of the vestal

virgins precisely at 10.00 am every

Wednesday.'

The most popular of all excursions

in Honolulu is to the Polynesian Cul-

tural Centre, where visitors can ob-

serve ‘native’ people re-enacting tradi-

tional scenes and ‘tribal’ dances from
theii past. This extremely successful

tourist complex has been staging and

A whimsicalsandsculpture, with its creatorstanding by. sits onthe beach at Waikiki. Such
sculptures are often constructed as advertising to entice tourists to various hotels or

restaurants. In the background, nowhemmed in by high rise neighbors, is thepink stucco

Royal Hawaiian Hotel, a reminder ofthe quieter beachfront of the past.

ment is that tourist attractions serve

their purpose best when they are

reduced to ‘pseudo-events’
. JohnUrry

,

discussing the sociology oftourism, says:

‘As a result, tourist entrepreneurs

and the indigenous populations are in-

duced to produce ever-more extrava-

gant displays for the gullible observer
who is thereby further removed from
live local people.’

Stalker, in his thought provoking

essay on tourism quotes an cx-Prcsi-

dent of the Hawaiian Visitors Bureau
who confesses that:

‘Since real cultural events do not

always occur on schedule, wc invent

selling tours, shows and gala dinners

since the early 1960s, and has been
generally recognised in show-business

circles as one of the longest-running,

gold-out floor-shows in the United

States. The main stage shows, per-

formed nightly by young Polynesian

students from Fiji, Tahiti, Samoa,
Tonga, New Zealand and Hawai’i, are

designed, according 10 the promotional
brochure, to give visitors a ‘pure cul-

tural view of Polynesia.’ The cultural

display would he more ai home in

West-End or The Broadway Muscial

Revue - it has many ‘show-biz’ mo-
ments and the ‘carefully reconstructed

Polynesian villages' have a distinctly

Disneyland character, but it docs pro-

vide the tourist with excellent 'photo

opportunities’ and gives the feeling

that one has ‘experienced' the ethnic

sideof Hawaiian life. Interestingly, the

entire ‘fakclorc’ enterprise is owned
and operated by the Mormon Church,
which view's the attraction as a social

necessity (important to preserve the

‘heritage’ of the indigenous people),

ai*J as a cultural ‘Interpretive Centre’

for visitors

Many of today's Hawaiians worry
about tourism overdevelopment and a

number arc striving to preserve the

state's national treasures, including

what remains of its original culture.

Arguably, it is not easy for many visi-

tors to distinguish the culture from
what amounts to kitschy parody;
Hawai ’ i’s promoters still keep festoon-

ing arriving tourists at Honolulu Inter-

national Airport with plastic leis (the

Hawaiian custom of greeting visitors

was todrape a garland oforchids around
their neck) on a scale unrivalled since

the missionaries swaddled the women
in muumuus.

Ur. Haunani-Kay Trask. Professor

of American Studies at the University

of Hawai I and outspoken member of
the Hawaiian Movement, a proactive

nationalist group, hits out at the garish

and tacky ‘Polynesian Revues’, the

mass-marketing promotional strategics

and commercial advertisements that

use Hawaiian dance and language to

sell everything from package holidays

to foot deodorant, the trampling and

desecration of sacred heiau (temples
and burial grounds) as recreation sites

for tourist activities:

‘Hawaiian women, are marketed on
posters from Paris to Tokyo promising

an unfettered, ‘primitive’ sexuality.

Burdened with the commodification of
our culture and exploitation of our

people, Hawaiians exist in an occupied
country whose hostage people are forced

to witness (and for many to participate

in) our own collective humiliation as

tourist artifacts for the ‘First World’.

Trask gees on to form an analogy
between Hawaiian tourism ond prosti-

tution, arguing that the first require-

ment is the transformation of the prod-

uct, or the cultural attribute, much as a

woman must he transformed to look

like a prostitute, i.c., something that is

complicitous in her own commo-
dification. Thus hula dancers wear
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clown-like make-up, don cellophane

grass-skirts, and perform what used to

be a sacred dance for profit rather than

ajoyful and truly Hawaiian celebration

of human and divine nature.

The songs have only eroticism, no
spiritual meaning. The dances arc las-

civious; there is no sacred interpreta-

tion. The land is ravaged by concrete

monsters; neither the sea nor tlte sky is

safe from destruction There is racism

- which our ancestors never knew. And
neither the young nor the old can lie

down by the wayside in safety as

Kamahameha I (Hawaiian King) de-

creed. There is nothing Hawaiian left;

itisall haolenow' (Lydia Aholo, hanai

(adopted) daughter of Queen
Liliuokalani. quoted in Social Process

in Hawaii).

Unquestionably, tourism has played

a major role in redefining Hawaiian

values and practices. The perceptions

that outsiders have of Hawaiian?, and

to some extent the self- perceptions that

Hawaiians have of themselves, have

been affected by stereotypes created by

the tourist industry and further dis-

seminated by the media throughout the

world. These are the stereotypes of

beautiful, exotic hula maidens; friendly

beach boys; large (lazy), happy-go-

lucky Hawaiians sleeping under palm

trees and ukulele-strumming musicians

- not the images of a people to be taken

very seriously.

Greenwood contends that the trans-

formation of cultures intoextensionsof

the modern mass media is the price that

must be paid for societies who depend
on tourism earnings. MacCanncll states

that the end result is that the visitor is

ultimately surrounded by a ‘staged tour-

ist space’ from which there is no exit

and is thus doomed to inauthcnticity

and fabrication.

Cohen deliberates that the majority

of mass tourists do not aspire to much

in the way of ‘depth’, and the ‘staged'

events that have an element of cultural

flavouring usually suffice. Tourism is

simply a leisure activity - a form ofplay

with the added ingredients of imagina-

tion and makc-bclicvc transfix ining it

into a form of ‘living theatre’. Ihe

tourist willingly participates, pretend-

ing the contrived product is authentic.

Fcifcr extends this argument further,

suggesting that touristsknow that there

is no authentic experience to be had,

and therefore delight in the trivial na-

ture of the holiday environment,

‘playfully’ contributing to the overall

deception.

MacCanncll is critical of those re-

sorts who 'come close to imprisoning

their visitors by making the trip to town

almost impossible to arrange or even

more prohibitively expensive than the

inflated charges for service within die

resort compound This kind of (planta-

tion) tourism is exploitative on both

sides : the tounst gets little for the money
and local people do not see the money

that is generated'.

The fact that people happen to live

nearthe resort area is almost irrelevant

to many visitors, resulting in the situa-

tion that very few panici pate i n touri sm
as equal partners.

Conclusion

Native Hawaiians, according to the

Mayor of Honolulu are 'peasants in

paradise’ and many of the more un-

pleasant features of the sociology of

colonial situations are resurrected: lo-

cal residents are denied access to their

own beaches; people are given em-

ployment according to racial stereo-

types, and humble service roles pre-

dominate. In the transition from the

sugar cane field to the. resort hotel

lobby, the pattern remains essentially

the same, the result is what amounts to

‘leisure and recreational imperialism’,
* This myth created by tourism - a

manufactured and trivial way of being,

a form of travel that, according to

Boorstin.has become emasculated and
made ‘safe’ by commercialisation: it

promotes indulgence and is packaged

to prevent any real contact with others.

The travel brochure and the hotel down-

play local culture except perhaps to

emphasise their ‘primitiveness’, and

tourists are actively encouraged to. be-

lieve the myth of an island paradise of

unadulterated luxury, hedonistic plea-

sure and flowing hospitality. The Ha-

waiian holiday will therefore bejudged

on the created setting, the suspension

of reality and the overall value for

money it offers the participants. Per-

haps the final voice should be left to a

native Hawaiian:
‘

‘Tourists come to Hawai’i and com-

plain because Hawai'i has changed.

They changed it. Hotels were built for

them. They come to Hawai’i to try

things Hawaiian then pinch their noses

at our foods, at our speech, at our

aitemptsto he friendly. Whataboutour

needs? But that’s all right. They take

care ofour most basic need., money. We
laugh at them burning in the sun.’ ' •

GaryMason isaSeniorLeclureronaTourism Management Degree Programme

atthe Cheltenham and Gloucester College ofHigher Education. He is a Fellow

ofthe Tourism Societyandisone ofthe co writers,forThe Good Touristseries

of guide books. He is travel advisor and broadcaster for BBC Radio and

currently. Training Co-ordinatorfor the European Communityfunded 1993-

1996 Caribbean Tourism Development Programme.
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HISTORIC) TOURISTICUS
History Rewritten

KAPIL KUMAR

CCT'His is the Qutab Minar.

X Qutubuddin destroyed twenty

seven temples to construct it. Yes sir,

twenty seven. See this board sir, Ai-

chaeological Survey of India". This is

how the Minor was being introduced

to tourists by our local guide, who

further added, "about 30CO Brahmins

died defendingit and theriverYamuna

became red. The mosque was built to

celebrate the victory of the Muslims”.

Naturally, people flocked

around himtohearthisfantas-
_

tic tale and see the A.SI board

Everyone has his or herown

history to sell . History has al-

ways been open to different

approaches, interpretations

and ideologies. Wc have also

heard about history or histori- ^
ans being biased. But here,

one was witnessing the ere-
*

ation of a past that could be-

come highly inflammable and

create a divide that was never

there.

Interestingly, after a few

minutes, the same guide tells —
the mesmerised audience.

“You know sahib, actually, this is not

a minar built by Outubuddin. It was

built by Prithviraj Chauhan who
wanted it to be an observatory.

Saniyukta, his wife used to climb it

every evening to pray and lit a lamp

here.” The historian in me smiled for

I
knew I was about to comer him. I

asked him loudly, "Well, if it was

constructed by Prithviraj Chauhan,

then it must have been him who de-

stroyed the twenty seven temples and

killed the Brahmins!"

“No sir, no sir, that was

Qutubuddin". said the guide, protest-

ing weakly. Despite the shock experi-

enced by the audience, one man said

sympathetically. “After all he has to

dc his rozi dhanda (daily business)

and tourists do like these stones”.

During a visit to the MCharangarh

Fort at Jodhpur, the local guide insisted

that agunundisplay had been presented

to die Rajput rulers by the Mtighals

800 years back. Naturally, I had to tell

him that the Mughalshad not yetcome

to India that long ago. A write up in

Umaid Bhavan Palace, Jodhpur,

mentions lhat the earliest reference to

the Rathors is to be found in the

waRninfe
iNDien

MYTHOLOGY
is noT
inwan
HISTORY

The historian in me

smiledfor 1 knew 1 was

about to comer him

I asked him loudly,

“Well
, if it was

constructed by

Prithviraj Chauhan,

then it must have been

him who destroyed the

twenty seven temples

and killed the Brahmins!"

Ashokan inscriptions. A Kashmiri

hotelier thought he could push the idea

of Jesus Christ’s visit to Kashmir to

attract Christian tourists from Europe.

Another person intervened to suggest

the possibility of putting up a board

saying, ‘Come for vacation where

Christ had a vacation'!

It is a fact that tourism is an area

where history is not only used but

quite deftly created and sold as a com-

modify. Historians have themselves

been a part of this process. However,

there is no strong evidence of solid

research in this area. Today, we need

to be aware that misrepresentation of

facts, especially those that exaggerate

communal differences could further

vitiate the situation.

Then there are instances where

myths and legends are prerented as

pure history with virtually no evi-

dence. Swagal, the official

magazine of Indian Airlines

/V carried an article by
Dr Shivanand Nautiyal. en-

I
titled SailanioKu Swnrg in a

I 1903 issue Here he talks

l< about Dodital.Naatiyal starts

with the puranic kafha (a

jz legend froimheepics) about

Is the tapasya (meditation)

rfvY of Ravana to win

the strength of

\ Mahadeva. All of a

Jv . ^ j sudden, this legend

r becomes reality.

The very spot where

LmI Ravana sat can be

\ B seen inGurhwal to-

day and lhat it was

w' on the Chandrashita

that he received the. Amog Astra (di-

vine weapon). Near Kcdaital, he of-

fered his sisters and daughters to

Mahadeva and the anchorias of today

are from that family. These apsaras

stay near the lals (lakes) in Garhwal.

particularly near Rudratal. This

Kudratal is today's Dodital. All this,

written with the greatest authority!

1 1 is i merest! ng to note how Nau ti yal

establishes the link between the

Rudratal of the puranas and Dodital

by way of a legend about 100 years

old. A shepherd boy first saw this

beautiful pond and when questioned

about the name of it. he said.

“Dhundital” (the pond that was

ihee*e vo. ii to*
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searched for and found). So Dhuixlital

became Dodital which was the puranic

Rudratal! History or legend?

The same issue of Swagat carried

other articles which csotcriscd his-

tory. Examples: Idargarh in Gujarat

was deserted because the queen went

to patal (hell); Siddeshwar temple in

Madhya Pradesh was lifted from sonic

other place and located here It is

Bhima who is credited with the plac-

ing of the temple in such a way that the

sun’s rays came into the garbhagriha

(sanctum sanctorum) till late evening.

What about the poor architect who
designed it thus, we wonder!

It is a fact that almost all promo-
tional literature on tourism rarely dis-

tinguishes between history and my-
thology. Few and for arc the occasions

when (he words. ’It is said or ’It is

believed’ are incorporated. Another

example: a guide tells a foreign tounst

about Shah Jahan presenting a rose to

his beloved Mumtaz as they sat to-

gether in the moonlight at the back of

the Taj Mahal I The tourist smiles as

he remembers (from his

guide hook) that the

monument was built af-

ter her death.

I have experienced

such ‘living history’ in

many places. At Nandi
Hills. I was told about

Tipu Top, a place from
where Tipu Sultan threw

down people from the

hill. At Dal Lake, in

Kashmir, the Afghan
governor, Azad Khan
had a rare hobby ol put-

ting Hindu pundits in

grass sacks and sinking

them in the lake. This

place has thus come to

be called Bata Maeaar.

Tourists may love these

gory details, but it also

allows for communal
feelings tosink deep into

their psyche.

The most recent ex-

ample ofthis was seen in

Ayodhya. wherethe gov-
ernment acquired land

around the Babri Masjid

in the name of tourism

development. The bro-

chure on Ayodhya (30.000 copies pub-

lished in 19Q1-92) runs like this:

• Ram Janambhoomi: mentioned as
Ram Kot or Durg.

• Kanak Bhavan was built by
Dasharathii for Kaikeyee.

• MuniPorvat wlicrc I lanuinan rested.

’It describes Chitiakoot in a similar

manner. Nowhere does the brochure

mention these as being legends, myths
or simply a matter of faith. It seems of

little consequence that a few years

back the pilgrim or tourist was shown

The Taj is explained

also in terms of

architearit re and the

Jama Masjid

remains Jama

Masjid and not

Jameshwar Mandirf

at least ten different places as being

the Ram lanambhoomi in Ayodhya.

Also, it seems that the local panwala
or barber is the custodian of historical

information, in the absence of real

historical projection by the government.

Tourism professionals argue (hat

tourists, in fact, do not really object

having the dividing line between his-

tory and myth erased, to add to their

‘exotic’ experience. According to them
this is done all over the world. The
guides, trained by the ASI, seem happy
to move away from history into the

realm of fantasies and imaginations.

Here, one has to dwell a little on

’popular culture*, the inclusion of

which was greatly emphasised in the

history writing of the eighties and

nineties. I lowcsci, popularcultutccan-

not be assumed to he always progres-

sive and impartial. The ideology of

dominant groups does prevail and al-

ters the flavoui of peoples' cultures,

sometimes calculaicdly so.

However, this is not to say that

history is always missing or distorted.

India is primarily a cul-

tural destination and is

Visited for her rich heri-

tage. Tour operatorslike

SITA, Thomas Cook or

TCI do recruit well

trained guides who de-

scribe monuments in

their total ily The Taj is

explained also in terms

of architecture and the

Jama Masjid remains

lama Masjid and no)

Jameshwar Mandir !

A close link needs to

be reinforced between

historians, tourist guides

and tourism depart-

ments. In fact, tourism is

the only area wlieie his-

tory is ‘operational* in

the present context and

distortions can have far

reaching implications in

shaping social realities.

We might soon have

to wimess a time when
promoters ofsex tourism

will describe Wardho
as a destination where

Gandhi practised

brahmacharya ! •

Dr. Kapil Kumar is Professor of History at IGNOU I Indira

Gandhi NationalOpen University,NewDelhi). Earlier, he taught

at Kirori Mai College at Delhi University. He has done his j>ost

doctoral fellowship from the Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library. Prof Kapil Kumar has three publications to his credit

:

Peasants in Revolt, Congress and Classes and in Hindi. Kisan

Vidroh-Congrcss or Aitgrezi Raj? He is currently Programme

Coordinatorfor Tourism Studies at IGNOU
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THE TOURIST
TRAP

MALCOLM BALDWIN

I have almost forgotten

YT\ 177 £ what it's like to travel.

\\y ^ I mean really travel -

the outward journey of

j v j [ 3 as a vehic,e

MALCOLM'S die inner voyage ofdis-

covery. Over the past

two decades the European spirit of
adventure has been progressively

sanitised, packaged and maiketed.

However, one vivid memory is etched

on my mind: it’s made me realise there

is a world of difference between the

freedom of travel arid tlie trap of tourism.

The 22nd ofJuly, 1969, was hot. A
wind, li ke the blast from anewly opened

oven blew from the Sahara desert. My
old Bedford van had been labouring

painfully along the North African coast,

through the monotonous, semi-arid
scrubland of Algeria. It was with a

sense of relief we began to climb to-

wards the cooler temperature ofa small

plateau. We stopped for a dnnk of

water, which even at this early hour of
the morning, was made tepid by the

scaring heat from the south. Slices of

melon moistened our parched mouths
as wc sat watching a few local people

harvesting Iheir cereal crops. Nearby

was a threshing floor where two
donkeys toiled in the dust and straw.

The sight of two Europeans must have

aroused the curiosity of the farmers.

One of them, a very old man. put aside

his bill-book and walked towards us.

We gave him some melon which he
gratefully accepted. Having looked

around our van, he pointed towards the

sky, and then in an extraordinary mix-

ture of broken Spanish and French,

proceeded to tell us that a man had

landed on the moon. At first we won-
dered whether wc had understood him

properly, but on arrival in Algiers,

there was no mistaking the headlines

in the newspapers, even though they

were in Arabic!

It did seem in those heady optimistic

days of the sixties that there was a new
energy in the air, as if the prophesy of

a global village was beginning to mani-

fest itself. Tl»c youngergeneration dared
to dream that the instruments of mass

media, travel and communication
would create anew understanding. We
fondly imagined that a sumptuous mix
of race, colour, language and culture

would erase the mistakes of past

generations. We could envisage a glo-

bal culture where wealth would be
evenly distributed, where literacy and
medical care were the essential rights

of each global citizen. We revelled in

the wisdom ofthe East, the rhythms of

Africa, the colour of Latin America;

daring to imagine that every ethnic

group would be revered and respected.

We thought that travel held the key to

this new understanding.

These were the ideas which fed my
generation. I cannot eloim they were

uppermost in my mind when we reached
Algiers, nor can I claim to have had a
dramatic new insight when we drove

into the capital city. Wc chanced to

arrive during the first Pan-African fes-

tival of 1 969. It was here I had my first

directexperienceofthcdreadfullegacy

of colonialism. Bullet holes in nearly

every building were a reminder of the

biller struggle against the French, which

had ended only six years previously.

Moreover there was a distinctly anti-

European atmosphere pervading the

festivities (hardly surprising, when one
cam? face to face with the gross exploi-

tation of the African continent, which
had been taking place for more than a

century). The mood of the crowd was
not hard to gauge. The loudest cheers

were not given to the Arab horsemen
loosing volleys of rifle fire into the air,

or to the graceful movements of the

Senegalese dancers. It was a dishev-

elled group of South African miners

shuffling past in resolute determina-

tion which won the rowdiest applause.

It soon became abundantly clear

that the whole point of the festival was
to mark the severance of connections

with the colonialist past. Here was a

new emergent force which was offer-

ing the people of Africa theopportunity

to stand on their own two feet with

\l/
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dignity and self respect. All that was

more than twenty years ago, anda lot of
water has flowed under the bridge since

then. However, what none of us could

have real ised at theti me, was that anew
and more virulent strain of the

colonialist virus was emerging. This

time it was not elected governments or

even militarydictatorshipswhich would

lay claim to the power of exploitation,

but multinational corporations, who
owed allegiance to nothing but their

own growth and profit.

In this march of‘progress’, the tour-

ist industry has become the vanguard of

a new monocultural imperialism The
global village ideal has been replaced

by the global supermarket Our dreams
have been hijacked by this new multi-

bill ion dollar industry,employing over

1 12 million people, investing 350 bil-

liondollarsa year, and generating more

than $2,500,000,000,000 in gross out-

put. This amounts rosome 5.5% of the

world’s total gross national product.

All tastes are catered for, whether it be

the sunny beaches in the Caribbean,

sexual encounters in Bangkok, or vom-
iting competitions in Bentdorm.

Let’s forget for a moment the eco-

logical damage caused by tourists, for-

get the numerous ways in which mil-

lions of feet can wear away priceless

heritage, forger the swift erosion and

hideous patronage of ethnic minori-

ties, surely for all its shortcomings the

tourist industry must be ofoverall ben-

efit to developing countries? Sadly, a

glance at the facts reveal a different

story. The hotel market is dominated
by American multinational corpora-

tions who account for 13 of lie 20
operators Developing countries anx-

ious to pay back national debts are sold

the ideaoftourism as aquick fix to earn

foreign exchange. In Egypt for ex-

ample, the tourist industry accounts for

some67% ofexport finance, thus mak-
ing the economy highly vulnerable to

the whim of the tourist market and the

demands of terrorists who murder for-

eigners to destabilise the economy.
Moreover much of the money spent in

the South is unlikely to remain there -

well over half ‘leaks’ back to the north,

tothe travel companies, and the provid-

ers ofsophisticated services demanded
by modem tourists.

The situation is further exacerbated

by the ease and speed with which the

multinationals can move around the

world using up resources as they go.

Skilled negotiators play off the inter-

ests of one country against another in

pursuit of profit. In the so-called 'free

market economy
1

, hard bargains arc

driven which bring little comfort to

the indigenous population. Kalco

Patterson reports from Hawaii that

many people would rather host a mis-

sile site than a further influx of multi-

national hotels. When hurricane Iniki

swept over the islands at 200 miles an

hour, many of the locals breathed a

After all, the journey, the

pilgrimage, the holy day

(holiday) are the common

property of all cultures.

Now our dreams have been

stolen byfaceless men in

grey suits and repackaged

as glossy brochures.

sigh ofrel ief that there would be a brief

respite from tourists!

Much tourist industry activity

amountstoatragedyofgiganticpropor-

tions. After all, thejourney, the pilgrim-

age. the holy day (holiday) are the com-

mon property of all cultures. Now our

dreams have been stolen by faceless

men in grey suits and repackaged as

glossy brochures. At the same time it

cannot be denied that wlien Thomas
Cook took his ftrst party of travellers up

the Nile in 1869, he set in motion a

movement which has done more to

promote woild understanding than any
peace accord. In this century. Billy

But! in gave many British city dwellers

their first glimpse of the sea, and the

freedom to breathe fresh air. The trag-

edy of tourism is that it destroys the very

thing that people seek to enjoy - the

beautiful unspoilt beach can quickly be

ruined by hotel development. National

monuments, which have survived cen-

turies of invasion and counter invasion,

can be pounded to dust by tourists in a

very short space of time

Clearly, tourism has become an in-

dustry which needs to clean up its act in

a verydramatic way. The first aim must

he to wrest power from the multina-

tionals and put money back in the local

economy where it belongs In addition,

we need to be alert to the insidious

progress of monoculturalism: as tour-

ism grows more sopliisticatcd, it will

be thedifferencesbetween places which

make them desirable, not their simi-

larities. At a national level, tourist ac-

tivity needs very careful planning aixl

regulation, otherwise it is apt to go out

ofcontrol. Any plan should give prior-

ity to the needs oflocal people, making

sure that additional food, water, and
sewagedemand can be adequately met

within the region. Tourists themselves

need a code of conduct, which includes

making sure their money is spent with

small, local operators and using public

transport wherever possible. They
should behave like guests rather than

colonizers. They should take only pho-

tographs (where appropriate), and leave

only footprints.

Tlc.sc are justsome of lire measures

which urgently need consideration to

control the worstexcesses of the tourist

industry. The ultimate tragedy would

be thatan unregulated free market would
so homogenise the world that travel-

ling would become a pointless activity.

If your backyard looks like my back-

yard, all 1 can drink is Coca-Cola, and
there’s a McDonald’s on every corner,

we might just as well stay at home. •

Malcolm Baldwin is a gifted teacher, writerand a dedicated environ-

mentalist. Burn in the U.K., he has u B. Ed degreefrom the University

ofSussex. He has workedin theatre andasfilm editormainlyfor theBBC
TV. He has been cameraman and directorforseveralBBCproductions.

He is deeply committed to organisations such as Green Peace, Friends

of the Earth, Environmental Investigation Agency and has produced
environmental educational material. Malcolm lives in Devon, UK
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Koxalam is the only ‘developed
’

touristenclavein Kerala. Within

aperiodoftwentyfive years, this

tiny coastal village in the south-

ernmost part ofKerala, in South

India has emerged as one of the

major international tourist cen-

tres. attractingmore than 65.000

foreign tourists every season. It

is but natural that any serious

investigation into the desirabil-

ity or undesirability oftourism in

Kerala as a development pana-

cea, should first analyse these

changes.

K oval am’ s brief history as a tourist

commodity has changed the so-

cial. economic and political dynamics

of this village irretrievably.

From the government's point of
view, the reasons for promoting tour-

ism arc very simple. Though Keralj is

a resource rich state, the level of

industrialisation is abysmally low.

Unemployment is a major problem with

both the agricultural and industrial sec-

tors offering little scope for further

absorption oflabour. Kerala’s resources

are mainly exported - this includes

skilled labour too. Kerala depends cn

outside sources for more than 60% of

its food requirements and more than

90% of industrially produced consumer

goods. In this background of near bank-

ruptcy. commercial tourism is pro-

claimed as the solution for all the eco-

nomic ills as it promises sufficient

employment, development of infra-

structure. a higher standard of living
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for people and generating much needed

foreign exchange. When critics have

pointed out in the mass media that the

highly developed tourism industry in

South East Asia andGoa has ushered in

a host ofsocial , economic and environ-

rnenial problems, the proponents of
tourism in Kernln have claimed that

they will, in some mysterious fashion,

be able to eliminate these negative

impacts. These enthusiasts have much
to learn out ofKovalam’sjourney, from

sleepy village to jctsettcr’s paradise.

The past

Thirty years back Kovalam could be

called a coconut village. Tito coconut

brought together small and medium
landowners and wage labour in the

lerxlini;. plucking, processing and coir

weaving activities. There was scope

for developing coconut related small

industries and the village community

was graduallyevolvingtowaidsa value



KOVALAM

Traditional local occupations.

The structure ofa hvtury hotel demolished by high tide.

added economy. Fishing in Kovalam
was a marginal economic activity in

contrast to Vizhinjam, a bustling fish-

ing village, two kilometers away. But

Kovalam’ s little fish, caught from its

clear, unpolluted water were tastier.

Kovalam’
s geography and topography

is fascinating. ITie rock here, known as

Krishna Shila, is fire and is bluish

green, forming hills and ravines, cov-

ered by a slender, yet highly fertile

layer of top soil. Lush green vegetation

grows on it.

Politically, local power was rooted

in the local economy and governance,

the panchayai. Accumulation of capi-

tal was occurring locally through trad-

ing and other coconut related activi-

ties. This vi
I lage ofaround 2000 house-

holds was well in contact with the main

centres of commercial and industrial

activity in the state through trading of

copra, oil and coiryam products. It was

also catering to the coir demand from

Vizhinjam.

The present

All this has changed owing to the

development of tourism in the region.

Composition of tourists

Initially, the tourists searching for a

tropical paradise, stayed with local

households with minimum expendi-

ture, communicating with the simple

fisherfolk in theirownbackpackersryle

Word of the ‘goodies’ of Kovalain *

cheap good food, lodging and mari-

juana and the safe beach got around and

the hordes began to descend. Naturally,

the state, with visions of foreign ex-

change, pitched in. The Ashok Beach

Resort was opened by the ITDC and

then a three star hotel by the KTDC
Five star tourism had arrived and with

it thecordoningoff ofthe beach against

public use, in front ofthe Ashok Resort.

By 1987. the foreign tourist inflow had

crossed 50,000. The beach became a

teeming bazaar for food, drink, drugs

(hard ones by now) and the usual exotics

Interestingly, theITDC hotel houses

more Indians than foreigners. Top bu-

reaucrats, politicians and contractors

seem to haunt the place in order to avail

of its 'attractions'. On the other hand,

several exclusive, high cost small es-

tablishments with limited rooms oper-

ate only for foreigners. Surya Samudra

is one such place. Thus we see the

conversion of small hoteliers into real

estate agents who are Financed by for-

eigners to construct cottages on the

coast.The profit for the hotelier comes
from renting the place when the for-

eigner is not in station.

As a focus for internal tourism,

Kovalam was never very famous since

tropical inhabitants hardly saw any
meaning in lying around in the sun,

doing little else. But with the Huwva
beach now pandering to nude tourism,

domestic voyeurism lusincreased with

busloads ofpeopledropping infera ‘view’

.

Racist?

Why do we go to watch the ‘naked
while skin’ ? One reason is that we are

culturally different and it is a novelty,

lxxral children from poor familieshang

around asking for alms, offer to show
tricks and sell peanuts or shells Not

seldom arc tlicy beaten for being tlcrc

and spoiling the visitors' precious mo-

mentsof hedonism Discerning Indians

have very often observed an obvious

dollar superiority even in a simple act

such as ordering a cup of tea
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Prostitution

Not enough has been written about
prostitution in Kovalam which is ram
pant. Avaad Thurai, now called Hawva
bench by the tourists, is famous for its

nuditj. ‘ Specialij>ed hotels' haveSprung
up near it. offering various ‘services’

not only by girls from Kerala, but also

from neighbourhood states. Male pros

litution, though not overtly publicised,

is very much a part ofthe Kerala sunlust
tourism 50^ of foreign tourists arc

women and their targets are drug ped
dlers, guides, waiters etc. It is not un
usual to see a young local boy striking

it rich after a few of these encounters

Drugs
Kovalam is now a well developed breaking granite by the roadside. Makes for a goad tourist picture?

drug market. There axe many ‘white
dens’ all over the coast. The highlands A fall out of this major demand for and similar undesirable activities,
of Kerala grow a variety of high quality drugs in Kovalam is the ‘employment’ The only traditional occupation that
cannabis. It is reported that there are that local youth have found in peddling has thrived under these circumstances
mini-factories in the deep jungles of them. And then there is the problem of is stone quarrying. Land that once pro-
Idukki district where experiments are aualamtingriseinsmackaJdiction. Crime, vided a steady and continuous income
concluded to combine it with chemicals itiswell known is aclose friend ofnarcot- from agriculture has been permanently
for higher potency. Hie media has impli- ics and is now rampant in Kovalam. lost to quarrying which gives quick and
died the active complicity of senior ex- Interestingly, no tourist has been high returns. Deep, ugly pits scar the
case officials both in the manufacture and jailed for drug-related offenses, though it earth. Withthegrowing demand forthe
marketing ofdrugs A police official was is well known that many of them operate high quality Krishna Shila stone, a
recently arrested in connection with a as dealers, using local boysas pushers. large number of women and children,
large heroin haul meant for the New displaced from their agricultural occu-
Year s Eve festivities in Kovalam. Whither traditional occupations? pations, now work in stone quarries.

The growth of tourism has indirectly breaking rocks inscorching sun or rain,

affected interrelated patterns of They arc paidapittanccfortheir labour,
employment, real estate prices and land ascompired to agricultural wages Their
use. The traditional occupations of poveny. it would seem, is yet another
coconut cultivation, coirbased industry sightseeing ‘attraction’ for tourists

and small scale fishing are no longer

pie-eminent. Land prices have Exclusivity - Whose beach is it

skyrocketed at least ten times within anyway?
the last ten years asihe tourism industry Juridically speaking, the beach is

has spread geographically. The name public property where people in gen-
of the game is now speculation. In the eral come to enjoy the fresh, invigorat-
frenzied buying and selling of prime ingair, whcrctheproductivcactivity of
land, particularly along beach areas, fishing is done and boats are beaded.

-

land ownership has shifted into the However, as ha; happened with
hands of noo- KovaJans and the earlier Kovalam, this idyllic situation is dras-

emphasis on its productive use has tically altered when international tour-
suffered ascrious and permanent setback, ism steps in. And gradually, there is no

In this process, hundreds of people room anymore for local residents. Thus,
have been displaced from their tradi- even without being formally designated
tional occupations. Tourism.as is popu- as a Special Tourist Area. Kovalam has
larly believed, comes nowhere near to become an exclusive tourist enclave,
addressing this problem of unemploy-
ment, since the better jobs go to more Linguistic corruption
educated outsiders What is left for the Language is the quintessence of a

locals is menial jobs or worse, the people’s culture. Kerala which has the
downward spiral into drug peddling highest literacy rate in the country, is

now faced with illiteracy of a curious
Ujt:A dee? granite quarry gating deeper, nature in Kovalam. Young boys and
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girls who serve the tourist trade have

evolved a peculiar language - a mix of

English. Malayalam. Tamil and Hindi

that is devoid of grammar and syntax.

Tourists who enjoy this polyglot

language, mimic and therefore, un-

thinkingly promote its usageeven more.

While this may seem a laughing mat-

ter, it is not so, for it cuts at the very

roots of the culture of the people.

Vizhinjam - a profile

Vizhinjam is a densely populated,

large fishing village two kms. away

fromKovalam.Many new tourist resorts

are beingdevelopedbeyond this village,

so thatit isnow enveloped on both sides
of the beach by luxury resorts.

The fish caught from Vizhinjam
suppliesthe city and is exported through

Kochi and Tuticorin pons. The
economy is backward in the sense that

apart from catching fish, there is no

related, value adding economic activ-

ity such as a processing plant. Twenty

years ago. the government started con-

structing a modem fishing harbour. A
wave energy project was also begun.

After huge sums of money were spent

on these projects, they were suddenly and

inexplicably dumped. And the same gov-

ernment is now talking about spending

thousands ofcroresfor promoting tourism!

In the meanwhile, living conditions

in Vizhinjam are pathetic Clean, po-

table water is non-existent. A rivet, 6
kms away serves as a bathing spot.

There is no sewage to speak of. A dirty

stream flowing through this village

serves as a drain while the same water

is used for washing and sometimes,

even for cocking. Epidemics often break

out duringthe monsoons resultingin high

child mortality. Educational and medical

facilities are grossly inadequate.

Can tourism give Vizhinjam a new
lease oflife

0
In ihe light ofthe Kovalam

experience, the answer it would seem,

is a sad no. But no one is listening.

7. G. Jacob is a writer, having done

research in Political Economyfrom
theJawaharlalNehru UniversityNew
Delhi. His publications include In-

dia:DevelopmentandDeprnationand

ChaosinNation Formation:Du Case

of Punjab. Jacob lives in Thiru-

winanthapuram and worksas the Gen-

eral Editor cfOdyssey Publications

Photographs : Pradeep Chandra

Kumar

BEKAL
Will the project take off?

K. KUNHIKRISHNAN

B EKAL. ThelargestfortinKerala.

located near Kanhangad in

Kasaragod district, is proposed to be

developedinto a touristdevelopment

complex at an estimated cost of Rs.

1,000 crorcs. The magnificent fort

which is nearly 1 6 hectares in extent

virtuallyjuts i nto the sea with a beau

-

tiful bay on its southern side. The

natural scenery around the fort is

alluring and a visit to the fort is

memorable.

The proposed Rs. 1,000 crores

tourist development complex envis-

ages a large number of structures

retaining the niral background of the

area. The project is initially to be set

up in an area of 500 hectares, but

future plans place it in an extent of

3,000 hectares. The project comprises

restoration of the fort, a cultural cen-

tre with demonstration halls and an

auditorium for the traditional arts of

Kerala, a martial arts centre, aninter-

national centre for yoga and
Ayurveda, an aquarium, a museum
of Kerala history and culture, light

and sound programmes, gardens and

park.

Another plan is Ihe development

of the serene backwaters along the

two kilometre long stretch on the

south where boat races and rowing

competitions are to be held. Besides,

water ski-ing, windsurfing and other
water sports are also proposed along

with golf. An international conven-

tion centre, cottage industries and

handicrafts marketing centre, botani

cal gardens and a variety of other

developmental entertaining activi-

ties are envisaged in the masterplan.

Seven hotels arcto be constructed

and on completion, they will have a

capacity of nearly 3,000 rooms,

within three and five star ranges.

Bui whether this dream will ever

materialise is a question that agitates

many a mind. Implementation of the

project entails the displacement of

nearly 2,000 families; the proposed

area also houses a few schools,

temples and mosques. Besides, an

areaof more than 40 ha now used for

seasonal tobacco cultivation will

have to be utilised for construction

purposes which will leave some to-

baccocultivatorsjobless. The others

to be rehabilitated arc fishermen,

who might willingly move to other

areas.

But there are other apprehensions

among the local people. First and

foremost is the development of un-

desirable social aspccis that are in-

cremental to tourism, like excessive

use ofalcohol and illicit drugs which

will threaten the very fabric of the

local social ethos as it has happened

in a few other tourist complexes

which received so much media

blitzkreig. In fact, a section of the

local population has vociferously

raised this point. This is an issue of

(he possible erosion in cultural val-

ues, as it has happened elsewhere.

Another point worth considering

is the setting up of accommodation

or hotel rooms for those who cannot

afford the three star rates. Cheap and

clean accommodation within ihe af-

fordable limits of the common visi-

tor is something which the planners

of such projects conveniently ig-

nore. Once a tourist spot is beyond

the limitsof an ordinary tourist, some

sort of on in-built antipathy is bound

todevelop, which, in the long run, is

not conducive, to the healthy growth

of a tourist spot.

While a sizeable section of the

local population is looking forward

to their long cherished dream of a

tourism project becoming a reality,

there is an equally vociferous party

which opposes it tooth and nail .
Who

will have the last laugh?

Courtesy : The Hindu

June 20th 1993.
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ECO -EDUCATION
\

TOURISM NEEDS

ECO-EDUCAnON
SUNITA RAO

What would the world be, once bereft

Of wet and wildness ? Let them be left,

O let them left, wildness and wet.

Long live the weeds and the

wilderness yet.

- Gerard Manley Hopkins

•
‘In the promotion of Wilderness Tourism, are we merely talking offigures -

the numbers of tourists received, and the amount ofprofit eurned - or are we

talking ofsome sort ofqualitative progress?'

-Anuradha Vashisl

The Pioneer

M any animals and plants, have

had ‘travel' built into (heir

genetic mops long before humankind.

Birds migrating from their colder

northern haunts to warmer southern

climes for winter and then going

back, and whales swimming to

warmer seas to feed and breed, are

some examples which come to mind

easily. Seeds fly. float in water, and

grab passing creatures to somehow
ensure they 'get around’ and estab-

lish themselves in new areas. These

wildlife travellers are no seekers of

pleasure. They are part of that great

cycle of life, where nothing is done

without reason. When ihc seasonal or

hormonal clock so bids, certain

activities have to be done.

The destinations of mass tourists

have changed in the last few decades.

Wilderness areas have entered the mar-

ket. and thus inevitably, people's con-

sciousness. Forests, lakes, beaches,

mountains ....these constitute increas-

ingly popular tourist destinations. A
few dozen of I ndia's 300 national parks

and sanctuaries have been facing sharply

rising numbers of visitors. The city of

Delhi illustrates ‘tourism-itis’ very well.

Not of people coming in, but Delhites

themselves getting out Come holiday

season and most wildlife/outdoor re-

sorts within a radius of 300 kms. of

Delhi are booked tocapacity. Keoladeo

National Park (Bharatpur). Corbett

National Park and Sanska Tiger Re-

serve arc hotspots.

Whateffectdotouristshaveon these

areas, and vice versa ? Ultimately, this

dependsalmostejclusivelyonhowihe

tourists arc managed'.

Take a typical evening at the Gov-

ernincnt tourist establishment in Sari.ska

Tiger Reserve. The mood warms upas

the liquor begins to flow. 1 have been

witness to raucous, bawdy displays by

inebriated hooligans from the capital.

These city kingpins turnedjungle war-

lords areextravagant with theirunspent

energy and money. Not even a talking

to by the Park Director works. Music

plays loudly. Shoutsand I aughtcr com-

pete with the digital output. The

Strict guidelines in Corbett National

Park ensure a minimum impact tourism,

while allowingfor maximum wildlife

viewing opportunities.
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When one has to deal

with political powers

and vested interests,

carrying capacity

values' can double or

treble overnight with

the mere scratch ofa

pen across a doited

line.

indecent cacophony tunics far and

loud into (he night. And even the wild

boar - those hardy creatines who boldly

come close to human habitation in the

night to scavenge - arc scared and run

away grunting.

A sample from the same population

of Delhi behaves differently in Corbett

National Park, because of the different

options they are offered. Day visitors

arc allowed only along one road upto a

certain point in the buffer zone They
have to leave by sunset People staying

overnight have to make bookings in

advance, ride through the park to the

tourist complex and settle in. No more

than the number the complex can lake

is allowed in. The approach is different

and definitely not handed to you on a

platter. In turn the response of the tour-

ist is generally austere. One that is

certainly more reverential of the sur-

rounding wild.

Why this difference, one wonders.

Can the same tourist’s behaviour be

manipulated through external factors ?

1 personally believe that in each of 11s.

irrespective of class and money power,

is the. potential to he an environment -

sensitive tourist. Whether this happens

or not depends on management sys-

tems in wilderness areas specifically,

and of course, the sort of tourism poli-

cies that the Government sets. Tlie

basic training, that wildlife tourism is

significantly different arxl needs to be

handled differently is probably never

imparted to its officials.

Attracting people to nature reserves

has positive fallouts other than the ob-

vious economic one. Besides relax-

ing while vacationing, the tourist

is also undergoing a subtle process

Wandering ir. the wilderness is a very enriching experience for young people.

Caution regarding the number of motor boots while birdwatcking in u wetland

prevents disturltance arut water pollution.

of learning. The sort of stimulus a

person experiences, influences what
she/he leams. It could be as simple as

getting up very early in the morning
and waiting quietly to watch and hear a
Hock of cranes taking off. This was
what happened at the Bhindawas Bird

Sanctuary (Haryana! recently. A senior

government official who was also part

of the group was quite simply awed by

the whole experience. In the process,

he quietly learned that there was no

need to piay music in the sanctuary as

he had wanted to earlier. He also re-

trieved a tetrapak which he had care-

lessly thrown there.

More elaborate inputs for the

wilderness tourist could involve
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multi-media museums, nature trails

with signposts, and souvenirs that speak
about the flora-fauna and importance

of the place visited. The Kanha Na-
tional Park (Madhya Pradesh) where

the Centre for Environment Education,
Ahmedabad. has set up an interpreta-

tion centre is one such example in

India. Of course, how much of all this

the tourist actually absorbs is yet to be

evaluated.

To make tourism in wilderness ar-

eas environmentally viable, two vital

issues are to be considered. The first is

that government policy should not go
overboard in allowing too many areas

to be opened up for tourism, with all the

infrastructure that inevitably follows.

At the same time, this does not mean
doing things janata style. Good, effi-

cient facilities need not necessarily cast

an only-for-the-elite aura. They could

very wcllbe conservation-oriented. The
emphasis hereison the number of such

places and the amountof tourist impact

that should he allowed.

Each area or kind of tourist spot

should have strict guidelines for its

operation, including certain do's and
dont's for the tourists. All of these may
justifiably sound like piped dreams,

but efforts have to be exercised in this

direction if anything at all is to be

achieved

The second and more intangible is-

sue in creating minimum impact tour-

ism is environmental education and
resource literacy This should start from

school itself. Children thus exposed
and sensitized often carry these experi-

ences and thoughts into adulthood.

Having accompanied school students

to wildlife areas myself, 1 feci that the

experience creates a long-lasting im-

pression. far more powerful than

months of sterile, classroom teaching.

India, fortunately, still has places

that arc not typical tourist hangouts.

One can visit many such areas and get

a keen pleasure from being part of the

wider cosmos without intruding into it.

1 remember trekking and camping in

the Vlukurth area ofthe Nilgirisduring

my college days. No fancy gear, just

whatwe had put together from the local

Army surplus store. Onejust walked or

hiked with no particular plan in mind.

A pack of wild dogs may suddenly

hurtle across your path, or you may

Above & below: Environmental education at the school level goes a long woy in

fostering an eco-friendly ottitule

bend over to examine the pellets of a

Nilgiri tahr (mountain goat), and even-

tually you would (with the help of an

old map that somebody's grandfather

had given him) climb up to reach the

peak and peer down the steep slope on

the other side, with the lush, evergreen

forests of Kerala far below.

The old facility of being able to

‘take off should continue. But one

dirty habit, cultivated of late, should be

kicked in the face - that of exhibiting

through the media, some obscure, un-

touchedplace that one mayknow about

or have visited. That often becomes the

beginning of the end of that place.

How long places will remain un-

known is another question altogether.

Tourism barons arc becoming increas-

ingly more visible. The story ofGoa is

an old one. The island of Diu is now
being developed for heavy duty
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SunituRao works with Kalpavriksh,

a Delhi based environmental NGO.
Her current urea of work is

environmental education.

Photographs: Ashish Kothan

TOURISM STUDIES
THE IGNOU PROGRAMME

University which offers 4 curriculum The

(hat is the same for all and does away course

with elitism in education. With over velopcc

230 Study Centres and 106 Regional School

«

Centres, the University will be able to under
i

cater to a vast section of learners, course

whether skilled or unskilled. 1994-9

What does the IGNOU mean by in 106

Tourism Awareness Programmes ? By March 1

that It docs not mean educating the contact

masses about what tourism is. Aware-

ness has to take into account what

tourism means to them in tennsof tlicii

day to day life and the impact it has on

their social, economic or environmen-

tal surroundings. An intcr-disciplinary

approach would be adopted for the

development of the entire programme.

T ourism remains an under de-

veloped discipline in the edu-

cational system, not only from the

point of view of training human

resources, butalso for creating mass

awareness and local participation.

Tourism personnel are dis-

persed all over the country, be-

yond the reach df training institu-

tions. Here, the Distance Learning

System (DLS) has a major role to

play The IGNOU (The Indira

Gandhi National Open University)

has a significant infrastructure and

unconventioanlmulti-mediapack-

age to reach out to learners accord-

ing to their place and convenience.

One is never too old to join the

History Faculty

School Of Social Sciences

IGNOU
Maidan Garhi

New Delhi - 1IC068.



GOLF
THE DARK SIDE OF THE

‘GREEN’ GAME
Goffcourses are windows into the world.

They are the greatest tourist attractions

and attract tremendous interest. Anyone who says they destroy

natural vegetation, absorb too much water or deprive people

from earnings from their land, don t know

what they arc talking about.

(Bangkok Post 2.12.1990)

Jack Wlcklaus, worldfamous goffer and golf course designer

A golfcourse is a green desert.

Kuji Tsutomu ,
Japanese specialist

G olfcouisc development the world

over has mushroomed into a

multibillion dollar industry that has

gone far beyond the sport. So great is

the demand for the game that Japanese

developers are now seeking cheaper

land abroad in South and South East

Asia. Golf course constructions con-

tinue to spread in areas like Europe,

Oceania, the ‘Pacific Islands and Cen-

tral America.

Simultaneously, there has been an

upsurge of protests fiom environmen-

talists and tourism activists in many of

these countries. The Global Network

forAnti-GolfCourse Action(GNAGA),
organized in 1992 in Japan, aims to

network with anti-golf activists and

raise world wide public awareness on

this issue. On April 23. 1993. ‘World

No Golf Day’ was observed on

GNAGA’s anniversary'.

What could possibly be wrong with

this game that sports a ‘green’, envi-

roninem-fricixlly tag ? Virtually every-

thing, it seems.

Topping the list ofproblcinsis, ironi-

cally, the environment itself. The dam-

ages include [lie effects of hazardous

chemicals used as fertilisers and pesti-

cides, the massive drain on water sup-

plies and the destruction of forests,

farms and communities. Case studies

have shown that the environmental

impact is greatest on local people, wild-

life, catchment areas and marine envi-

ronment. Inthc Hiroshima townshipon

the Japanese island of Hokkaido, golf-

ers, green keepers and residents living

near thetownship’s seven courses have

suffered from allergic rhinitis and

chronic rashes. In addition, the inci-

dence of asthma in the town is five

times the island's average. According

to surveys by Professor Takao

Kunimatsu of Shiga Prcfcctural Col-

lege. the concentration ofagrichemicals

in water bodies can multiply afterrain-

fall to as much as 200 to 300 times the

normal levels. One such incident oc-

curred in November 1989. after the

Sapporo Kokusai Country Club in

Hiroshima sprayed an organic copper

compound to keep the grass from rot-

Tiing under snow in winter. When it

• rained, the chemical was washed into

the watersystem, and more than90,0CO

trout and other fish perished. At

GNAGA’s first international confer-

ence on Resortand Golf Course Devel-

opment in the Asia-Pacific Region in

Penang. Malaysia, in April 1993. the

participants concluded:

The 'green' golf package can he

compared to the Green Revolution

package in agriculture. Golf courses

are in fact another form of monocul-

ture, where exoticsoil andgrass, chemi-

cal fertilizers
,
pesticides, fungicides

and weedicides, as well as machinery

are all imported to substitute natural

ecosystems.

Commenting on some of the socio-
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economic impacts ofgolfcourse devel-

opment, the GNAGA conference also

pointed out:

Everywhere, the golf industry ag-

gressively promotes an elitist and ex-

clusive life-stylefor the wealthy urban

population at the expense of the envi-

ronment and the weaker members of

society.

In Malaysia, the rainforest reserve

of Tcluk Data in Largkawi Island has

been logged to make way for the Dalai

Day Golf Club, said to be one of Prime

Minister Mahathir’ s favourite projects.

Soil erosion and siltation of the sea

threaten the whole beach area near the

golf resort Significant fishing grounds

have already been destroyed, leaving

traditional fishermen without liveli-

hood. In thecaseofthe mega-resertproject

onPulauRcdang.oflTcrcngganu (Malay-

sia), the developers plan to relocate 1000

local people as they arc considered ‘un-

sightly’ for tourists.

And in Indonesia, a joint venture

allegedly involving a member of the

Suharto family andJapanese investors,

is set to construct a luxuriousgolfresort

at Murapi Mountain near Yogyakarta,

while more and more local people are

forcedto leave for Sumatra in the frame-

work of the government’s transmigra-

tion programme.

Contrary to advertisements, golf

course developments have rarely ben-

efited the local economy. Instead most

of the profits are reaped by foreign

investors and multinationals. In many
Asian countries, huge amounts of tax

money have been spent on diverting

water to golfcourses and buildingnew

roads in remote areas, ihusbenefiting a

few rich tourists, while citi2ens do not

have basic necessities like clean water

and public transportation.

Corruption and crime cast a long

shadow over golf course development.

ANTENNA, ( Asian Tourism Action

Network) reports that * As a result of

the new anti-vataza law in Japan, gang-

ster syndicates increasingly experttheir

business practices to Hawaii and other

countries. ~as many as fifty Hawaiian

properties were bought with yukuzu

money, among them the luxurious

TurtleBay Hotel includinga golfcourse

and another prominent Oahu golf re-

sort. ANTENNA also reports on one of

Japan's largest golf course developing

companies, Sato Kogyo. '...numerous

destructive and illegal developments

by Sato Kogyo have been exposed by

local people... citizens’ groups have

formed an Anti-Sato-Kogyo

network ..GNAGA has proposed to

monitor the unlawful practices of Sato

Kogyo worldwide and to lobby govern-

ments not to give contracts to Soto

Kogyo.’

In Thailand, ‘in 1 992, it was discov-

ered that the Golden Valley Golf and

Country Club had encroached on and

dynamited a state-owned hill at Khao

Yai National Park. The scandal un-

folded when photographs appeared in

the newspapers, show ingJack Nicklaus,

the golf course designer of Golden

Valley, disembarking from an Air Force

helicopter which had been used for an

aerial tour to inspect the golf course.

The close linkages between the golfing

lobby and high-ranking military

officials...could no longer be denied
’

Anita Pleumarom, a representative

ofANTENNA,sums upthe many troubled

aspects of golf course development thus:

‘The big losers are local people

whose government agencies neglect

the social and environmental costs of

supeiUuousgolfresons aixlcven subsidise

this fickle businessbyspending tax money

for golf course promotion." •

(Compiled with extracts from

ANTENNA’s newsletter Headline

and EQUATIONS ' ANLetter)
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RESPONSIBLETOURISM

RESPONSIBLE
TOURISM
AN EXPERIMENT

RANJIT HENRY
~

Alternative tourism isaprocess which promotesajustformoftravel

between members of different communities. It seeks to achieve

mutual understanding, solidarity and equalityamong participants.

Thefollowing article is the story ofan experiment to implement as

benign a travelphilosophy as is possible in today's world.

Until lions have their own historian

histories of the hunt will glorify the hunter

- African proverb

II is my firm belief, that

travel andtourism have the

capabilitytoushcrinalong

ft T7) overdue multipolar,

If I 11
mull'cu l,ura f woild, where

U I II no single philosophy, no

L J 1 single belief, can shunt

f H aside the extreme wealth of

humankind's cultural hcri-

lcfr tage Indeed, the future of

the world depends on this

Cl enlarged freedom for the

multiscciai and polyeuliural to exptess

itselfin a worid of shifting power centres.

With this as our faith, we began

Kolam Tours in 1989, vowing to tread

lightly on Mother Earth, to work to-

wards a people-oriented, cultural ly sen-

sitive and eco-aware travel culture.

Wc began by offering our services

^organisations outsidethe mainstream

mass tourist industry or those margi nal

to it. Our tour company is small, with

no intentions to expand. All touts are

tailor-made to suit specific require-

ments and are led by me.

A tour typically ranges from ten

days to four weeks. In any tourist en-

counter, the social iclationshi p between

tourist and host is handicapped by its

transitory, superficial and unequal na-

ture. making it the perfect breeding

ground for deceit, mistrust and dishon-

esty. We endeavour to make ourtravel-

lers aware of these constraints and

challenges; to avoid stereotyped

behaviour, which reinforces the bag-

gage ofprejudice carried by both sides,

while uninvited guest and nameless

host experience real situations from

begging and overcharging to the stub-

born neo-colonial outlook.

Wc examine the ultimate, touristic

moral fantasy, based on the desire to

deny the relationship between profit

and exploitation, where one is led topre

tend that everyone gets richer, *we‘ eco-

nomically and ‘they* experientially, by

gettingsomething for nothing ! These are

some of the issues that concern us deeply.

Our main client is Iraidcraft Ex-

change, a Christian charity-linked al-

ternative trading organisation based

in England, which promotes and pur-

chases consumer products and handi-

crafts directly from villages, co-opera-

tives and non-governmental

organ isations i n the Th ird World . Those

products are sold through their mail-

order service and voluntary representa-

tive schemes throughout UK, thereby

eliminating the middleman and ensur-

ing a fair price for the producer; profit

is not the driving force of their efforts.

As pan of their awareness-raising

programme, Traidcraft offers a 3- week

alternative tour to Tamil Nadu and

Kamuiaka, grams iissupponersa chance

to visit some of these villages, meet as

many Indians as possible and savour

While observing the

'chaotic '

traffic, for

instance, many were able

to grasp the strong,

unselfconscious sense of

intuitive interconnection, a

give and lake, the constant

equilibrium shift; all based

not on any
4

rules’ but

rather on a live-arid-let-

live mode operating behind

the apparent 'chaos ’

among people, vehicles

and animals.

KQkflM responsible tours & soft travel

H37/2, TNHB Flats, Gita Apartments, Kolakshotro Colony, Bosont Nagsr, Madroe-6GO 090, Indie
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RESPONSIBLETOURISM

the arts and cuisine of IixJia.

We have organised lours for six

such groups from 1990 to dale. All too

often Iheir conclusions, after a few

days, are that India and Indians are so
different from theirpre-conceived. me-
dia-created images. While observing

the 'chaotic' traffic, forinstance,many
were able to grasp the strong,

unselfconscious sense of intuitive in-

terconnection, a give and take, the con-

siantequilibrium shift; all based not on

any 'rules' but rather on a live-and-let-

live mode operating behind the appar-

ent ‘Chaos' amongpeople, vehiclesand

animals.

To quote one of out women tourists,

“Before I came to India, I thought

rather patronlslngly, poor India, so
many people and such poverty, with

only democracy as a plus point. Now
that I knowsomethingabout theirprob-

lems, they arc the same as ours, but

only on a larger scale as befits a larger

country ...howdo you enable the voice-

less majority to be heard against the

vocal minority? The problem is the

same in both countries. And, India is a

place wnh a history that makes ours

seem insignificant."

From another tourist. “In the spring

of 1989, 1 realised my life's ambition of

visiting India when I chose a package
tour to North India for two weeks from
a major tour agency. We were treated

to five-star hotel accommodation, to-

tally unexpected at the price paid and
totally unnecessary. I wouldn’t dream
and couldn't possibly afford to stay in

similar hotels in UK and although they

were luxurious, one could have been in

any European hotel in any tnajoi city of
the world. But this was India, said to be

a poor country ! The food in these

hotels was mainly western, quite bland

and very expensive, and die only people
ore met were other tourists. We were

only taken to tourist attractions where
we were hassled incessantly and only

to shops where Hie prices were rigged

and the tour guide got his percentage.

Everywhere we went, we were
pressurised to buy, treated purely as a

source of income while theguides were
doing their duty yet again with no real

enthusiasmor interest. I relumed home
with my children... generally disap-

pointed all round.'' Thus the typical

mass tourism trend that most succumb

to worldwide and yet convince
themselves that they had a grand vaca-

tion. She concludes. "However. I felt

sure that there was another side to

India... if anyone told me that the

Traidcraft tour in the winter of 1990

that I was taking would be. one of the

most interesting, busy, rewarding and
worthwhile times of my life. I doubt

that I would have believed it. This was
the other India’ that I was looking for and

I feel privileged to have experienced it..."

Our only other clients are from Swe-
den - from Las och Res, Study and
Travel, a one-man company very suc-

cessfully run for the last five years or

.so. Their four week lour covers Tamil

Nadu mostly and sometimes includes

Kerala and Karnataka. The highl ightof

their lour, in their own opinion, almost
always, is their two- night stay in three

villages (we limit the stay to 2-3 per-

sons per home, fer two nights only, to

avoid disruption of village life and do
not visit the same village more than

three times.

In the village, the host speaks no

English. All sleep on the floor on mats
given by the host family <we bar the

group from using their fancy sleeping

bags). No private rooms are provided

The tourists eal ihe same vegetarian

food of the host family, using their

fingers and sitting on the floor. Tap
water is not available, hcncc they visit

the nearby well or tank for washing and

use outdoor toilets, with separateareas

demarcated for men and women. Most
of the guests found these aspects the

most interesting pari of the lour, with a
few establishing a relationship with

their hosts to help them economically,

in some personal way.

Lastly, after the tour is over, wc
keep in touch wjth as many of our

touristsas possible. About 10% ofthem
write back to us regularly. In response,

wc can only say wc arc more than

gratified to note the emergence of a

different kind oftourist which grants us

the confidence to carry on. to allow for

a dialogue of visions, so to speak. Wc
are also encouraged to observe the re-

jection of the ultimate goal of interna-

tional tourism - the homogenisation of

all cultuies by making a world standard

of bourgeois comfort, where the Third

World is coaxed io set up sedentary

housekeeping, so that the tourist, the

modern nomad, can roam around
widely without losing hisassumed place

and identity - by never really leaving

‘home’ 1
It is to such persons, who we

hope are growing in legions, that we
address our tours. •

Ranjit Henry worked fur an
American multinational com-
pany fur ten yean soon ufter

graduating in Chemistry. He be-

gun Kvlam Solidarity Exposure

Tours in 19X9.
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ATRAVELLER’S INN

JL was over drinks, in a pub in

London's West End. I was discussing

Calcutta with an Engl ish friend who had
spent several months there. She spoke

of a Blue Sky Restaurant that she and a

number cf her foreign friends had fre-

quented. I asked her if this place was a

tourist hang out. She was offended.

“Not tourists," shecorrected me coldly,

‘travellers.'* 1 had gone to Calcutta too.

several times in fact, but had never seen

or even heard of this place. Had I made
some grave omission? I suddenly felt

I ikesomeonewho had gone to Agra

but not seen the Taj Mahal.

So this time in Calcutta I de-

cided to set tilings straight andgo to

the Blue Sky Restaurant. But first I
r

had to find it. I asked friends, ac-

quaintances. and even tourist offi-

cials, but no cue had heard of it.

Finally. I consulted the ubiquitous

Lonely Planet guide book to India

and. sure enough, there it was. Fol-

lowing its instructions, 1 walked

down Chowringhee and near the.

Indian Museum, I turned onto a

smaller rood called Sudder Street.

And about halfway down this street,

there it was - the Blue Sky Restaurant.

It was a small place on the comer
painted an appropriate sky

blue color on the outside. A
white man and an oriental

woman, about 20 years old.

stood at the entrance munch
ing on some sandwiches

and lookingrathcrdazed.

I squeezed past them

and into the small res-

tau rant.After a few sec

onds my eyes adjusted to

the darkness inside and I

saw that it was full. Full of

foreigners. In fact I was the only

Indian customer. The waiter

showed me to a table already

occupied by three others and

pushed a menu into my hands 1

smiled at the other occupant

and satdown in the empty fourth

chair The menu consisted

mostly of a variety of oatmeal

and yogurt. Good healthy stuff.

Givingmy order ofoatmeal with

bananas and papaya, I settled

down to look around the place.

The inside was quite plain.

Wooslcn tablcsand chairs.No air condi-

tion! ng bur several fans. Over my head

was a large sign reading 'No Dope*. I

wondered whether it meant that dope

should not be used on the premises or

that they had just run out of it.

Most interesting were the people.

Young people ofall origins, some look-

ing as though they had not bathed or

slept well in a while. The only common
denominator amongst them was that

each carried the Lonely Planet guide

book to India. The place was alive with

their conversation: where they had been.

TRAVELLER’S
INN

H. K. RANJANI

what they had seen, where they were

going to and, of course, what mishaps

they had suffered along the way.

“I thought Varanasi was wild but

Calcutta just blows my mind.”

"My hotel room is full ofcockroaches.

I've got to find another place. What’s
ycurs like, mate?”

"I'm gonna take it easy today. My
stomach is a bit upset.”

"Have you seen Kalighat? Oh. you

must go there."

“I’ insure the cabbie fleeced mecom-
ing in from the airport."

"Didn’t I see you at the YWCA
in Bangkok?”

"Next rime I’m skipping Bombay
aid New Delhi. Calcutta is the real

India”

i

"I don’t know how long I’ll stay

here Depends on what's happening"

"I’m going to do the Mother
Teresa thing. You know-, go to her

orphanages and stuff. My sister did

that last year"
’ Hey, are you from Toronto? No

kidding! I'm from Toronto too."

I 'm not staying here any longer

than 1 have to. I*m catching the first

plane to Kathmandu."

At my own tabic was a Spanish

woman, a German
man and another man
whose nationality I

could not place. They

spoke animatedly in a

mixture of English,

Cerman.and Spanish.

As I quietly ate my
oatmeal and listened to their

conversation, I wondered

at this species called The
Traveller

TUP EVP VOL II *04



CLASSIFIEDS

MA|HN PublishiNq Pvt. Lid.

A very special offer for readers of the EYE!
Books published by Mapin on Indian Arts, Crafts and

and Culture at the lowest ever prices! Order Now
TITLE AUTHOR’S LIST NOW

NAME PRICE R*.

Aru of India iota Guy&
Deborah Swallow 1200- 45CV-

Crafts of Janum. Kashmir & Jaya Jaitly 730- 373/-

Ladakh

Indian Animals Daybook John Guy 275/- 95/

National HanOKrans &
Handbeen Museum. New Delhi Jyctindra Iain &

Aarti Aggarwala 650- 300-

Havel V.S. Prairar 750- 375/-

Impossible Hcturesqiness HR Vidyi DebejiaA
Allan Stalely 495/- 265/-

Impossible Rcturesjuness PB r» at
395/- 210/-

Hardwoven Fabrics of India Jaslccn Dbamija &
Jyctirdia Jam 450- 225/-

Gifts of Solitude Ashvin Mehta 59V- AOV-

AftM ibe Mailers VikiainDbatt & 950- 450/-

Seed u* yow choke of book and payment through Demand TVafl only to

:

SPTC-MACAY PUBLICATIONS, 39 ANANO LOK. NEW DELHI-110049

An honest to Cod, reformed born again,

gambles selling zero option bonds, maturing

in 364 days. Send your offers to ;

BABY THOMAS MANUEL
Thadathil Bbarananganam

Kerala - 686578, India

LEADINGFINANCEGROUP
) (RSTD 1958)

PUNJAB KASHMIR FINANCE PVT. LTD
RELIABLEAGRO ENGG. SERVICES PVT LTD.
PUNJABRELIABLEINVESTMENTPVT. I TD.
B.O. 1) Anupam Bhawan’, AimOpur, Delhi.

2) 'Rai Market', Nawanshahr.

FIXEDDEPOSIT. HIREPURCHASE. LEASING
TYRE &>TUBE SALES.

HIKING - CAMPING - WILDLIFF.TOURS
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KODAIKANAL- KF.RAI.A

Contact

:

NATURETOURS
Behind Telephone Exchange, Observatory Road,

Kodaikaral. TAMILNADU 624 101

Advertise in the Classifieds of THE EYE and reach the right audience. Rs 15/- per word, minimum 20 words.

Send DD with ad. matter, to SPIC-MACAY PUBLICATIONS, 39 Anand Lok. New Delhi - 1 10049.

(So the teacher* went In her.)

Indira is eight. The lounge. I in jfclH

the family . She liiea ia the Taiiukha tf

stuns of Secunderabad.

Sly* lines fllnr.st all the household —
work. Then nhc accompanicc her

mother, a dcmrsiic worker, to work.

There she washes vessels, dusts.

sweep, and at times even cwtbi the

floor. While her

brother, Sreenu, is

studying at the A.P.

R'»i<l,ntiul School in

cUhs six.

Uafair? Hut not
iie.mmni . In India,

the girl child i*

‘'somebody fife’s

property', and a 'p
1**-

investment". She ia the family', Ixa.t of

bin lieu. To be used until she marries. ..aud

becomes sotnebodv else's beast.

How do thric beliefs translate into

statistics? Despite Leirifi biologically

stronger, one out of six girls dies annually in

India. And ef the 12 million jirl? bom in

India last vsar, 3 million vill not live to wee

Iheir 5th birthday.

Thankfully, there ire still people who
ignore these statistic.

In rose of Indira it w** two local school

Intlii'zi nasn ‘1 sent
60 school Im‘c*suis<*

of si iMiiiiinon

Ph> sic*al ik‘IW‘1.

Slu* was si girl.

leathers. Bhagvalaxmi and Janaki.

ft They iirder.tood the one thing that

H could make a difference to girl* like

Indira: education So they started in a

Wf remndnh nf the local YMCA. TheL girls, 5 to 14 years old, learnt not

, just reading, writing, knitting and
'

? <rochetin*t but life-related skills:

health, hygiene, decision making,

awarencts of rights.

All through practical

lessons. Through
dramatics and
puppetry.

Indira hui come a

long way from when
Dliagyrdaxnii spotted

her, playing in the

dutt. Today
Bhagyalexmi hopes to send her up for the

3rd standard examination.

In 1991
. CRY recognised Aranda

Rharati's efforts, end supported h»r

organisation. Through funds and othrrwinr.

Today they have rented a proper room. The

number of students hat increased from 11 to

i4

In fact, over tlie past 15 years, CRY
hat been able to help over 80 such educa-

tion-related projects with oiporiise and

fiiiul,? People like you who. bit Ly bit.

hi*l|M-d ns disburse Rs. lib Iskhs. Iasi year.

Moral of the story? Individuals ran
cause ebangr. Indira will pruliably break the

vicious cycle of ignorance and lost of righti.

She'll probably help her children enjoy

childhood, whether boy or girl.

Moral number two? Anybody can help,

you can help. You could start with a

donation to CRY. Or aik ui to give you more

infiimiatiiin on how you can help girls like

Indira.

Whatever you with to do. do it now The

future hoc alrtodvjic^un.

freT "id ire“to “hanor Ulra” Tutors.

I
fd like to join CflYs Eftrabxi Spovwrship

I Sdene by dcnalinj te24<Wb.120 on in yrarl-.talf

I yearly tesii

J
U CRTs Chib Deveoimtnl furU Dy Jonalnq

,
Rs?51 /Rs SOI / Rs 751 /Rs 1(01. fta

I k>r CBY's corpui.

I Mr Cto*e/ 3D MD h Ooto li tow cl CAT-1*1* Mtaf

I My Nan*:

{
Address:

I

{
Sign:

I
Pteaso send no iroro

I

information on CRY.

|
"CUT It is ItdcftoMonl Mian

I nut.

I 3o«baiDdte?SCarditcif ae
I «#r» into mliio iO 5

Mil yMUtnaw
imnm aiov\i it:
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KALRA

RE-BERTH ON THE HOWRAH MAIL

In thunder, lightning and pouring rain

She trade it to the station to entrain.

Singing all the way her pet refrain -

Defying the night with boldness she would feign -

*'What price this brain o’mine, no mere membrane,
When using it goes against my grain?"

Shall I sing of the charm of super -

phosphate,

Or the DDT cuisine that all of us ate

With gloomy forecasters

Predicting disasters

Of nuclear power tempting fate?

Of raindrops falling on my head.

Leaving me bald and the forests

dead?

Or of worldly wise banks

Playing sinister pranks

While tropical traffic spews C0
2

and lead?

Oh! It all sounds too fearful

So I’ll try and be cheerful

And wish you a happy year ahead.

Suniia Rao,

Kalpavriksh

New Delhi.

CHEAP PINEAPPLEAND
SAND

And if the soul of this land

Is behind the tourist poster

beckoning to sun, sea and sand,

it is equally there in (lie gutter

where beggars fight off stray

cats for the slop of leftover

dinners, where mice foray

offal cast by itinerant hawkers.

It is there on the peeling

alley walls weeping nicotine-

flecked gobs of phlegm, reeking

putrescent fruit, faeces and urine.

Cheap pineapple and tropical

splendour you now enjoy, dear

traveller, is paid with impossible

lives lived out in unspeakable squalor.

In an hour and a half she was on the train,

The sole queen of the rail domain,.

Her peace and joy she could scarcely contain

Until the examiner of tickets spoke to her plain:

"Your ticket, madam, isyesterday’s and old as champagne.”

"Sir, you’re wrong, my ticket's right", she did maintain.

"Pardon me, ma'tn, the T.T.E. intoned, ‘‘On the train

you can’t remain".

"God", cried she, now smitten with migraine.

“I beg you kind sir, to consider this in main —
There's many a slip between the train and the brain.”

“That’s logic for the road, not the railways”, he tried to

explain.

But she pressed her point over and over again.

“There’s no time", snapped the T.T.E., “and you protest in

vain,

If you don’t step down, I will pull the chain.”

"Let me pay the fine." she prayed, "and a ticket obtain.

So I don’t go back home in shame and pain.”

"Well, you’re right", the man agreed, "your ticket I'll retain

On pain of a hundred bucks, for that’ll be my gain”.

So, on she journeyed, pouring a hundred down the drain

And her soul into the retrain she couldn’t restrain.

The moral of the story she learnt without a canc —
Though her mind for being absent, was under a strain -

And proposed to make her head all sound and sane,

Knowing, too, that He who disposes, would do as He
doth ordain.

IjiUla Zaehariah

Vasani KunJ, New Delhi



UN-ROCK-LIKETHE ART OF
APPROPRIATE RESPONSE

Unexpectedly there

dark in ihc blue and shingle mist

just above the tide-line and tb * .ling

there

sitting like an expectantly empty table

un-iock like

your perfectly flat top demanding a feast

of relinquishment.

Dwarfed hy mighty yellow cliffs

both 1 and die rock

together

recognise our solid yet transient passage

through a common
defencelcssncss

So I climbed aboard and lay there

above and below everything

just letting the sound

the sound of waves

wash completely through me
I lie there

Still as no-thingness

not looking

cleansed of all limitation

dissolved to nothing more or less

than an ageless smile

refreshed by the swashing rhythms of the sea

Body drowned in floods of undifferentiated love

mind deep as the timeless ocean of memory.
Dave Keif

Sealon, Devon,

England

Side-lined

watching a life slip by

Like

sitting on a harbour wall

as the tide ebbs

Waterfront activities

jostle foe space

like monkey thoughts

in a restless mind

Towards dcathicssncss

this dream-tide life

drains remorselessly out

Yet

an idea stirs r
a vessel surges strongly i

against the flow °

landing safely

in thy sheltered haven

The choice in every moment:

to wrestle the tiller of history’s course

to flow gracefully before the current

knowing that all things turn of their own

naturally

The possibility of sleeping unawareness remains

Man and moment craft the response

collectively - God’s enduring will

the purpose behind all adversity

ensuring that

all will be well

An uncertain security beckons

tangled ropes are cast ashore

and beneath our feet

the swell and sway of passion

surge once more.

A calling to adventure

in the mainstream

of colour, froth and carnage

alternatively: \

reflection in the still pool of temperance, J
knowing that beyond all chaos and illusion \
the glorious pattern '

reveals the aboefc of the soul’s refuge.

Freedom
is knowing that uncertainty

is not insecurity,

Dave Keif

Send in yourpoems, with your name, age, occupation andaddress

THE EYE 39, Anand UK iVew Delhi-110049
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PANCHATANTRA

)

One Viihnusharman shrewdly gleaning

All wordly wisdom 's inner meaning.

In thesefive books the

charm compresses

Ofall such books the world possesses.

pancbafanlra
It is said that an ounce of sense contained in the Panchatantra is

belter than a ionofscholarship. Most ofus arefamiliar with itfrom

our childhood as 'once-upon-a-time' stories and have read them in

abridgedforms or in comics. Rarely have we encountered a literal

translation in verseform. Indeed, these wise verses, often epigram-

matic in style, go to make the real characterofthe Panchatantra. The

stories are charming when regarded aspure narrative, hut it is the

beauty, wisdom and wit of the verses which lift the Panchatantra

above the best story books.

The Panchatantra is a ‘niti shastra ’ or textbook, of *niti ’. The word

‘niti’ roughlymeans the wise conduct oflife' It iswitty, mischievous

and profoundly sane. The word, ‘Panchatantra' means, the ‘Five

Books’, the ‘Pentateuch’. Each of the five hooks are independent,

consistingofaframing story with numerous, inserted stories, toldby

one oranother of the charactersofthe main narrative. The device of

the framing story is familiar in oriental works, as in the Arabian

Nights. The large majority of the actors are animals, who have, of

course, afairly constant character. Thus, the lion is strong, but dull

ofwit, the jackal, crafty, the heron stupid, the cat, a hypocrite. The

animal actorspresentfarmore vividlyandshrewdly, undeceivedand

free ofall sentimentality, a view, that piercing the humbug of every

false ideal, reveals with incomparable wit, thesourcesoflastingjoy.

And this is how it happened.

.

I
n the southern country is a city

called Maiden’s Delight. There

lived a king named Immortal Power.

He was familiar with all the works

dealing with the wise conduct of life.

His feet were made dazzling by the

tangle of rays of light, from jewels in

the diadems ofmighty kings who knelt

before him. He had reached the far

shore of all the arts that embellish life.

This king had three sons. Their names

were Rich-Power, Fierce-Power and

Endless-Power and they were supreme

block-heads.

Now when the king perceived that

they were hostile to education, he sum-

moned his counsellors and said,

“Gentlemen, it is known to you that

these sons of mine, being hostile to

education, arc lacking in discernment.

So when I behold them, my kingdom

brings me no happiness, though all

cxlcrnal thorns arc drawn. For there is

wisdom in the proverb:

OJ sons unborn, or dead, orfools,

Unborn or dead will do:

They cause a little grief, no doubt;

Butfools, a long life through.

and again:

To what good purpose can a cow

That brings no calf nor milk be bent?

Or why begeta son who proves

A dunce and disobedient?

Some means must therefore be de-

vised to awaken their intelligence.”

And they, one after another, re-

plied; "O King, first one learns gram-

mar. in twelve years. If this subject has

somehow been mastered, then one

masters the books on religion and prac-

tical life. Then the intelligence awak-

ens."

But one of their number, a counsel-

lor named Keen, said: “O King, the

duration oflife is limited, and the vei-

bal sciences require much time for

mastery Therefore let some kind of

epitome be devised to wake tlieir intel-

ligence. There is a proverb that says:

Since verbal sciences luive

nofinal end,

Since life is short, and

obstacles impend,

Let centralfacts be picked and

firmlyfixed.

As swans extract the milk

with water mixed.

“Now, thcic is a Brahmin here

named Vishnusharman, with a reputa-

tion for competence in numerous

THE ETEVOd H04
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THE STORY OF THE LAST EPISODE...

sciences. Entrustthe princes to him. I lc

will certainly make them intelligent in

a twinkling.

When the king had listened to this,

hesummoned Vishnusharman and said,

“Holy sir. as a favour to me you must

make these princes incomparable mas-

ters ofthe art of practical life. In return.

I will bestow upon you a hundred land

grants.”

And Vishnusharman made this an-

swer to the king, "O king, listen. Here

is the plain truth. 1 am not the man to

sell good learning for a hundred land

grants. But if I do not, in six- month’s

time, make the boys acquainted with

the an of intelligent living. I will give

up my own name. Let us cut the matter

short. Listen tomy I ion roar My boast-

ing anses from no greed for cash. Be-

sides, I have no use fot money; I am
eighty years old. and all the objects of

sensual desire have lost their charm.

But in order that your request may be

granted. I will show a sporting spirit

with reference to artistic matters. Make
a note ofthe date. If I fail to render your

sons, in six month’s time, incompa-

rable masters of the art of intelligent

living, then His Majesty is at liberty to

show me His Majestic bare bottom.”

When the king, surrounded by his

counsellors, had listened to the

Brahmin’s highly unconventional

promise, he was dumbstruck. He en-

trusted the princes to him, and experi-

enced supreme content.

Meanwhile, Vishnu sharman took the

boys, went home, and made them learn

by heart, five books which he com-

posed and called

(i) The Loss of Friends

(ii) The Winning of Friends

(iii) Crows and Owls

(iv) Loss of Gains

(v) Ill-considered Action.

These the princes learned, and in six

monthstime they answered the prescrip-

tion. Since that day this work on the ait of

intelligent living, called Panchnlantra. or

the Five Books, has travelled the world,

aiming at awakening the intelligence in

the young

T here once lived a Brahmin
whose wife, chafing under their

poverty, nagged him all day. Wea-
rying ofher taunts, he finally under-

took a long journey and entered a

great forest. While searching for

water, he came upon a well in which

were trapped a tiger, a monkey, a
snake, and a man who. upon seeing

him. all pleaded for rescue. Quell-

ing hisnatural fear, he pulled out the

three animals who swore to return

his help. They warned him also not

to rescue theman who they said, was

atreacherous fellow. Butpity for his

fellowhuman overcame him and he
rescued the man too. Then the man
revealing himself to be a goldsmith,
went his way after offering to help

him.

The monkey and the tiger ful

filled their promise, the latter giving

him a gold necklace taken from a

prince he had slain. But when the

Brahmin took the necklace to the

goldsmith in order to have it sold.

I
n the palace of a certain king stood

an incomparable bed. blessed with

every cubiculary virtue. In a corner of

its coverlet lived a female louse named

the treacherous fellow, recognising

the prince’s necklace, gavcit to the

kingwithour revealingthe full story

Tlic Brahmin wassemented to death.

He remembered the snake, who
promptly appeared and devised a

plot to help him He went and bit the

queen When none could revive tier,

the Brahmin offered to help - and

cured her by a mere touch!

In gratitude, the King heaped

honoursupco the Brahmin. Thegold-
smith was arrested. The Jackal, to

prove the treacherous Intentions of

Lively the Bull, told this tale to his

master. Rusty the Lion. Rusty re-

fused to believe that a mere grass-

nibbler like Lively could harm a

carnivore like him. But Victor said:

The weak, malicious fool

Can use a keener tool:

ll sharpens sword-blades, but

The whcistone cannot cut.

And to prove his point, Victor

told Rusty the story of LEAP AND
CREEP

'

Creep. Surroundcdbyathriving family

of sons and (laughters, with the sons

and daughters of sons and daughters,

and with more remote descendants, she

Leap and Creep
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drank the king's blood as he slept. On
this diet site grew plump and handsome.

While she was living there in this

manner, a flea named Leap drifted in

on the wind and dropped on the bed.

This flea felt supreme satisfaction on
examining the bed - the wonderful deli -

cacy of its coverlet, its double pillow,

its exceptional softness like that of a
broad, Gangetic sand-bank, its deli-

cious perfume. Charmed by the sheer

delight of touching it, he hopped this

way and that until - fate wil led it so - he
chanced to meet Creep, who said to

him: “Where do you come from? This
is a dwelling fit fora king. Begone, and
lose no time about it." "Madam" said

he, “you should not say such tilings.

The Brahman reverences fire.

Himselfthe lower castes ' desire;

The wife reveres her husband dear;

But all the world must guests revere.

Now 1 am your guest. 1 have of late

sampled the various blood of Brah-

mans, warriors, business men. and serfs,

but found it acid, slimy, quite unwhole-

some. On the contrary, he who reposes

on this bed must have a delightful vital

fluid, just like nectar. Il must be free

from morbidity, since wind, bile, and

phlegm are kept in harmony hy con-

stant and heedful use of potions pre-

pared by physicians. It must be en-

riched by viands unctuous, lender,

melting in the mouth; viands prepared

from the flesh of the choicest creatures

of land, water, and air, seasoned fur-

thermore withsugar, pomegranate, gjn-

PANCHATANTRA

ger, and pepper. To me it seems an

elixir of life. Therefore, with yourkind
permission, I plan to taste this sweet

and fragrant substance, thus combining

pleasure and profit.”

"No.” said she. "For fiery-mouthed

stingers like you, it is out of the ques-

tion. Leave this bed. You know the

proverb.

Thefool who does not know
His own resource, his foe.

His duty, time, and place.

Who sets a reckless pace.

Will b) the waysidefall.

Will reap no fruit at all.
' ’

Thereupon he fell at her feet, repeat-

ing his request. And she agreed, since

courtesywas her hobby, and since when
the story of that prince of sharpers,

Muladeva. was being repeated to the

king while she lay on a corner of the

coverlet, she had heard how Muladeva

quoted this verse in answer to the ques-

tion of a certain damsel:

Whoever, angry though he be,

Has spumed a suppliant enemy.

In Shiva, Vishnu, Brahma, he

Has scorned the Holy Trinity.

Recall ing this, she agreed, but added:

“However, you must not come to din-

ner at the wrong place or time.” “What
is the nght place and what is the right

time?" he asked. "Being a newcomer,
1 am not au courant

" And she replied

“When the king’s body is mastered by
wine, fatigue, or sleep, then you may
quietly bite him on lie feet This is the

right place and the right ti me.”To these

conditions lie gave his assent.

In spite of this arrangement, the

famished bungler, when the king had
just dozed off in the early evening, bit

him on the back. And the poor king, as

if burned by a firebrand, as if stung by

a scorpion, as if touched by a torch,

bounded to his feet, scratched his back,

and cried to a servant: ‘‘Rascal! Some-
body bit me. You must hunt through

this bed until you find the insect."

Now Leap heard the king’s com-

mand and in terrified haste crept into a

crevice in the bed. Then the king's

servants entered, and following their

master’s orders, brought a lamp and
made a minute inspection. As fate

would have it, they came upon Creep as

she crouched in the lap of the fabric,

and killed her with her family.

“And that is why I say:

With no stranger share your house
.

.

and the rest of it. And another thing.

My lord and king does wrong in ne-

glecting the servants who are his by
inheritance. For

Whoever leaves hisfriends.

Strange folk to cherish.

Likefoolish Fieree-Hnwl. will

Untimely perish.

"

“How was that?” asked Rusty, And
Victor told the story of

:

THE BLUE JACKAL
[to be contd...)

Illustrations. Oroon.
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